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Fecir - 31 Move To End Bias Wins More Support For Republicans
5 CITED FOR WORK IN RACE RELATIONS
RACE RELATIONS MERIT
AWARD WINNERS — Five
Memphis leadeis received
plaques last Friday from the
MISSISSIPPI
TENNESSEE
ARKANSAS
VOL. VI—NO. 5
Tri-State Defender for their ef-
forts in the area of racial re-
lations. The plaques were pre-
sented by L. Alex Wilsar. edit-
or and general manager of
the Defender, and was a fea-
ture of the newspaper s 111th
anniversars. At left Mr. Wil-
son presents award to
Edmund Orgill. Other recip-
ients, reading from left, are
Rabbi James A. Wax, Temple
Israel; Res. Paul N. Carnes,
First Unitarian church: Het
S. A. ouen, Metropotitan nap-
fist church. aim Re.. Paul
Tudor Jones. Idleaild Presbs-
terian. This was (he first pre-
aentation ol the awards uhich
will become on annual lea.
ture of the Tri-State Defend-
er's November anniversary ob-
servance. Selections are to
Pe made and announced each
THE
Tri-State Defender
"The South's hwinpandww Wee*"
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Price 15c
Miss. Gets Revenge On Airman
Forces Lt.
To Resign
Commission
Mississippi Congressional repre-
entatives, bent on losing no skirm-
shes in their bid to maintain
ehite supremacy at every turn,
eem to have a way of gettng
rhatever their whims may be
;hen they take their case to the
'entagon.
This became widespread view
ast week when a Negro aiamar
tharged he was being "forced" to
esign his commission and Sena-
or Stennis, Mississippi Democrat,
iisclosed he had taken the case
o the Secretaries of Defense and
of the Air Force.
J.A.Swayze,Universal Life Baptists Take
Vice Prexy, Dies Suddenly Bold ActionOn Colleges
Death came suddenly and unexpectedly to J. A.
Swayze, widely-known and prominent business, religious,
and civic leader early Saturday morning, when he suffered
a heartattack around 3:30 a.m. at his residence, of 616
LaClede.
His wife, Mrs. Polly Caradine known leader had frequently cern-
was at his bedside when he pass- plained of acid indigestion, but had
'ed. He was 81. never attached too much import-
Mrs .Swayze state that the well-
After the Supreme Court struck Finds Stale Busdown a city ordinance requiring
segregation on city buses in Mont-
gomery, 
Brownell,
Ala, Attorney General a
that laws calling for segregationlas Law Weak
on buses were a "dead letter" now,
1
Followers of race-antics in the He summoned U. S. 
attorneys of After reportedly careful study of
the Tennessee law code Public14 southern states to a meeting in . .
Washington, D. C., on Dec. 10, to
map action for enforcing racial de-
aissippi for whistling at a white
woman. 
,
The boy's father is supposed to
have gotten into trouble in an
assault rase and this was made
public apparently for the pew-
pose of showing the boy was a
chip off the block ana to mini-
mize the damagine opinion of
Mississippi the ease created in
many quarters.
The State of Mississippi last
Summer sought to have Lt. Titus
A. Sanders, jr., 25, extradited to
serve a six months jail sentence
for drunken driving. He was ar-
rested in ColumLus, Miss , on Nov
20. 1954, and while out on 52,000
bond pending e.apeal of his con-
viction, the Air Force transferred
Pc 
. from Columbus to Lockbourne
te RESIGN, Page 2
dagnolia State recall how Missis-
'opi representatives were able to
d out and make public cernsin law requiring segregation on 7iuses
acts about the father of Em- 
segregation on buses and other
operating between cities in the
mett L. Till, the I4-year-old Chi- 'public carriers.
cago boy who was slain in Mis-1 Commenting on the action 
by state.
He said Tennessee's only law re-
'the Justice Departmerit, a :ceder
in Mississippi who does not wish segregatedbusesappliesto those operated in cities.to be identified told the Tri-State An act of 1905, which was adopt-Defender Sunday: led before buses appeared on the
"The action has brought quite scene. requires companies operat-
' a bit of happiness to the average ing street car lines to segregate
'citizen of this state. :However. passengers by race. Commissioner
Federal Move
Wins More
GOP Support
By STAFF WRITER
The apparent move by the Fed-
eral Justice Department to shift
responsibility for . prosecution of
those states who defy the Su-
preme Court's ruling to integrate
bus transportation from private
source to the Federal Govern-
ment was praised last week by
citizens throughout the Tr -State
area
there is some skepticism also.
This is due to the fact that
the Federal Government did not
exercise full authority in 'enool
desegregation. Hence, theie is
some question in the minds of
'many as to whether the Justice
Department will actually pursue
its course to the ultimate. Wc
feel also that the White House
should issue a statement in the
bus transportation situation."
An outstancEng leader in Arkan-
sas said; "The average citizen of
See SUPPORT, Page 2
School Teachers
Invited To Science
Meet At Peabody Hotel
School teachers in Memphis and
surrounding communities are in-
vited to attend tee session of the
South Side Chemical Conference
here at the Hotel Peabody (mez-
zanine floor) Dec. 6-8.
That announcement eves made
to the Tri-State Defender Tuesday,
by Arthur F. Johnson, publicity
chairman of the Memphis sessida
of the American Chemical Society.
Mr. Johnson stated that ar-
rangements had been made with
Hotel Peabody to admit Negro
chers tit the sessions of the
nference Commenting on O n e
feature of the confab Mr. John-
son said: "The shortage of skilled
technical manpower is becoming
• more critical daily. The two in-
*late /owls people in the scien-
I title subjects, the Science Fair
has become widespread.
"Memphians will remember the
Science Fairs in the last t w o
years held at Southwestern and
Memphis State. Here, our school
children presented exhibit of sci-
entific topics. The local winners
went to the national competition.
"On Saturslay evening, Dec. 8,
an entire session of the South-
wide Chemical Conference will
be devoted to the Science Fair.
The symposium was arranged by
Dewey Lerge assistant curator
,of the American Museum of Atom-
lie Energy at Oak Ridge, Tenn.
"School teachers in Memphis
and surialincling communities are
invited to attend this session and
others at the Peabody hotel."
Service Commissioner Hammond
Fowler reported there is no state
Fowler said there has been no
court interpretation that it means
anything more than what it says,
namely street cars.
In absence of any such law or
interpretation, he said it must be
assumed there is no law covering
intra-state buses.
Another section of the Tennessee
Code requires segregation on buses
operated by street railway com-
panies, but these are limited to
titles and their surrounding areas.
.1. A. SWAYZE
ance to them. and had usually
made a quick recovery. On Sat-
urday morning of his passing,
however, she noticed the attack
seemed unusually long and called
a doctor, and her brother who re-
sides next door. Mr. Swayze died
before the doctor could arrive.
Mr. Swayze was one of Mem-
phis and the Mid-South's most
widely-known and respected busi-
ness leaders. He was vice presi-
dent-assistant secretary of t h e
Universal Life Imo:ranee compa-
ny, one of the nation's largest
Negro-owned and operated busi-
ness establishments. He became
affiliated with the Universal in the
early 1920's, almost from the in-
ception of the concern. He had
since been closely identified with
its growth and operation. He was
a doge personal friend of Dr. J.
E. Walker, founder of the compa-
ny and former president.
Mr. Swayze was also widely
known as a musician. He was
minister of music for the Missis-
sippi Boulevard Christian church,
Rev. Blair T. Hunt, pastor. Ile
was associated with that church's
music department for some 20
years, and was widely acclaimed
for the effectiveness of the choral
groups and vocalists he directed
and presented.
Besides his association with the
Universal Life Insurance campa-
ny, Mr. Swayze reputedly had ac•
tive interest in other business ven-
Aires in Memphis and elsewhere.
He was regarded as one of the
city's most successful business-
men, and his advice was frequent-
ly soaght by young business an&
professional people.
Son of a prominent Delta fam-
ily, Mr. Swayze received his early
education at dcorn college and
later became an alumnus of Wil-
ey college in Texas. He was al-
most as widely known in Arkan-
sas, where he once worked.
Funeral arrangements hid not
been completed late Saturday
afternoon, pending the arrival of
his daughter, Mrs. Johnnie Young
of Little Rock, Ark. He is also
survived by a son, Alfonzo Swayze
several grandchildren and great-
grand children.
For the first lime in the 76 .year
history of the National Baptist
Convention, USA, Inc.. a held at-
tempt was made to organize the
educational resources of all its ed-
ucational resources end to plan for
increased support to undergird its
Baptist colleges when Dr. J. P.
Jackson, president of the conven-
tion convened representatives of
Iti colleges and seminaries at
Morehouse college, Atlanta, Ga..
Nov. 13.
The meeting was the first step
in the implementation of a recom-
mendation -which Dr. Jackson
!made to the convention in its Den-
ver sessiboaaost September to set
up a Commisaior. on Higher Edu-
cation and to make plans to raise
10 million dollars within the next
10 years to undergird first-ride
programs in Baptist sponsored
colleges and seminaries.
In a prepared statement, Dr.
Jackson indicated that "it is the
hope of the leadership of the Na-
tional Baptist convention that this
venture will mark the beginnieg of
a new emphasis in the field of ed-
ucation among the Baptists of
America." He &eared furtier
that "We know that there is still
a great need for our educational
institutions, but recognize that they
must be placed on a higher Scho-
lastic standard and must receive
more basic support from the de-
nomination." "Self-help," he de-
clared, "is more urgent since the
Supreme Court's Derision. of May
17. 1954, than ever before for Ne-
March. Other presentation
pictures are on Page 9. C
-Nets•
son photos.)
5 Cited For Race
Relations Work
The Tri-State Defender's first annual Merit Awards
for efforts toward betterment of local racial relations were
presented last Friday to Mayor Edmund Orgill and four
ministers by L. Alex Wilson, editor and general manager
of the newspaper.
The other recipients were Rev.
Paul N. Carnes, First Unitarian
church; Rev. S. A. Owen, Metro-
politan Baptist; Rev. Paul Tu.
dor Jones, Idleuild Presbyterian,
and Rabbi James A. Wax, Tem-
ple Israel.
Presentation eiC the awards —
in brief ceremonies attended by I
citizens committee and held in the
offices of the recipients — was
a feature of the Tri-State Defend-
er's filth anniversary,
AFFIRMATIVE STANDS
In presenting the plaques to the
honorees Mr. Wilson praised them
for the affirmative stands they
have taken in the area of ra-
cial relations. He said the awards
would be an annual feautre of the
November anniversary observance
with the selections to be made and
announced in March.
Mayor Orgill was honored "for
his courage and sense of fair play
as exemplified in his appeal to
the public to give recognition to
the Negro in the affairs of the
city; and for his Christian appeal
for fair treatment to all citizens."
Rev. ('arnes' citation came
"For his appeal for Christian and
democratic understanding of the
problems of desegregation and his
solution through compliance with
the law."
CONSISTENT EFFORTS
Rev. Owen's award was earned
by "his consistent appeal for a
program of moderation in the
struggle of our people to enjoy
the privileges decreed by the Su-
preme Court of the United Sattes;
and for his leadership in winning
the support of the Interdenomina-
tional Ministers Alliance of that
program."
Rabbi Wax received his award
"For his consistent effort to bring
about peace and harmony between
the races in this crisis."
Rev. Jones was honored "For
his support of the movement to
bring about better understanding
among ministers of the communi-
ty through interracial meetings
of religious leaders."
Citizen representatives on the
presentation committees joined Mr.
Wilson in paying honor to the cited
men.
Members of the five committees
included:
Dr, Hollis F. Price. president.
LeMoyne college; Rev. A. E.
Andrews, pastor, Parkway Gar-
dens Presbyterian church; Rev.
Van .1. Malone, pastor, First Bap-
tist Chelsea; Atty. James F. Es-
tes, Rev. H. C. Nabril, pastor lit
Baptist Lauderdale; Rev, W. L.
I Yarned°, pastor, Jackson Avenue
I Baptist;
Rev, W. R. T. Brewster, pasior,
Bag Trigg Baptist: Attv. A. A.
Letting, Rev. H. McDonald Nel-
son, pastor, St. James A. N. E.
church: President Levi Watkins,
S. A. Owen Junior college; Mrs.
r R. Q. Venson, of the Cotton-Mak-
1 ors Jubilee: Dr, B. F. MeCleave,
J. T. Chatdler. of Universal Life
Insurance company; William (Bill)
Nabors, manager, LeMoyne Gar-
den Housing project; Jesse Turn-
er, cashier, Tr -State Bank of
Memphis, and an out-of-town min-
ister, Rev. D. E. King, pastor of
Louisville's Zion Baptist.,
Re-Elect Staff
Of Local NAACP
All officers and members of the
executive committee of the Mem.
phis NAACP branch were unani.
mously reelected Sunday after-
noon at Mt. Olive Cathedral where
the last regular meeting of the
year was held.
R eelected wore:
Atty. H. T. nockard, president;
Rev. D. S. Cunningham. vice pres.
ident: Rev. Alexander Gladney,
second vier: Miss Elsie Vaughn,
secretary; James C. Stafford,
treasurer and Rev. P. T. Stew.
and chaplain.
Members of the executive corn.
See NAACP. Pare 2
grionerse.'s
pro-posal that Negro Baptists race Ex-Memphian Tells Ofponce to Dr. Jackson's 
I See BAP'fISTS, Page 2
On Mason's Day
'Saints'
Mayor Edmund Orgill will ad-
dress the 49th Holy Convocation
of the Church of God in Christ
Sunday evening during the day-
long programs and services pay-
ing tribute to C. H. Mason, sr.,
94-year-old founder and senior
, bishop of the church.
I Mason's Day, an annual featureof the convocation, is one of
the highlights of the 20-day con•
vocation which convenes Nov. 25
through Dec. 15 at Mason's Tem-
ple, 938 S. Mason St., Memphis.
international headquarters of the
denomination. e
Saints from throughout the U. S.
and many foreign fields began ar-
riving in Memphis last Saturday
night and by Sunday evening a
goodly number were already par-
ticipating in the three-day fact-
ing and praying services which
always open the convocation.
By Mason's Day Sunday there
Will
BISHOP MASON
Hear Mayor
will be% thousands of delegates
here.
LARGE CHORAL GROUP
Mrs. J. 0. Patterson will di-
rect a choral group of voices rep-
resenting talent from all over
the nation on the evening pro-
gram of the Mason's Day obser-
vance. She will be assisted by
Mrs. Anna B. Crockett, of Chi-
cago.
Mrs. Lillian B. Coffey, of De-
troit, national supervisor of the
women's department, is presid-
ing over women's activities.
Bishop A. B. McF,wen...,minis-
ter of Lane Avenue Church of
God In Christ, and J. 0. Patter-
son, of Pentecostal Temple Church
of God In Christ, are host bish-
ops for the convocation.
Other departments of the church
have special nights and days in
which 'o make special reports
and sponsor the* services and
Opportunity In Alaska
By NAT D. WILLIAMS
"Alaska Is the land of opportunity regardless of
race," according to a former widely-known Memphian who
was home for a visit last week after being in the northern
dime for more than 10 years.
programs. He is portly -Lines Simpson. who Is a United Staten
Activities of the c onvocation
can be heard nightly over Walthl
between 10 and 11 p.m.
"Prayer for Peace" is theme
of the craocation. 
•
am Powell
To Appear
Rep. Adam Claylcn Powell, dy-
namic Congressman from Harlem
will be the principal speaker at
the 10th anniversary celebration of
the Memphis Tr -Stale !lank en
Friday, Dec. 14, at Metropolitan
Baptist church.
A capacity audience is expect-
ed to hear the eloquent speaker,
,see ADAM POWELL, Page 2
government employee attached to
the Interior Department in Cant-
well. Alaska. which is several
score miles from the better-known
city of Anchorage.
Mr, Simpson was in Memphis
over the past six weeks visiting
with friend, Mr. Edgar Moore.
of 232 Driver St., and with a brollt•
en, Rev. G. C. Simpson. He left
Sunday for.. Los Angeles, Calif..
from which point he will return
to his post in Alaska after Christ-
mas.
LEFT CITY IN 1930
Thee former popular Memphian
left this city in 1930. He had be-
come widely-known here as a
cook, having served as a chef in
many prominent private homes.
See ALASKA, Page , a
v• • .
41,1011(
JAMES SIMPSON
•
•Support
ducting the Memphis Sinfonietts 1 with voter registration. She was the Democratic National Commit-
WON around September. will be remembered for sponsor- At the time of the trial it was 
fhrough the cooperation of Su- credited for the phenomenal in. tee and former President Harry
ing the much-talked about Broad- te -stified that someone else was perintendent Ernest C. B a II , crease in registration of Negro vot- Truman. .
While she headed the Defender
Washington Bureau. Mrs. Spraggs
the cooperation of all in present- extent ef U. Saunders drur.ken dents atterding schools in the In Louisiana, the registration in-
' off the highway onto a shoulder.; tend the Dec. 4 concert. T 
made a special project of chant-
driving was in ha pulling the car Melrose zone are eligible to at- creased in a single year from able work in Haiti as a gesture
icket 50,000 to 150,000. In addition to of international good will. For her
However. Senator Stennls said he price is but 35 cents. this, she was an indefatigable efforts on this behalf. President
called on the Secretary of Defense schools in the Melrose concert worker and speaker and at one Paul Magloire decorated her with
and the Eecretary of the Air Force zone and their respective chair- I time or the other, she touched the highest honor of the Haitian
to take action on the groonds that
pt
Was Nate is most elated by Atty
(Condoned From Page 1) Ba Isis•
Brownell's action. Theityjireel that
any action to obtain d egatioo
In transportation and the field of frankly the existing needs in the time of the incident and becatise
education should be spearheaded field of education and address he was in default on his b:trid.
by Congress or agencies of the
'themselves to an adequate solution , The Senator said -I insisted on
Federal Government. In fact We 
.of all the educational problems la direct answer to these inquir-
have been wondering why this, 
,hat face us, that wars and means lies and after sonic delay. I was
has not been done. lb. found by which the reseurcesladyised the defendant would be
I "This action by the Justice De of the great National Baptist ('in'-
partmen1 has elelloilelY coh rtneed 
-vention may he harnessed to hell)
the position of the Republical. par- the existing schools reallie t h e
ty in the minds of many in this .high„ possibla g„ls. and to or-
State." I ganize an at,..ncy throti2h which
LOCAL SENTIMENT funds night be channeled to these
The average citizen of Memphis ,schoels. Representatives includdig
and Shelby county received t he !presidents and de-tn. of 18 Baptist
news of Brownell a move with colleges and presidents of many
calm elation. Locally leaders will state eon% entiona adopted a strong
wait until the bus case. E. J. Ever: resolution approving the proposal
versus the Mayor, officers of the and recommended tom the Nation-
amlice department and the 51em- 421 Baptist convention set up an
phis Street Railway, runs it, agency ;o implement the decisi-ms
course, l made. President Jackson is to
The general feeling is there is ; oresent Inc recommendation to the
no reason why desegregateo city 
'Board of Directors of the Na-
buses should not work here. Al- Donal P.aptisi convention when it
ready Negroes and whites work meets in Hot Springs, Ark. next
and shop together, in a number '.1anutrv.
of instances with closer proximity •f he effort to harness heartY five
than on buses. Hence, there should !million Negro Baptists behind a
he no trouble wifh the desegrega- constructive program of support
on of public
Hotheads among Negroe'• will 
for Christian higher educt:tion was
considered;
 
by tnose 
present 
at the Dies At 69be discouraged, it was indicated 'conference as the mos, revoluticm-
and it 'sal hoped that reactionary lary idea advanced in the con-
news media would be cooper- vention in its long history.
*nye, in the move toward democ-; Presidents Ben iamin E. Mays of
rary for all. Morehouse college and A. E Man-
As a result of the Juatice )Pe•••_ yle of Spelman college scr.ed as
partment's action, the sentiment is ! co-hosts for the conference,
that each voter who backed Presi- •
dent Eisenhower has been justf
tied for his faith and confidence
in the present administration.
separated from the service
it. Saunders said he had been
iniormed by h's base division com-
mander's office that : 1 must eith-
er resien my com.rission or be
dropped from the rolls oi toe
Air Force."'
Got'. Lausche relused extrad:-
lion alter a July hearing at which
attorneys for the officer said he
"might not survive.' the Missis
.IPoi sentence. In addition to the
iail sentence, Saunders was fined
S250.
Powell
NAACP
(Continued From Page I)
mittee include:
, Rev. D. W. Brouning. ('hail
' (Ceetineed From Peg, 1) I man- John Sumer% Atty A
! W. Willis. ir . .lesse Turner. Dr.
During the past 10 years the ‘.aseit smith. Rev an .t
Memphis Tri-State sank has de- .lone, James D. Fleming. W B.
veloped into a three million dollar
DEWEY'S NEW LOCATION—Dowey's Auto Service,
formerly louteal at 6111 Beale, now is at a new location,
475 Linden at WoMpgton. The garage now offers corn-
plot* serviee, including Phps 44 quoin', and is Weer
able to serve its many customers than eve, before.
-Psis w mann harms
See GRAND OPENING Story On Page Three
Newswoman
Educational Congress at Jack-
flocked to the West Tennessee J. H. Paris, Dr. J. A. Whits
(president et Mississippi Ye- 
W. Ellis. and 0. G. Outlaw.
(Mason Photo.) Venice T.
ATTEND CONFAB — Teach- campus recently. Shown are: cational college), J. W. Kol-
era from throughout this arcs R. E. Coulon, D. Hamiltop, helm, M. L. Morrison, Jr.. D.
Zetas To Give You Chance raggs Dies
son. Tenn., oe Lane college 
•..
By ETHEL L. PAYNE
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — Final
• i rites were held here Tuesday atce the Bradford Foneral Home for
. Mrs. Venice T. Spraggs, 51, who
, died suddenly in Washington, on
sale for thit general public on Fri- Nov. 21.
day, Jan. 11, 1957. An assistant to Cong. William L.
Ticket prices are: Box seats, Dawson, vice-chairman of the
$3.50, Arena seats. $.3.00. Circle Democratic National Committee
seats, $3.00. Balcony I. $2.50; Bal- and former chief of the Washington
cony II, $2.00; and Balcony 111 I Bureau of the Chicago Defender,
$1.50. :Mrs: Spraggs was stricken as she
When ordering tickets b.), mail was making preparations for
ing the internationally known send money order or certified ! Toanksgiving dinner with her hug-
2 TRI-STATE DEFENDERSet., Dec. 1, 1956
Alaska
I (Continued From Page 1)
Later he was placed in charge
of the once notable National Cafe
at the ;owner of Beale and Mul-
berry. As manager and chef at
the National Mr. Simpson became
0111 of the city's most popular
restauranteurs. He had come to
Memphis in 1917 from his native
home in Saulsbury, Tenn., where
a sister, Mrs. B. L. Harris, still
WRY TO ALASKA
, He said an urge to "better my-
self and my position led me to
seek out other places in the
world." As a result of that urge
Mr. Simpson left Memphis in
HU on a junket which took him
around the world seven times. He
became a chef cook on passenger
liners plying the seven sess. He
sailed with such lines as the
Gram, United States, American,
and others out of ports on the
east and weft coasts of South
America, and the United States.
and became familiar with the ma-
jor ports of the world. During
World War If is* accompanied the
first U. S. Naval convoy to Soviet
Russia carrying the first ship-
meat Land-Lease aid to' that
sountry.
• After the war, he decided to live
be Alaska. He became associated
with the Interior Department as
an Expediter of Foods under gov-
ernment auspices. And that is his
eurrent occupation.
OPPORTUNITIES A-PLENTY
When asked to comment on liv-
ing conditions in Alaska from
a Negro's point of view, Mrs. Sim
'peer, observed that Alaska offers
many opportunities to people of all
races of this country, who are will-
ing to work and desire to pro-
gress. He pointed out that a size-
able colony of Negroes lives in
all the principal cities of the area,
ouch as Juneau. the capital, Silks.1
Tairbanks, Anchorage, a n d oth-
er communities. He said they are
To See 'Holiday On
For the first time in the history of Its presentation
in Memphis, Negro patrons will have an opportunity to
witness the spectacular "Holiday On Ice" show, which for l
the past several years has been presented at Ellis Audi-
torium.
The local chapter of the Zeta
Phi Beta Sorority is sponsoring
one night for Negro patrons at the "Holiday on Ice," states Mrs. Cal- check (payable to Zeta Phi beta'
ice show during the regular an- loway.
nual engagement on Sunday. GET TICKETS EARLY
March 10, 1957, at 8:30 P. 111., in Organiations and individuals de-
the North Hall of the auditorium, siring bloc seating (number of
Word of the sorority chapter's 1 seats together) may order tickets
plan was issued this week through' from Dec. 1 to Jan. 10. The best
Mrs. Carlotta Stewart, general seats will be sold first, it -.vas
engaged in constrottion work, ho-1 chairman of arrangements. Miss pointed out. So it is necessary to
tel pursuits, mining, lumbering, Gloria Callian is basileus of Alpha order early. Any soror is able to
smelter occupations, and other in- group, and Mrs. B. A. E. Callo-, explain the seating arrangement
duatrial pursuits. way is Project Publicity- chairman. which offers box seats, arena and
His answer to the inevitable'
question about weather conditions! BENEFIT PROJECT 
i circle seats as the best seats.
The remaining seats will go on
was an admission tha t the ther-1 The promotion will benefit the 
rnometer where he lives in Cant-, eyeglass and scholarship projects
n -below zero, but that one gets , phians have been ve
ry generous Resignwell does occasionally go down to of the sorority. Annually Niem-
en, condition himself to such in their support of the sorority's
weather and learns to live it like' bInd-raising efforts benefiting the (Continued From Page 1)
• polar bear. He said the grow. projects, according to Mrs. Collo- Air Force Base in Clumbus. Ohio.Mg and construction season op-, wa Y•
The local Zeta Phi Beta chapter SOMEONE ELSE DRIVINGd M and I
; band, William, and her mother
Sorority) for number and kind of Mrs. Barbara Tipton, who resided
tickets desired, to Mrs. Carlotta!
,u-ith them.
Stewart, general chairman, care A severe coughing spell from a
of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, of 1668 cold from which she had been suf-
Park Avenue, Memphis, Tenn. feting brought on a cerebral hem-
orrhage doctors said, She w a
rushed to Freedmen's hospital, but
never regained consciousness.
;CAMPAIGN WORKER
1 Mrs. Spraggs had worked inter-
mittently in various campaigns for
1 the Democrats in 1948. 1950 and
1952. Prior to this she had worked
for 10 years as Washington Cor-
The first of three concerts to
respondent for the Defender andbe held in Negro schools under
sponsorship of the Memphis Or- ,-for four
 rears as assistant person- spected by top political leaders all
net director of the National Youth over the country and counted
chestral Society, P. K. Seidman, Administration, among her close personal friends,
president, will be at Melrose Highl She was appointed assistant to Gov. and Mrs. G. Mennen Wil-
school Tuesday, Dec. 4 at 2:3U 00g
m. with Vincent De Frank con- 
Cong. Dawson in 1953, dealing with hams oi Michigan and Mrs. India
'program and public relations and Edwards, former vice chairman of
Three Orchestral
Concerts Set
High Schools "THE MAGNIFICENT:z," pop-ular VeeJay recording artists, will be among the stars ap- Goodwill Revue scheduled forpearing in the annual WDIA Ellis auditorium, Dec. 7.
way show, "Carmen Jones.- a few ;ciriving the car when it was in-, schools have been arranged into ers in Louisiana, Florida. Alabama
seasons back. And now, it seeks volved in an accident and that the zones for the concerts and all stu- and other parts of the South.
' •'
men are: practically every state in the un-
Melrose, Mre. 0, M. Hunt; Riv. ion.
erview, Mrs Annie Graddock: I WIDELY KNOWN
Florida senool, Mrs. ,Ida Fall; T.I She was widely known and
W. Herson school, Mrs. Byrdies' 
Mitchell: Hamilton High, Mrs. E.
L. Crump: Magnolia achool, Mrs.
Georgia Taylor, Dunn Avenue
school, Mrs. Simmons; Li n c oin
school, Mrs. Thelma Bush; Mel-
rose elementary, Mrs. Susie Bry-
ant, and Maple Avenue.
Details are being worked out
through the Bluff City PTA Coun-
cil, Mrs. Georgia M. Bunipus„
for 2.30 Other schools in these
have been held at the schools
in the Melrose Concert one and
others are planned.
Other concerts are planned for
Booker 1, Washington High school
in February and at Manassas
High in March. All are scheduled
tot 2 . :)0. Other schools in these
zones will he announced later.
If seating facilities perm i t,
adults will he admitted to the con-
certs  Fi
Program for the Melrose con-
s
The Toreadors. and Intermezzo
I from 'Carmen Suite" by Biel:
. Syncopated clock by Leroy An-
derson: Overture. "The Gypsy
cLEVELAND — Funeral sery. Baron" by Johann Strauss: Clair
De Lune. by Debussy: Marche,ices were held here Tuesday for
Bishop Alexander J. Allen of the from "Soiree Musicales", by Ben-
AME Church who died Wednes-ljamin Britten Jazz Pizzicato by
das. Nov. 21, after a brief illness.1 Anderson: Player. from "Hansel
and Gretei", by Humperdinck:He was eushed to the hospital!
Sleigh Ride. by Anderson a n dfallowing an asthma attack. The
Spanish March, by Jaime Texi•Ii9-year-old prelate was elected a
bishop in 1940. Ile had been as don
the program has been scaledsigned to the Fourth Episcopal
; to the music appreciation of stu-District at the last General Con-
dents from fifth grade throughference in May of this year at
high school.Miami. Ha
Miss Louise Mercer. vice pres-1 is comprises Illinois, Indiana,"h•
ident of the Memphis OrchestralIowa. Wisconsin. Minnesota. and
Society, i general director ofa part of canada:
school concerts and Mrs. Sam Ca.Bishop Allen ii as born in 1,, 
and Mrs. Lila Danciger are
Institution. In its policy of rend-, .v r. on. n« Ju
mbos. . sept , 22. 1857, lie, •
WHeny. II A. Thomas, ill pa. , w chairmen respectively. of whit e.as one of a lorc line tr1 glVe
(Collapsed From Page 1)
Lt. Saunders used profanity at the
A. J. Allen,
AME Bishop,
and Negro school concerts. OtherGilliam , R alph IA Iserv ice to the AME church. His
won the confidence of cflizens of A members of the committee areton and Dr Coorer E Taylor lather was fur many years editorboth races in this area. Mrs. Jed Dreifus and Mrs Rob-PREPARE FOR SERVICE of th•t Southwestern christian Re-This Will be the first public pro- ert Cooper.Res. S A. Owen minister of corder of the church.gram presented by the hark. A.
Mateo Walker. executive Metropolitan Baptist church and ATTENDED VALEvice
president. and Jesse Turner. cash- Rev, H. C. Bunton, minister of, Bishop Aden was educated at; Chicago, largest conference in the
ler, are planning the impressive ! MI Olive, spoke before the cps! ; Clark Univ. in Atlanta and at- Fourth District to supervise some
celebration. They announced that *ion and urged Negroes to pr( -! tended Vale Dis mils. School He important changes in the confer-
the public is Invite:1 to 3itend the Pare themselves to shoulder the served as pastor in Boston: 
ence. the assignment of ministers
program at Metropolitan. responsibilities which a more dem- Jamestown. It. 1.: Connelsv ille. In new cKarges..
ocratic society will bring. Pa.: Columlnia. Porisniouth. and, The churchman is survived by
Dayton. Ohio. In I931. he wa.ci his wife, IN. f:
named executive secretary of the The churchman is survived by:
American Bible Society and mov- His wife, Mrs, Jewett Allen and
ed to Cleveland. four sons. Alexander jr., execu-
After his election in 1940. he live secretary of the Pittsburgh
was first assigned to the 16th Ems- Urban League: Samuel. an attor-
copal District of the West Indies' ney in New York: George, an at.
sorney in Philadelphia. and Dr.
wpi named to the Third District Griffin Allen, also of Philadelphia.
of Ohio and West Virginia. A brother, Nimrod Allen Of CO.
At the recent General Confer. lumbus, Ohio, founder and execs-
ence. he delivered the important live director of the Frontiers of
Episcopal Addrees on the state of America Inc.; and a sister, Mrs.
tiring first class service, has!
An average college studentl A donation was voted .to Mt
reads 24.9 books a year. accord. Olive which has hii•ted meetings
ing to a study made in Ohio of the NAACP since a top-level
Mate. 'tilling barred them at the YMCA
I READ THE WANT ADS
UN Obi la CONCRETE porch', • drive, ps1.1u, T1-
1-HOUR TS' SERVICE rented bonded. P. E. Peak (IL 213032
nav-euseeunaelP
1111 Terms Tube I Repute EXPERIENCE
D Metro Carpenter arallebla
airy • • TV 3664 CEEELIKA  Immediately Allen 
WIlr.nn 01 2 2261.
and South America In 1944. he
01. 11-12112 
•
government, the Order of Honor
and Merit in 1951.
She was the recipient of many
re- other awards among them, elec-
PHINF.AS NEWBORN, JR.,
"The new modern jazz gen-
ius", will be featured at the
Blues Bowl game Monday
night, Dec. 3 at Melrose sta.
dium. During the half-time,
Newborn will sound-off on a
golden trumpet, as did ailing
and famed composer W. C.
Handy for sears. Handy Is
unable to appear this year.
The Blues Bowl, sponsored
by the Beale Street Elks, Pro-
vides yuletide food for about
400 families.
breqk +haisis
1-4301 aixt helpitAI
Sgy,.• Nigi(t Mine
Forest'
r2,1 Min(
lion to Theta Sigma Phi, the na-
tional honorary and professional
fraternity for women in journalism
in 1947. the first Negro to be so
honored.
The Women's Civic clubs of Al-
exandria, Va., gave her their spe-
cial award for political contribu-
tion in 1948. A graduate of Spell-
man, her alma mater honored her
in June, 1950, with a Certificate of
Merit.
She was a life member of thf
National Council of Negro Womei
who named her to their honor roi
in 1947.
Memorial services were hels
Sunday in Washington at the Me
Guire Funeral Home before thi
body was shipped to Birmingham.
her native home, for burial. Ins.
mediate survivors are her husband
and mother and relatives in Bits
mingham.
Must Pay $750
•
HOLLYWOOD — (INS) — Singer Billy Eckstine has
admitted in court that he is the father of two sons by an
Atlanta model but he turned down Judge Elmer D. Doyle's
suggestion that he marry the girl.
Eckstine told Doyle that he and Carolle Drake, 32,
lived together as man and wife for
approxiipately three years. How-
ever he denied Miss Drake's charg-
es that he failed to support their
two children She asked for $1,500
monthly child support.
Judge Doyle suggested to the
singer "it would be nice if you
got a marriage license." but after The largest passenger carrier
a 15-minute private consultation the world is the school bus whic
il )
'slit, the judge. Eckstine announc- itiansports 6,400.000 to and from
ed that efforts to have him mar- schoolbuildings each school day.
ry the girl failed.
Eckstine offered to pay MO
monthly support for the children.
Judge Doyle ordered him to pay
$750 a month.
Family Favorite
...on the go!
As inviting and invigorating as a spin
in your new sports car ... yet as familiar and
dependable u the family jalopy: that's the
enjoyment you get from every sparkling bottle
of bright and bracing Coca-Cola.
The modern family is a group
of go-getters. Wherever
you go, get refreshing
Coca-Cola... AmeriCall
favorite soft drink.
BOTTLED UNDER AUTWORITY Of THE COCA-COLA IOTTLiNO COWAN,' In
COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF MEMPHIS ANI,
roilefeeedInde-merk. 111$4, TN, COCA-COtA CONI
•
•p, FOR THE
RECORD
by 1. Alex Wilson
EDITOR, TRI-STATE DEFENDER
We Appreciate Your Support
' Your Tr-State'Defender observe
Its fifth anniversary during the
month of November. The highlight
of the observance was the presee-
teflon of Merit Awards to leaders
ip the community who, durtng
1955 made worthy contributions to
wards improving race relations in
Memphis.
We wish to express our sincere
appreciation to the folloWng lead-
ers and citizens who served on the
committees who made the presen-
tations to recipients:
President Hollis Price, of Le-
itoyne college; Rev. A. E. An-ews, pastor of Parkway Gardens
rresbyterian church; Rev. Van J.
Malone, pastor of First _Baptist
church Chelsea; President Levi
Watkins, of S. A. Owen Junior col-
lege; Rev. W. L. Vrrnado, pastor
of Jackson Avenue Baptist church -
Rev. H. McDonald Nelson, pastor
of St. James AME church; Rev.
W. H. T. Brewster, pastor of East
Trigg Baptist; Rev. D. E. King
pastor of Zion Baptist churiK Lou-.
isville, Ky., a visitor in town; Rev:
H. C. Nabrit, pastor of First Bap-
tist church Lauderdale; Atty. A.
A. Latting, Dr. B. F. McClenve.
Atty. J. F. Estes, J. T. Chand'er,
personal director of Universal Life
Insurance company; Jesse Turner,
cashier Tri-State Bank of Mem-
phis; William Nabors, nianager of
LeMoyne Gardens Housing project
and Mrs. R. Q Vensor., co-founder
of the Cotton-makers Jubilee
You'll find more details on this
levent elsewhere in this edition.
Through your support during the
short span of five years we have
been able to give you a newspaper
which measures up satisfactorily
your demands. We appreciate your
response to our service, for the
newspaper is dedicated to the task
of keeping you informed and help-
ing to improve your welfare as
well as advancing tire best inter-
est of this community.
Ten full time and nine part-time
employes produce a complete news
paper here locally each week ex-
cept for printing. We hope within
the near future to have the publi-
cation printed in this area.
Further, we plan to incorporate
and offer shares to persons who
are interested in being a part ot
a growing business
The progress of the Tri-State Do-
fender will be reflected to a mark-
ed degree in its Jan. 5 edition when
we will present to you for your
approval a newspaper with a new
format. It will be a compact. news-
filled tabloid. In this venture we
will be following the modern trend
atid it is our hope that the product
we present will meet your approv-
al. If it does not we, as ever,
would appreciate your sentiments.
Compromise Cooking On
'Segregation In Schools
The Clement Administration in Nashville — reported-
ly agreed to accepting school segregation bills by t he next
legislature as long as they do not call for abolishing of
public schools or defying the Supreme Court decision.
Meanwhile there were new reports of disagreement
In Gov. Clement's official family 
over how far the legislation visors also were reportedly seek-
should go. As far as could be de- ing means of handling all segre-
termined the Administration will gation measures. One sum sted
be most receptive to bills which method of accomplishing, !SIN
would strengthen the power of in. would be to delay all discussion
cal school beards to deal with seg. and action on segregation P ropos-
regation problems. als until a special session Gov.
Just what effective bills could Clement would call after the regu-
be supported which would neither lar session ends.
call for destroying the public Another method would be to set
school system or defying the clear up a joint House-Senate commit-
mandate of the Sopreme Court tee which would receive all bills
have not been indicated introduced which pertain to seg-
/ft-SEGREGATIONISTS regation. hold public hearings onwo of the governor's close ad- them, report out those thet mem-
visors, State Agriculture Commis- bers feel most apprepriate and de-
sioner Buford Ellington and Dem- lay final votes until all the oth-
ocratic Treasurer Joe C. Carr, ere er major legislative bills had been
listed among those urging a strcng voted upon,
pro-segregation stand. 11111111111,11111M11111111118Itilluasettnitiiiimuitio
Commissioner Ellington is the
man many feel will get the sup- Deadline Set For
port of Gov. Clement as his suc-
cessor in Nashville.
Governor Clement and his ad-
Ask Anti—Bias
Law In England
LONDON — (ANP) — Although
little likelihood is expressed here
that it will get through the current
session, an anti-discrimination bill
was introduced to the British par-
liament last week by Laborite
Fenner Brockway.
1111
 
,he bill, a private member's res-
o loon, seeks to make discrimi-
nation illegal in Britain when ex-
ercised against a per son on
grounds of race, religion, or color.
On Dec. 1
Pet Milk Baby Of
The Week Entries
All entries for the title "Pet
Milk Baby of the Week" must
be sent in by Dec. 15 in order
to be eligible for this year's
awards. Any parents in this lo-
cality may enter. as lone as their
baby is not over three years old
and has been fed Pet Evaporat-
ed Milk.
A photograph or snanshot of
the child must be submitted for
entry. Full details are elven un-
der the nicture ol this week's
"Pet Milk Baby of the Week"
found elsewhere in this issue.
11111!!111111111111191111111111011111111111111111111111111111111111
CONTESTANTS in the annual
Royalty competition sponsor-
ed by the Citizens Committee,
a charity group headed by
Raymond Lytton', took part
Sunday evening in the annual
bazaar program at the Y. M.
C. A. Winners of the adult
and junior queen titles and
that of junior king, will be
crowned at the Handy theatre
Friday night Dec. It during
the annual Yuletide Revue.
Another talent show sponsor-
ed by the charity oritaniza•
tion is at the Ace theatre on
Mississippi. Thursday night,
Dee. fi. Contestants, lett to
right in upper photo, are: Lit-
tle Eugene Roberson, jr., held
by his mother, Mrs. Arma
Roberson, of 1518 Rozelle;
Misses Lorene Massey, of 867
Barton; Alice Harmon (seat-
ed), of 3016.11 Crystal;
Joyce Boxley, of 694-F Gem.-
'St. Nick's Revelry At
'Ace Theatre On Dec. 6
On Thursday night, Dec 6 char-
ity-minded Memphians will flock to
I the Ace theater, Mississippi and
Walker to see "St. Nick's Revel-
ry."
St. Nick's Revelry is an annual
stage attraction sponsored by the
Citizens Committee of which Ray
mood Lynom is president. Mrs.
Rubie Stein Hudson is producer-
director of St. Nick's Revelry for
the third consecutive year.
The show consists of local talent
— both professional and amateur,
and promises to be one of t h e
most entertaining shows of the
season. All proceeds of St. Nick's
Revelry will go to the underpriv.
ileged at Christmas time. This
is just one of the many affairs
sponsored by the Citizens Cern-
mittee for their Christmas Charity others.
Fund. You can enjoy t his wonderful
gia, and Florine Richmond,
of 409 Alabama. Contestants
standing lower photo, left to
tight; alio. Barbara Donohue.
of 1:171 Greenwood; Miss Fred-
die Mae Faulkner, of 4114 Get-
well; Miss Thelma Hollow as
of 1871 Ball and Marvin L.
Brown, of 1409 N. Bellevue.
Seated left is Miss Carol Bon-
ohue, sister of Barbara.
There are some 30 contest-
ants. (Newson Photos)
'Mallory Knights Ask
On Yule Gifts
By HARRY L. STRONG
The time has come when we all
must turn our thoughts to the end
of the year holidays, and thank
our God for the many blessings
that he has given us and think not
only of ourselves but the less for-
tunate.
Think what a sad Xmas we would
have if we did not have some of
the things to make a joyous
Xmas
There are many of us who won't
;have any of those things, so, those
of us God, has blessed, share our
blessing with those who are less
fortunate As you all know, Xmas
is just around the corner and we
all are looking for a merry Xmas,
and the Mallory Knights ate ap-
pealing to you good christians of
the great city of Memphis to help
us make somebody's little children
happy on Xmas day.
'I he underprivijegtd chi:dren will
nerd somebody to try and make
them feel that somebody cares for
them, and we all can take a part
in doing so by giving just a little
bit of what the Lord has given us.
If you have anything that you
won't need the Mallory Knights
would appreciate your sharing it
with the children.
If you have one little toy or a
pair of little panis, a pair of socks,
a dress, a bag of fruit, a sack of
carida7, or anything, come down
Xmas morning to the YMCA, 254
S. Lauderdale st. and bring it. or
call YMCA. JA. 6-2523 and we will
pick it up.
TSU Takes Freshmen
Law School Students
HOUSTON, Tex. — T h e Texas
Southern university Law school
will admit freshmen students,
the second semester, February 4,
as well as transfer students, ac-
cording to an announcement by
Dean Harry E. Groves. Hereto-
fore students entering law were
, accepted only in September of
leach year.
Grand Opening Dewey's Shop
The grand opening of Dewey's
Auto Service, formerly at 488
Beale ave. and now at 475 Linden,
will lie held Saturday, Dec. 1.
There will be free gifts for ev-
erybody during the day-long color
!Ltd celebration. Clowns will be
I present to delight the kiddies,
Phillips 66, whose products are
popular in this area, is opening
several filling stations simultane-
ously on Dec 1 One of these is
Deweys.
Dewey Shelton one of Memphis'
best known auto service special-
ists, by opening the new business
is offering his many customers
more complete sers ice. Mr Shel-
1946 — 10th ANNIVERSARY --- 1956
OF
TRI-STATE BANK OF MEMPHIS
386 Beale Street
Proud Of Its 10 Years Of Service
To The People Of The Tri-State Area
Accounts Insured Up To $10,000
Assets Over $3 Million
Member of Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
to70,is widely known for his cour-
t4' and capable service in this
afea.
At the new location, 475 Lin-
den, Dewey's Auto Service is con-
tinuing to provide body and fen-
der work, frames straightening,
Imutor tuneups, was:hing and greas-
,ing — plus Phillips 66 Gasoline.
The Phillips 66 praticts a r e
added as a result of the new
move.
Dewey's Auto Service has long
had a reputation for dependabil-
ity, quality workmanship a a d
reasonable prices
Mr. Shelton, the owner has
had more than 16 years of ex-
perience in ear repair, painting
and service.
The company's paint shop is
equipped to give a factory like
-new look" to cars and trucks.
Many firms have had their whole
fleet repainted by Dewey's spe-
cialists. The firm does much two
tone painting.
The shop crew includes two of
the city's most experienced men
in straightening fenders,
Dewey's Auto Service invites
drive-in for free estimates on ser-
vice without obligation. Besides re-
pairs, painting, a n d tuneups it
offers such services as brakes,
!springs lights and glass work
His mechanics uses niany labor
,saving tools in handling the shop
to speed work and cut overhead
costs.
Visit the grand opening on De
cember 1 at 475 Linden at Wel- The Quetico provincial park '
lington and call JAckson 7-0328 in Ontario borders on the state of
far service. I Minnesota,
Acquit Racist
In Tennessee
School Riots
CLINTON, Tenn. — (INS) —
John Kasper was acquitted by an
all-male jury in Anderson County
Criminal court last week of charg-
es of sedition and inciting a riot.
It took the jury 45 minutes to
I come to its verdict, which a crowd
that packed the courthouse cheer-
led loudly despite earlier warningsof a demonstration by Judge D.
I L. Huston.
Earlier in the afternoon, the
judge overruled a defense motion
for a directed verdict of innocence
and dismissal of the charges
against the defendant.
The state had accused Kasper
of coming into Clinton two days
before Clinton High school was to
be opened to both whites and Ne- I
groes on Aug. 27, and inciting
the already incensed citizenry into
riots and violence that had to be
put down by the "home guard."
50 WITNESSES
Attorney for the defense, J Ben- i
jamin Simmons, had produced
more than 50 witnesses in Kas-
per's behalf, all of whom said at
no time did Kasper actually enter
into acts of violence or suggest
violence. They said he urged
everything "short of violence" to
prevent Negroes from entering.
In his summation, Simmons said
that Kasper could not be con-
victed unless he was actually in
the riot. The state however said
that he did not have to be in the
riot, H IP.. could be proved that he
had promoted it,
The present ruling has nothing'
to do with the year imprisonment
sentence passed against Kasper
by a U.S. Federal court for vio-
lating a court order against inter-
fering with integration. Kasper is
appealing that verdict and is free
on a $10,000 bond.
Four Receive
1WLOK Awards
The Second Seven Up Achieve-
ment Award presentation w a s
made at the 'Platter Party" at
the Abe Scharff YMCA Thursday
night in the presence of more
than 700 happy teenagers.
Hamilton High school was sa-
luted and Walter Grady, repre-
senting the faculty and principal,
Harry T. Cash, presented t h e
medals to the four honored Stu-
dents.
The Best Boy Scholar was John
Moore; Best Girl Scholar, Sher-
ry Crump; Outstanding School
Citizen. Bernice Hightower; Out-
standing Athlete, Howard Griffin.
On Dec. 6, the four outstand-
ing students from the Lester High
school will be awarded medals.
Some of the people who are do-
nating their time and talent for
this worthy charity project are;
Harold Conner, Frances Barnett
and Bob "Honeymoon' Garner
from the Flamingo Room, The Vel
Tones from Curries Club Tropi-
cana, Talent from Club Ebony and
Mitchell hotel, night club entertain-
ers Baby Ray, Britt and Gene
"Bowlegs" Miller.
Also Robert Harper and his 4-
year-old brother, Thaddeus, T h e
Tennos, The Meteors, d a n cc r s
from Mrs. Forts Dance School,
The Moon Maids of St. Augustine.
directed by Mrs. Geraldine Burke,
Maurice Bullett, The Matadors,
Johnny Lockhart, St. Clair Alexan-
der, Phyllis Hyter, Eugene Mur-
ray, Willie Warren and many
Four Top Stars Will
Appear In WDM Revue
Ray Charles. . .B. B. King. .
The Moonglows. . The Magnifid
cents
Four of the brightest Stars in
the recording world today, have
been named as stars of the 1956
Goodwill Review, Dec 7.
In addition to the blues revue a I
gospel travelogue "Pdgrimmage to
the Holyland" will feature the sing-
ing of Rev. Cleophus Robinson and
his wife, The Spirit of Memphis
Quartet, and the Happyland /Mind
Boys.
BENEFIT SHOW
nation. His latest record hit for
Modern records is "On My Word
of Honor."
Ray Charles has been for many
sears one of the big names in
the recording business. He has re-
cently brought what is describ-
ed as a "new sound" to rhythm
and blues music with his Atlantic
recordings of such hits as "lone-
ly Avenue."
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show and at the same time help
some unfortunate person at Christ-
mastime. Its Thursday night, Dec.
6, at the Ace theatre, Mississippi
at Walker.
Haile Selassie
Greetedn
our apan
TOKYO — (I N S) — Emperor
Haile Selassie of Ethiopia was
greeted at Tokyo's Haneda air-
port last week by Japanese nue
peror Hirohito, Crown Prince Al&
hito and other members of this
royal family.
Also on hand to welcome the
Ethiopian ruler and his entour-
age of 20 person were the entire
'Japanese cabinet and diplomatic
;crops. Selassie will spend 11 days
in Japan. He is the first sovereign
to visit the country since World
, War 11.
I In a statement at the airport.
I
the Emperor said:
"We hope our visit will strength-
en and extend economic and cul-
tural relations between our two
icountries."
In the past few months t e
bloonglows have caught the fancy
I of the nation with their Chess ro.cordings of "See-Saw" and "Whoa
I'm With You."
The Magnificents, VeeJay re-
cording artists from Chicago, 1141*
cently had one of the most pope.
lar records of the year in "Up
On the Mountain."
'rickets are now on sale all over
Memphis for $1.75 and $1.
m tepy Treat' Camp
They will add their names to a
distinguished list o f performers Set B
who, in past years, have g i v e n
their time and talent to the an-
nual charity show for the benefit 
By JOSEPH R. WHITE
Mm
All the WDIA radio stars will 
e phis has had camping ex-
of needy Negro children. peditions given before, but the
replete with painted braves and 
one coming up Dec. 1 at Camp
support the "name" talent with a Aldersgate in Little Rock, Ark.,
sum prise
-packed Indian production
feathered chiefs. — camping as 
it was conceived
is different. It's a **Wintery Treat"
THE STARS
B. P. King, a Nlemphis.b'ov who
started his rapid rise in show busi.
and is planned by Centenary's
youth tirannzat ion
The camp will feature a ma-
y Centenary Youth
Credited for some success in these•
programs are the youth officers
who are Miss Peggy MeNairy,
president of the Older Youtist•
Miss Pearl Crosby, secretary of
the Older Youth; Miss Pauletle
Hawkins, president of the Inter.
mediate youth; and Miss ShirIcy
Pierce. secretary of the Intermed..
late youth department, and more,
ness as radio perform:r at WDIA,
tor caravan from Memphis to Lit- they're not afraid to explore: -
the Rock, Ark.; a visit to Philan- COLLEGE TOUR
will be making his third der Smith college; and will hold Rounding out what promises toappearance as a Goodwill Revue 
workshops for the youth in learn- be a big pleasure and excitingstar. Ile was recently voted the
best male blues vocalist in the ing and gaining more 
knowledge expedition is the tour of Pinion-
of the Methodist cllurch. der Smith's campus, where the111111011o;01111eillItintitiliiiiiititIlliest1111111i111111111E
Centenarian Dies
Ending Oldest
Marriage In U. S.
It was dreamed up by the Meth- youth will spend the night. The
odist Youth Fellowship, a youth officers also urge youths of other.
organization of the Methodist churches to go.
church, and will be tagged as Their car motorcade which will
their first camping expidition leave Sunday, is expected to wrap
PLEASANT, Ind. — shle)— this year. up the wintery treat's program.-
Mrs. Charlotte Miller, 100 years TOPS IN YOUTH PROGRAMS Upon returning home, thre•
old, died yesterday ending 79 Directing the trip will be Miss young people will be selected im
years of married life with her Myrtle Gentry, supt. of t h e report and thank the church and
105-year-old husband. Youth department and Neverson individuals for their financial cow
She and her husband, Francis Jones, district president of the tributions who were: The Men's
I. Miller, were believed to have State Intermediate Fellowship de- Bible Class, the Women's Sods.
been married longer than aoy partment, who are guiding t h e ty of Christian Service; the Young_
other couple in the 1.1 S. youth of Centenary' to high peaks Adult Fellowship the Metbodise
Mrs. Miller died Monday aft. of Christian living through whole- Men, IL S. Leit;is sad Thorne*-
 
.
er a long illness in the small some, good and clean recreation. Willis. -
southern Indians farmhouse The members of MYF have pre-
ofwhithcheihradmabrreeinedth 
Round trip to camp Alders
life, great 
most sented several activities w I t h gate is $.5 for the two days es.
success, such as their hay pedition. The Rev. D. M. Grish•
111111011110imentim111111111011010001/111110111111111is ride and Tom Thumb weddings. am is minister.
SEE THE NEW 1957
PLYMOUTH
At
AUTOMO BILE
SALES COMPANY
THE NEW
1957 Plymouth Is Styled For
The Years Ahead
COME IN AND SEE MANAGER WASHBURN,
YOUR COLORED SALES MANAGER
FOR BEST DEALS IN TOWN
AUTOMOBILE
SALES COMPANY
"Your Value Headquarters For torty Years"
109 UNION Phone JA. 3-1381
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, The Lord's Supper will bt held
at 8 p.:11.
ST. STEPHEN BAP'FIST
Conducting the Sunday school at
the St. Stephen Baptist church,
'Sunday, will be the superinten
dent, Benjamin T. Lewis, jr. It con-
venes at 9:30 a.m. A sermon by
the .pastor, Rev. 0. C. Crivens, will
be heard during the morning wor-
ship at 11 a.m. Choirs of the church
will render the music. The CYF of Miles Chapel CM?
ST. JAMES AME 9'30 am.churchmet Sunday, Nov. lb, and The Baptist TraMing Un- The Baptist Training Union
The Floral club of St. James Icon will commence at 6:30 p.m. meets at 6 p.m. Services will be elected the following officers fur
AME church is sponsoring a tea .Iaines Peoples will be in charge held at 7:30 p.m. 1957; Wanda Brent, president;
at the home of Mrs. Clara Bled- There will be a sermon at 7:30 COLUMBUS BAPTIST Bobbie Purham, vice president;
Annie Conner, secretary; Bessiewe. of 1014 It. Manassas. It Will
Barbee. assistant secretary and
Alfred Purham, treasurer.bus Baptist church. The Belmount Miss Marlene Whitelow, youthBaptist church of Arlington, Tern. director of the Dyersburg district,vited. thedral. Guest speaker will be will be host to the membership Was present and gave a talk onServices at the church will be , Miss Lucy E. Campbell. Miss at 3 p.m. The Rev. A. R. Camp- 
"How To Make A Good C. Y F.
Teacher." klso present were Mrs.
Magnolia Johnson, director of t'ne
he held from 5 to 7 p.m. Mrs.
Florence McPherson is president
the Floral clue. The public is in-
ed at the a.m. and 7:30 p.m.
services.
William Jackson will conduct the
Sunday school at 9:30 a.m. At 11
a.m., the morning worship will be-
gin. The pastor, Rev. H. McDoneld
Nelson, will officiate.
The ACE League will meet at
S p.m. Mrs. Dora Whitson will di-
rect it.
Devotion and a sermon are slat-
ed for 7:30 p.m.
Mrs. Theme McKissic ts the
kburch reporter.
BETHLEHEM BAPTIST
Bethlehem's congregation will en-
joy a thought-provoking message
and partake of the Lord's Supper
during the morning service at 11
a.m. Rev. J. R. Bibbs, the pas-
ts', will preside
Sunday school will be undcr the
uSpervision of B. H. Holman at
P.
Mi. OLIVE CME CATHEDRAL
Sunday is Stewardess Fellowship
Day at the Mt. Olive CME Ca-
A day of worship with fellow!Sunday's services for the Colum
regular with the exception of ,Campbell has •tnIde many distinc• 'bell of Columbus Baptist church,
communion. It will be administer- five contributions to the cultural will deliver the principal address.
life af Memphi§ and elsewhere She Rev. L. ft. Denson is pastor of board of religious education; Mrs.is a composer. educator, civic and Belmont Baptist church. Earline Halliburton, youth directorreligious leader. As 3 lecturer, Columbus will participate in Gol- of the church and Rev. Harris, theshe always has an interesting and den Leaf Baptist church's Pastor pastor. • • •informative message, resulting , Anniversary at 7:30 p.m. Rev. L. Morning Star Baptist churchfrom her many wide and varied A. Hamblin is the pastor of Gold- 
celebrated its annual Thanksgivingexperiences. 'er Leaf Baptist church. Fellowship dinner. The menu con-The Sunday scoot at 9:30 a.m. 
sisted pf turkey and all trimmingswill be conducted by P. Burnous. 
needed. to make a ThanksgivingA sermon will be delivered at 11 •
RIPLEY
LAUDERDALE-
County
NEWS
The public is cordially invited
to hear Miss Campbell.
Rev. H. C. Buntyn is the minis-
ter.
ST. JUDE BAPTIST
It will be a regular day for the
St. Jude membership. Sunday. Be-
'ginning at 9:15 am., William Da-
vis will conducrthe Sunday school. I
'Bringing the message at 11 a.m
will be the pistor, Rev. W. H Mos-
by. Combined choirs of the church
will furnish the music.
Mrs. Easter Charfes will direct
the Baptist Training Union 6:30j
P.m.
at
During the morning worship, the 
all indications he did a splendidpastor. Rev. R W. Norsworthy, job,
will deliver a Choirs of
the will the committee d
sermon.
complete, Alter being se,v-anti. by the pastor, Combined
ed the members, guests a n dchoirs will furnish the music, friends relaxed and were Mighty
entertained with a moving picture
titled, "The Blood of Jesus." This
film depicted good against evil andMt. Moriah Baptist church will had a good moral. The grownhold its usual services Sunday. f, 
expressed a feeling of rejoicingJ. Nelson will conduct the Sunday' d satisfaction, The roior as
school at 9:30 a.m. operated by George Coe and from
Baptist Training Union begins at
6:30 p.m.
MT. MOR1AH BAPTIST
church sing.
"I like the New Bus System...
•
U's Better and Quicker"
rtsnid Richardson. _193 Keel Ave..
rtcks Memphis Street Raay
Co. bnses go atostrwl town.
How does he like I I L, 1,11,
Win? Just fine!
As he says in b.): oven iN :
Mc it becaue it's b...itcr and
quicker."
Yoe too, will like your bus corn-
pany's new look." Just ranember
most route numbers have been
changed, and route names indi-
cate the lista' destination of the
bus. Learn the route number and
designation of your rouse ... and
if in doubt, call your bus company
!lifortnation Center, JA 7-1636.
Try Mix now him system yourseil. You'll like ir. ton! Iteri;le right
now, wherever you go . . . GO MODERN—GO BUS!
For Complete Information on
New Routes and Schedules,
NOTE: To serve you better at night—seven nights a week--all buses
on Main Street 'tiltll arrive betveen Madison and Monroe ou
the hour and half hour, beginning at 7:30r.m., and will leave
five minute* later. (For example, at 7:3a, 8:03, 8:35 p.m.
and so on, sip tall midnight.) The last laus leaver at 12:10 a.m.
Some of the known members of
who plannedan
helped to prepare for the affair
were as follows: Mr. and Mrs. Will
Wallace, Mrs. Bertha Oliver. Mrs.
Anna Campbell, Mrs. Louise Hal-
liburtnn, Mrs. Eileen Rucker and
Mr. Coe. Remarks by the pastor
Rev J. R Halliburton.
• •
•
Miss Dora Willie Vaughn visit-
ed her mother, Mrs. Maggie Ev-
ans, the wife of Dr. Evans, De-
catur, Ill. during the Tharksstiv-
ing holidays. Miss Vaughn is ne-
coming to be well known
arourd Decatur by a few people
and especially one or more who
look forward to her Coming with
great anxiety and help to make
her stay a happy one.
Miss Dora Willie gave her tur,th-
er happy surprise but she did
not spare any Pain in Preparing
breakfast and other things to cre•
ate a pleasant atmosphere for all
who were present with Miss
Vaughn. Mrs. Maggie Vaughn Ev-
ans sends love to all her relatives
and friends.
Mrs. Mggie Beard was oil of
town during the Thanksgiving hol-
idays. She made some stops un
the way but she did not finally
stop until she had reached the
Windy City of Chicago and visit-
ed her daughter, Mrs. Creasy Ab-
ston and son-in-law; Fred Abston,
7200 block g. Wabash. Mrs. Crea-
sy Abston, her daughter, had an
elaborate dinner prepared d
waiting for Mrs. Beard's arrival,
The Royal Sewing club, women
of Ripley and St. Matthew Com-
munity, gave an old Fashion Box
Supper Wednesday night, Nov, 21
In the school cafeteria (Lauderdale
High). It was with much interest
to observe the men highly tense
as they nervously drew names in
order to find the lucky person to
eat with them or the lady they
would be lucky enough to eat with.
One time the women of the club
gave an expression of satisfaction
and happiness to not hear but see
their husbands eat with their 'is.
ter members who had prepared
tasty boxes. Many were remind.
ed of their earlier and more bash- ,
ful experience% on similar necas-
ions, but they all appeared to have
been veterans on the job of social-
ising at this stage in the game
Many expressed a desire for more
such entertainment.
• • •
The Lauderdale County Goodfel- 1
lows met Tuesday night, Nov. 20
along with the Ripley PTA at the
Lauderdale High school. Mrs. El-
flora Hill was elected c o ii it t
chairman; Mrs. Earlene )lallibur-
ton, co-chairman; Miss P. E
Thompson, co-chairman; Miss Ge-
ntile G. Nelson, secretary a n d
Augustus Williams, treasurer. The
group is soliciting the cooperation
of everybody to help make the
effort a success 'The group wants ,
to know with the many people in !
need, can any one really be hap-
py until he or she has helped to
make some one else happy? D. C.
Johnson and Rev. Mrs. Morgan
gave a thoughtful and inspira-
tional devotion for the meeting.
Mr, ',etcher, the new music teach-
er introduced a representative of
the Melody Music store of, Mem-
phis. Tenn. who spoke on the value
and importance of music in the
education and developmert of the
whole child, of which we all are
concerned. He gave some concrete
examples of the advantages of
students who had been exposed to
Instrumental music in high school
and the students who had not had
such experiences.
• • •
The Lauderdale High 'shoot bas-
ketball Monet/ have begun to
sting. They visited Alamo Monday
night, Nov. 19 and Alamo gave
them a warm reception by win
fling ono game and losing one
game. When the team from Ala-
mo invaded the campus of the
Ripley boys and girls, the Rip-
ley teams gave them a warmer
reception by winning both games.
The Alamo teams looked good on
the floor but they looked good on
teams did not only look good on
the floor but they looked god n
the seore board. 5. E. Mo•ra
and Levi Moore coaches, known
as Moore and Moore Incorporated,
skills and techniques have begun
to take form. They are working
hard with mostly new materials.
since most of their varsity play-
ers were lost by graduation and
transfers to Ball. a new high
school in the county.
President, Baptist Industrial Col.
lege & Seminary, Hernando, Miss.
Do You ever think in terms of
the power of bread?
Whereas bread is the most con-
sumed food of our diet it serves
many more purposes than merely
glim, down in the lower abclwi,en
early age a child cries out for a
The Old Elementary Lauderdale
County basketball spirit which was
high and superior to the elemen-
tary basketball spirit in many
nearby counties has begun to take
on new life. Johnson Consolidated
school, Gilcion Lake coach and W.
S. Taylor, principal, lost 0?111 game
and won a game from Palmer Tur-
ner, Henning, Tenn wiih coach
being Fred Jacox. Principal in
Robert Jacox, ir. The game was
exciting and has caused much
comment since ,loth schools have
many students,
We regret that I.. Currie who
was makine such a good stall as
a new teacher has gone to the
Army where his duties ant re-
sponsibilities are greater.
piece of bread. He has learned
that bread can satisfy little tir
gling down in the lower botemet
area. But aside from doing this.
bread an mean much to people
in all walks of life.
Some years ago a man admonish-
ed His followers to cast their bread
upon the water. Many modern
doubters would want to know in
the offset "What about casting
bread on the water?" Let us look
for a moment. In the first place
bread wilt float for a long time.
Many other articles thrown on the
water at the same time will sink
long before bread, but days and
days will find bread still floating
upon the watern—
On top of this bread will still
be palatable even after it has been
soaked with water. Many things
that have become water - soaked
will lose their platability but wa-
ter will still be suitable to eat.
These to things alone will open
our eyes to the point of Jesus'
concern for bread being cast upon
the water. I feel that Jesus liken
ed our good deeds to the bread.
Each one of us should strive to
fill our seas of life with pieces'
of bread that will enable the world
to be better by our having pass-
ed this way. Our deeds must be
monuments that will serve as sour-
ces of inspiration for the down-cast
and disillusioned in all walks of
life.
In this day of growing suicides,
mnrders. and the like we need
monuments along the highways of
I life 
that will enable people to take
a new hold on the mselves and
move on up life's highway. Many
wople today would be ,able to
avoid the pitfalls that overcome
them if somewhere along the paths
of life someone would have strewn
a few pieces of bread that will
make life meaningful to them.
SOME NEED EVIDENCE
Then as I mentioned' before the
bread would serve as a source of
nourishment for some weary trav-
eler. Many limes along life's high-
way !nary of us grow hungry for
fellowship, love ard those things
that will bting out the best in life
for us but in the absence of a
strong stimulus to urge us on we
will throw lip the desire to be-
come and quit right where we
arc. Some years ago the poet ask.
ed us in our departure to leave
I footprints upon the sands of time.
No doubt he took up the refrain
of the poet of years before him
who admonished us to leave bread
upon the water. Both of these no-
ble men had a common knowledge
They knew that along the highway
of life there would be those pet.).
pie who would always need some
type of visible evidence that some-
one had been along this ay. •Today the world is ;n the same
predicament. We still have with us
those people who need some bread
cast upon the water or some fbot-
prints going before them to keep
them going open. They lack that
internal somethi- that will live
Years ago will. inake them go on.
Year; ago when I was oho Mg
football the coach would say time
and time again, -A man nets' have
guts to play football." Of course
nowados we are too proper to
say 'guts so we have changed that
word to mean (intestinal forti-
tude), which means the very same
thing.
Whether 'guts' or 'intestinal for-
titude'. man needs something to
keep him going. He needs a stim-
ulus outside of himself that when
the going eels Welsh he can reach
back and grab a bit of it and
there find the courage to move on
This. no doubt is what Jesus said
when He said 'east your bread
upon the water.' In short I feel
that He was saying to us give
those who need a stimulus some-
thing tangible to live by and for.
Some men find this stimulus in
their wives, some in their fami-
lies, some in their homes and.
I many in various other fields of
'pursuit but all along life's highway
there mustle bread cast upon our
water that will float along our
pathways in life's darkest hours
and be a dynamic force that will
enable us to move on to nobler
and higher heights. This. I feel, is
%that .lesus had in mind when He
admonished His followers to cast
their bread upon the waters.
GET IT NOW FOR
CHRISTMAS.. BETTY
THE BRIDE DOLL
Approx. 30" Toll
• .Soft All-Rubber Body
• Soft Life-like Vinyl Head
• ROOTED HAIR—cannot be pulled out!
Wash it! Comb it! Brush it! Curl it!
UNBREAKABLE from HEAD to TOE!
Complete with ... SATIN BRIDAL GOWN
with NYLON NET & LACE, VEIL, PEARL
FINISHED TIARA, BRIDAL -BOL:OLIET,
PANTIES & SHOES.
•
Yes Madame,
How about making out that
Christmas list? All of your fam-
ily of course and a very spe-
cial group of friends. But
wouldn't it be swell to add the
names of the people who have
been very nice to you during
the past year? The neighbor
who always has what you need
to borrow, or what about the
club member who drops you
off home from meetings ever
so often.
For these Jack Sprat and I
think cookies, cakes, cheese
sticks and other nice Christ-
mass' tidbits would make
such wonderful gifts.
MOLASSES CUT OUT
COOKIES
211 cups Jack Sprat enriched
wheat flour
1St teaspoon baklng ends
44 teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon each ginger and
cinnamon
'a cup shortening
1 cup molasses
2 teaspoon grated lemon or
orange rind
Slit dry ingredients. Com-
bine molasses and shortening
in saucepan. Bring -to a boil,
cool. Mix in dry ingredients
JANA C. PORTER
and rind. Chill two hours. On
a floured board roil dough 1-5
inch thick. Cut out stars, san-
te, angels, christmas trees,
etc. Place ½ in apart on
greased cookie sheet. Bake in
moderately hot oven (375 de-
gree F) 8 to 10 minutes, makes
about 48 cookies. Decorate
with red cinnamon, silver can-
dles, colored sugars, candied
cherries, cloves, dates, before
cooking when using as Christ-
mas gifts. More next time.
Bye for now,
Jana Porter
ONLY 1200 STAMPS
TO FILL A BOOK
Youthful Stars Take The Spotlight 01 The Big Star Show Over NIA
EVERY SATURDAY morning a brand new cast unfolds its talent
to a huge Mid-South audience as B i g Star Food Stores talent
time climbs aboard the MOO watt station WDIA. Talent time
means opportunity time and the boys and girls makes the most of
it as they make entertainment of their time in gay variety. If
you have any talent which can be expressed on radio, you are In.
sited to receise an audition tryout for the Big star Talent Show.
This Big Star program is presented each Saturday. Appearing on
a recent program and pictured shove are: :Aft to right: Billy
Williams, Barbara Griffin, Lois Williams, Margaret Thermion.Irma Claxton, Barbara Smith and Charles Yates.
•
•
•
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TOMORROW 8 kM.
MEMPHIS' FIRST SUPER DRIVE-IN LIQUOR STORE
st
atc
,M11.0 LEADS THE PARADE
FIRST IN QUALITY FIRST IN SERVICE
FIRST IN SALES
CHECK MILO'S I f/
ma crow ALL STAR
tarly VALUES
wits E. PepPer
\\\ *1/ 
\\\Ol Stagg
\\* \\\
Great Vesteru
Champagne
Gold Seal 
Cltampagas
Taylor
Ill .Y"
I.
PARADE OF SOUVENIRS PARADE OF SOUVENIRS
• _
MILO'S SUPER DRIVE
-
IN LIQUOR STORE
-0,1P
'gram
• 4116
MOO.
ed.
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OPEN 8:00 A.M. Ill 11:00 P.M.
569 POPLAR AT HIGH STREET • BIG FREE PARKING LOT
TWO DOORS EAST OF OLD LOCATION
Dear Mme. Chante: I am inter-
ested in meeting a young attrac-
tive girl either from the South or
Jamaica, medium brown skin to
light skin, 120 to 130 pounds, and
from 5 feet 2 inches to 5 feet 6
Inches. I would like to correspond
with someone on the quiet side,
and who believes in obeying her
husband. She may drink or smoke
if she wishes. I am 5 feet 71/2 incites
tall, weigh 165 pounds and am 28
years of age. I promise to an-
swer all letters and exchange pho-
tos. J. Moss, 1708 Lake st.sOmaha,
Nebr.
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a Ja-
maican man, 5 feet 10 inches tall,
weigh 130 pounds, dark coloured.
My faith is that of a Baptist. I
would like to correspond with
Americn pen pals of both sexes.
I am also a grade A pastry cook.
I promise to answer all letters and
exchange photos. Urich Francis. 15
Old Lincoln rd., Cross Roads P.
0., Kingston Jamaica, BWI.
Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
to correspond with pen pals of both
sexes from the U. S. I enjoy
corresponding and my hobbies are
taxidermy, stamp collecting and
geographical exchange of views. I
am a member of the Sunday
Times Hobby club in Lagos, Ni-
geria. I promise to answer all let-
ters and exchange photos. B. I.
Jegeda, 16 Olowu st., Lagos, Ni-
geria.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
to correspond with someone from
abroad. I am 5 feet 4 inches tall,
23 years of age with a dark com-
plexion. I promise to answer all
letters and exchange photos. Her-
mine Lollbon, 11' 2 Milk Lane, Den-
hantown P 0.., Kingston, Jamaica,
B. W. I.
• • •
Dear Mme. Charlie: I am a Ni-
gerian boy. 20 years of age. 5 feet
. inches tall and weigh 135 pounds.
I enjoy table tennis, football, hock-
ey, swimminz and all kinds of
sports. I would enjoy hearing from
both sexes and promise to answer 
• • •all letters and exchange photos
A. A. Sanusi, 32 Docerno st., La- Dear M me Chante:
gos, Nigeria. slant reader of your column 
and• • • now I am writing in order to oh-
Dear Mme. Chante: My profes- lain pen pals. I am a male. 5
tion is that of a stenographer. 29 feet 7 Inches tall, weigh 162 pound
years of age and my colour is 32 years of age and considered
dark. I am writing in order to se- nice looking. Also my personality
cure pen pals from the . S. is said to he pleasing. I promiseU I
promise to answer all letters and to answer all letters and exchange
exchange photos. L. A. Lulloeh, 24 photos. Sylvester Searles. B '44,
Deaney rd., Vineyard Town. P. O. Hawkirsville, Ga.
•Kingston, Jamaica. B. W. I. • •
* • • Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
Dear Mme Chante: I am a ja. young Jamaican man. 22 year. of
maican. and would like to corres- age. 5 ft. 8 inches tall. weigh 140
pond with some pen pals in the pounds. I would like to correspond
U. S. I am 20 years of age and with an American girl. who has a
enjoy corresponding and promise 
.
pleasing personality and wants the
to answer all letters and exchange best out of life. I nromise to an.-
photos. "Mavis Reid. 8 Jordon rd 
. 
wer all letters and exchange pho-
tos. Dudley Russell, 32 WindwardWhitfield Town P. 0.. Jamaica. B 
W. I. Rd.. Kingston. Jamaica, B. W I.
Dear Mme. Chante: I have read
your column for years and I am
now writing ip order to secure a
pen pal. I ail a man 45 years
of age, 5 ft. 5 inches tall and
weigh 135 pounds. I am seeking a
pen pal of the opposite sex, with
a slender build from 5 ft. 3 to 5
ft. 6 inches tall. I will exchange
photos, so please send snapshot in
first letter. E. H. Thomas, 411 E.
4th st., Rm. 16, Los Angeles, Calif.
a..
Dear Mme. Chante: I am desir-
ous of corrasponding with an
American lady of any age, color or
height. I am 24 years of age, 5
feet 9 inches tall, dark complex-
ion, with a pleasing personality. I
promise to answer all letters nd
exchange photos. Kenneth Smith,
18 A Greenwich Park rd., Cross
Rds P. 0. St. Andrews, Jamaica,
B. W. I.
Dear alme Chante: I am a Ja-
maican, young man, 23 years of
age and a mechanic. I am inter-
ested in corresponding with pen
pals all over the USA. I promise
to answer all mail and exchange
photos. Reginald Graham. 36 Lynd-
hurst P. 0. Cross Roads P. 0.
Jamaica, B. W. I
• • *
Dear Mine Chante: I am a
young Jamaican girl, 5 feet 4--
inches tall, weigh 120 pounds, dark
brown eyes and black hair.
would like to correspond with pen
pals between the ages of 32 to 40
. who enjoy correspondending, espe-
cially male friends. I am 37 years
of age. I promise :o answer all
ietters and exchange photos. Algo
Kickardson, 16 King st., Kingston
P. 0. Jams ica. B 1V. I.
Dear Mme Chante: I am a lone-
ly yeoman. and would like to cor-
respond with a man that is looking
for better and bigger things in life.
One who is sincere and faithful
and not a drunkard. I am 58 years
of age. 5 ft. 8 inches tall weigh
163 pounds and own my 11 room
house. I promise to answer all
mail. Miss Clara Belle Alexander,
87 Douglas st.. Akron 7, Ohio.
• .
Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
to correspond with some nice
Christian lady between the ages
of 30 to 33. brown skin and sin-
cere in her desires and intentions.
I promise to answer all mail.
Looking forward to hearing from
someone real soon. Pvt. Wm. H.
Gahaint. 14th Bra. 3rd Tng. Regt.,
Fort Jackson, S C
Dear Mme Chante- I am a man
33 years of arc. 5 leo., 8 inches
, tall, medium brown skin with fair
hair. I enjoy all sports and would
enjos hearing from single women
between the ages of 25 to 35. I
promise to answer all letters and
exchange photos. Raymond Jack-
son, B C 73, Petro, Tenn.
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a losg-
ly man, 50 years of age and would
like to correspond with a serious
minded woman, who is interested
in marriage, between the aces of
20 to 33. She may have one or
two shildren. I am 5 feet 10 inch-
es tall. weigh 185 pounds. I have
a steady job and mill answer all
letters and exchange photos. Den-
nis Lucas, 3531 S. Indisss
go, Ill.
OAKLAND, Calif. — Kenneth F'
Smith. supervisor of the Oakland
Urban League office has been an-
nointed to a four-year term on the
Oakland Redevelonment ?gene%
Smith's aponintment was an-
noonced hs• city': mayor. %vile also
revealed that Smith has been
electad viee chairman of the newly
formed oraanization,
• • •
Dear Mine. Chants,: 1 uiist1
rears of age and would like to
correspond with some of sour nice
American Pen pals. I enjoy writ-ing and waald like !o correspond
with someone who also enjoys cor-
responding. I will answer all let-
ters and exchange photos. Miss
Eunice Aldacre, 22 Berwich rd.,
Whitfield Town P. 0, Jamaica
B. W. I.
$
Dear Mine Chante: I am \trio
ire, in order to seeure a male
pen pal who v..ants the better
things in life. I am a widow, with
four children. 30 years of age, 5
ft. 4 inches tall. weigh 111 pounds.
with long black hair and black
eyes. I own my home and car
and working to achieve the good
things in life. I promise to answer
all letters and exchange nhotos.
Edith Cook. TI9 Mt. Vermn ave.,
Columbus). Ohio.
Kellogg To Coach Wheelchair
Cage Team In Paralympics
NEW YORK — "It's a good
feeling to be back with a team
. . . particularly a great bunch
like this . . . why, these guys are
in a class with the Globetrotters
. . . you might say they're Globe-
trotters on wheels."
The person speaking was the
big, soft spoken-Manhattan college
and Globetrotter basketball star,
Junius Kellogg.
He was talking from his wheel-
chair in the Forest Hills high
school gym. In the background
the Pan American Jets, world
champs in wheelchair basketball,
were practicing, Kellogg had just
agreed a week before to coach
the team and this was the team's
first workout under him.
SEVERELY INJURED
He was severely injured in an
automobile accident two years ago
when he was with the 'Trotters'
and for awhile was given up for
dead. Then they said he'd over
get out of bed again. He can now
get around in his chair and ex-
pects to be out of the Kingsbridge
Veterans' hospital "sometime
around the first of the year."
Alaout a yecto and a half ago
PEP TALK BEFORE P a n
American Jets take floor is
given by Kellogg. who holds
FINE POINTS of the game are
explained by Kellogg to some
of the members of the Pan
American Jets. Kellogg had
agreed a week before to coach
the team and this was the
group's first workout under
him.
basketball before tossing it to basketball. Scene was Forest
center. Pan 1merlcan Jets are
world champs in wheelchair
Su8VAC'CION IS EASN. SUPPOSIN. 'WERE ARE
TEN Ries kAERE 
...AND 1 Nrf
OKE 1015 NEWSPAPER
 ... 5
Kellogg met Saul Welger in the
Kingsbridge hospital. Saul is em-
ployed in the accounting depart-
ment of Pan American World air-
ways and is a member of the
Wheelchair Jets. The two grew
friendly and after some persuad-
ing Kellogg finally agreed to come
see the boys play.
WON TITLES
He saw four games in all that
year (55) and was "really im-
pressed" by the team. The Jets
that year won the Eastern Lea-
gue Wheelchair basketball title
and went on to take the first place
in the "Paralympics" held in
England.
The Paralyrnpics are held each
year just outside of London.
More than 14 nations were repre-
snted in the last one which fra-
tured such events as basketball,
punchball, swimming, javelin and
discus throwing, archery, hand-
ball and ping pong.
The Jets have an added advan-
tage over the other teams. It's no
problem for them to get to Lon-
don as they all work for P
American.
This past season the Jets took
the league title, the national title
and again the international title
at the Paralympics.
TOUGH MARK
So, in his first year Kellogg has
a pretty tough mark to meet
But he never did things the easy
way. In 1951 he was approached
by two of his teammates and of-
fered $1,000 to "dump" a game
with DePaul university. He re-
fused and went to the district at-
torney and New York City had
it's third basketball scandal in
five years.
He graduated from Manhattan
in 1953 and went with the Globe-
trotters after looking over several
pro offers. At the time of the ac-
cidents he was working for a
master's degree in physical edu-
cation.
This is the Jets third season in
the Eastern Wheelchair Basket-
ball league which includes the
Bulova Watchmakers, New York
Spokesmen, Brooklyn Whirlaways
and Jersey Wheelers. The Jets
were organized and are sponsored
by Pan American World Airways.
OBSTACLES
Obstacles truly are evil things.
And you can do little better than
learn to the best of your ability
that you can overcome them by
not thinking about them so much.
Place more thought upon the
thing that can be done to attain
your end. You will find it much
easier to overcome those things
which seem to stand in your way.
Remember that God is your
friend, and all thru the Bible, you
read of the many obstacles He
overcame and helped others to do
likewise, if they had faith! When
you have done all in your power
to overcome your obstacles, then
place your trust in Him.
a,.
Dear Prof. Herman: I read your
column very carefully every week
and find it very inteesting. You
have helped so many. and I know
you can help me. I am deeply
interested in a man. Should I
make the first move or not? D. T.
ANS. It seems to me that since
you both are attracted to each
other, you should certainly be-
come good friends. By all means
do anything within reason to en-
courage this friendship. You will
both be much happier for hav-
ing done so.
• •
Mrs. W, E. Dear Prof. Herman
have quite a problem But I
really want to know if my hus-
siand and I will go hack together'
ANS. After giving your ques-
tion careful consideration I am
sfrsid I do not see happiness
for you if you .return. Re•
member, you could not trust
him, even in your own home.
And also the fact that he was
so jealous of you that he resort-
ed to heating you and placing
you in bed for weeks, certainly
doesn't prove his lose for you.
Now that he Is alone and is hav-
ing so much fun as he has told
you, why don't you make up your
mind to forget him and make a
new life for yourself. I would be
glad to help you further, if you
will write in tor a private reply.
Evidence of the antiquity of tu-
berculosis — the White Plague —
has been found in mummies and
hieroglyphics of Egypt.
TOKYO — (I N St — Emperor
Haile Selassie of Ethiopia was
greeted at Tokyo's llaneda air-
port last a eels by Japanese Em-
peror Hirohito, Crown Prince Aki-
hito and other members of the
royal family.
Also on hand to welcome the
Ethiopian ruler and his entour-
age of 20 person were the entire
Japanese cabinet and diplomatic
crops. Selassie will spend 11 days
in,Japan. He is the first sovereign
to visit the country since World
War 11.
In a statement at the airport.
the Emperor said:sat
"We hope our visit will strength-
en and extend economic and cul-
tural relations between our two
countries."
G. B. S. Where is my wrist
watch?
ANS. Concentrating upon your
question I find that you have
mislaid your watch there in your
home. A careful search may re•
veal it. You must be more care-
ful with your valuable jewel.
WORRIED. Will we find a place
to move soon?
ANS. My psycho-mentalist cry-
stal reveals the situation y o u
now face, but I do feel that
you will hear of something
soon. Don't g e t discouraged
some of your friends will have
good news for you within the
next few clays.
"Globetrotters on Wheels"
during practict session.
DIANE CHEERS. 8-years
-old, was
one of the specialties on a re.
cent show held at the Eighth
Street Theater in Chicago, Ill. Di-
ane is an exceptionally talented
dancer and does equally well
in Primitive, Afro•Cubad, Modern
and Ballet. She was the 1956 win-
ner of the "QUEEN OF BILLT-
KENLAND." Bud is mighty proud
of Diane and hopes that lots of
nen-pals will write to her. She liv-
es at 4103 S. Wabash ave., Chi-
cago, Ill.
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Our Opinions
• Back The Attack On Traffic Mishaps
From coast to coast, America is railing
forces against one of its greatest enemies
—traffic accidents.
The tragic rise in the death toll this
year has made 1956 the darkest year in
traffic accident history.
In an all-out ei. o halt the mounting
toll of dead and injured, the National Safe-
ty Council is launching a nationwide cam-
paign calle,l the Attack on Traffic
Accidents," which will continue through
1957.
The title for the new campaign symbo-
lizes its purpose—to unite public officials
and private citizens in an all-out fight
against highway disaster.
Public officials are asked to back the at-
tack by stepping up traffic law enforce-
ment. Private citizens are asked to back the
attack by setting a better personal example
in their own traffic behavior, and by de-
manding. supporting and accepting more
rigorous traffic law enforcement.
Since December is the most dangerous
month of the yeai in traffic, the special
hazards of the holiday season will be em-
phasized in the first month of the new cam-
paign. These are speed, drinking, night driv-
ing and the risk ti. pedestrians.
We can't build an expressway to traffic
safety—but we can keep our highways
from becoming human "toll" roads if pub-
lic officials and citizens will unite and
"Back the Attack."
Victory For The Mau Mau
• British military operations against that
courageous band of West Africans known
as the Mau Mau came to an end last week
with the announcement by the British
Colonial Secretary Lennox - Boyd in the
1-Louse of Commons. Thus closes one of the
moat daring episodes in modern African
history.
The Kikuyu in the Kenya highlands had
for sixty years placed their grievences be-
fore the representatives of the British gov-
ernment, but to no avail. They had pro-
tested the appropriation and exploitation of
their lands by white settlers. Not only was
their land taken away from them without
compensatory exchange, they were denied
freedom of action, political rights and voice
in the civil affairs of their own tribe. They
represented 99 per cent of the population
but Kenya was run and ruled by the whites.
The natives felt not only the bitterness
of race discrimination but a sense of moral
di)utrage. They were treated, in their own
'land, as beasts of burden, pack horses and
plough mules. When economic wrong is a
continuous pressure, leadership requires
only obstinate will or resolution in hatred.
The British did -not reckon with the
mounting dedication among the West Afri-
cans who were convinced thlat wanton op-
pression, and inordinate subordination of
the natives to the imposed will of the white
man must at whatever cost be checked and
that the claims and the promise of the Brit-
ish Colonial Office must be examined and
weighed in the moral balance.. Sixty years
of restrained protests had exhausted their
patience. They struck.
If the agitation for political and eco-
nomic freedom had set off a burst of ter-
rorism that was, in the view of British Met-
ropolitan press, unequaled in contemporary
history, the means of reprisal resorted to
by England to crush the native revolt were
inexcusably brutal and unsparing. With
the exception of Jomo Kenyatta, the bril-
liant, fearless European-trained Mau Mau
leader whom the British jailed early in the
struggle after a brief mock trial, members
of the Kikuyu tribe were shot down at sight
whether they belonged to the Mau Mau
or not. Many were slaughtered in mass
without trial or proof of guilt. The only
required evidence of complicity was the
color of the skin. If his face was black,
then he was a guilty native and uncere-
monious death was meted out with dis-
patch.
The reaction to pis strange drama took
the form of sporadic attacks, each more
violent and bitter, until all the natives as-
sociations, industrial, religious, tribal united
on the one ground of white domination, and
made cause together. With their trouble
in Cyprus and Egypt, the British were
forced to make political concessions to the
\Vest Africans. The duration of the peace
they have achieved in this part of Africa
will depend on the immediacy and effective-
ness of the British promises.
A racial grievance and the moral sense
of humanity are two of the most powerful
political forces in the world. They never
cease their growth and pressure. It was
a few enthusiasts, despised and politically
impotent, Quakers, poets, appea•ing only to
moral force who began the agitation, which,
in the end cost the British Parliament
twenty million pounds, and the United
States a civil war, and nearly a million dead.
Those Mau Mau who suffered death rather
than bow to oppressive British rule have
not died in vain.
•
Conference of Christians And Jews
No organization in our generation has
contributed more toward bridging the so-
cial gap that exists between the races than
has the National Conference of Christians
and Jews. Its whole program is directed
toward binding the wounds inflicted by ir-
rational behavior to the end that man's
inconsideration to man may give way to
harmony, mutual understanding and recip-
rocal respect.
The NCCJ is teaching by precepts how
people of dissimilar racial antecedents can
live, work together in the upbuilding of a
finer human society. To accomplish this
exacting task, the National Conference of
Christian and Jew has evolved a number
of techniques which are intended to coun-
Attract the destructive effect of race preju-
Ince to our body social. It has instituted
sessions in leadership training for teachers,
moulders of public opinion, students, plac-
ing the emphasis on elimination of the con-
tagious bias that obscures the view of those
who have failed to realize the oneness of
mankind.
Specialized sessions in human relations
training are held for men and women from
many professional and civic groups such Its
clergymen, nurses, labor and industrial
leaders, representatives of the PTA, wom-
en's clubs, and community agencies. The
Conference's goal is "unity not uniformity."
Its program is based on the sound view
that differences in beliefs, be they religious
or political, and differences in background,
be they racial, cultural or economic need
not be a road-block keeping people from
living and working in harmony.
Its work extends even to young mothers
and fathers teaching them to rear their
children in an healthy atmosphere of toler-
ance and goodwill. The Brotherhood Week
which the Conference sponsors each year
in February, is without a doubt one of the
most rewarding aspects of the annual pro-
gram. The feeling generated by the Broth-
erhood Week has caused many a potential
racial clash in tension areas to recede into
the background.
Because of its unflagging devotion to
the cause of human relations. because of
its determination to remove the evil of race
prejudice from our social system, it is our
conviction that on its twenty-first anni-
versary which is to be observed Nov. 29,
the National Conference of Christians and
Jews deserves the gratitude and full sup-
port of all the people who make up this
community. It is doing a difficult job well,
now let's do our part. In the meanwhile
let us extend our heartiest congratulations
to those far-sighted men and women of this
much needed organization.
Army To Speed Up Discharges During Holiday Period
• Army personnel whose re-
lease (rem active military serv-
iee would normally occur dur-
ing the Christmas holiday per-
iod will be released between
December 11 and 21.
This policy appliea only to
Spersonnel who are in the con-tinental United States or its
I territories during the Decem-
ber 11-21 period. Early de-
parture from overseas the-
aters to meet provisions of
this policy will not be author-
ised, the Department of the
Army has announced
Officers and enlisted per-
sonnel who return from over-
seas are scheduled for separa-
tion during the holiday season
will be separated as soon af-
ter arrival as possible.
To preclude the reporting by
overseas returnees to assigned
stations in the United States
during Christmas holiday per-
iod, extensions of leave will be
authorized.
Enlisted personnel eligible
for separation wW not be re-
tained in service beyond De-
cember 20 because of non-re-
ceipt of records, but will be
separated on the basis of
temporary records. the Army
said. The policy will exclude
officer personnel to be involun-
tarily relieved from active duty
on specific dates ae directed by
the Department of the Army:
non-Regular Medical Corps.
Dental Corps and Veterinary
Corps officers, who will not
be discharged or released from
active duty prior to comple-
tion of 21 months' service.
 bY Nat D.Willionts
TELL OF PROGRESS
This is the season of the year
).). lien a lot of visitors will be
coming back to Memphis. Some of
them will be folk who used to use
here. Some' will be toll; oho are
visiting relatives and friends here.
Some will be stopping off for the
first time
*eo• this might be a good time
to mention something to those of
the local populace who will be re-
ceiving these sisitore. and oho
will be thrown in constant contact
with them while they're here.
in the first place, everybody
mho lives here •aught to be pre-
pared to say something good about
Memphis. The visitors mill come
in here oith either closed or open
minds All of them, as euests f
alemphians. will be susceptible to
being shown something. It's up to
the Slemphians vvho will be the
hosts to show them around.
Now it doesn't stand to reason
for a person to take a guest,
upon whom he would like to nisike
a good impression, and show him
the worst rooms in his home. It
wuuldn't make sense to take him
under the house and chow hue
that the foundations are rotten.
ing, or take him in the kitchen
in the nee. ;mall hours and
show him how the roaches dart
around under the sink.
Normally, most folk try to show
guests the best side of their homes,
the best rooms in tAe house. Serve
theni the best meals and drinks
possible, and otherwise seek to
make the guests feel that thcv
have come to a worthwhile Plact
and can enjoy themselves there
. . with the brst.
Well, the same thing applies
aboute' showing folks one's home
town. 11 doesn't make sense to
lead strangers off on a junket of
hunting out the worst aspects of
one's home town to make conser-
sation. Any sensible guest would
wonder why you keep hanging
around. Of course, if one's object.
ive is to get the guest to help
finance his leaving the locale, then
it might be good strategy to con,
since the guest that one is Its ing
In torment.
Then, of course, there av often
those guests whose tact and taste
are of poor variety . . . of such
a nature as to lead the guest to
ask embarrassing questions, make
pointed and critical observations,
and otherwise conduct himself like
a cad. But in sue* a case, the
local resident ought to be ready
with some discreet, but revealing
answers.
And that brings up th• question:
Just how much do you know about
Memphis? Do you know the main
points of historical interest to
which to take a guest' What is
there in Memphis that you would
show off with pride to a visiting
friend or acquaintance' What do
you like most about Memphis'
Can you tell it in a way to sound
Some years ago I wrote some-
thing upon the subject "I am an
American." This article asked a
question, ' Am I an American?"
This is a personal question. The
answer is also personal.
America as a nation la nothing
more or less than the combined
values of the views and point of
views of the individuals woo com-
pose it. The true American theo-
ry of government is one which no
one it. the government will attempt
to alienate the rights of another to
choose his mate. nis place of
abode, his associates, his advocai
tion, his source and place of in-
formation, his method of form of
to represent him, his mode an d
expression, those whom he oesires
place of worship also the privilege
of changing his mind shout any
of these.
The questions further come to
eaeryone as follows: I. Have I de-
nied anyone any of these powers
of choice? (2) Has', I denied oth-
ers the opportunities of getting
some of the best things in life
which I so earnestly seek? (3) Do
I love myself better than I love
my country? (4) Do I realize that
America has siO obligation to all
of its citizens. also that I must
share a part to that responsibil-
ity? and, (5) Have I the moral
courage to fight for the rights of
others at the expense of my own
rights?
UNAUTHORIZED PATHS
Humanity has a great tendency
to seek short cuts, an excuse for
convincing to the outsider'
The time has conic for Negroes
in the South to stop being apulo•
getic to sisitors from other sec-
tions about their ()en home loons.
liter all, ohy is Ole '1 ibitor Iblt-
ing7 Assuming that he doesn't
know all the good points about the
place. then its the duty of the
hometowner to point them out to
him.
One could start with telling the
isitur what the name Memphis
means. It means •'.k place of
good abode" •. a good place
to live. Now, if alter sou have
told the visitor that, he soil seems
to be waiting with raised eye-
brows. then start listing and show-
ing, while he's listening and look-
ing.
Take him around and let hurt
see the too n's homes and housing
projects. They look all right. You'd
he surprised how mans. visitors
from other cities, all over, will
agree with you that Memphis has
a Hoek of lovely homes. And they
are not all occupied by white
people.
Point out sonic of the Memphis
churches to visitors. Memphis is a
city which is distinstulahed by
its churches . . . by its churches
for both races. And it is dis-
tinguished in this respect both in
number arid varlets. Point them
out.
A person could spend almost
all day just showing the outsides
of Nleniphis• fine-looking public
schools to out-of-town visitors. And
you can bet your nottoin dollar
they would be impressed. If the
Slemphian will just take the time,
he can find out a lot of interesting
and arresting facts to tell the
visitor aoout is hit's offered inside
the city's schools too. He would
find the visitor's eyes vticlening
with respect, Try it and see.
Take a spin around the city's
parks and playgrounds and let the
visitor see those. Yeah, you might
think at first the visitor is not
interested. But don't underestimate
your friends. relatives or acquaint-
ances. Maybe they're acting dis-
interested to keep from embarrass-
ing you. Maybe they think you're
not interested, or that you don't
know. Show 'em you know at least
the location of the parks.
A lot of out of town visitors
would never forget the sight of a
sunset on the Mississippi River at
the foot of Beale Street. Mos! of
them would be impressed hy our
public buildings. All of them would
be respectful at the sight of the
Memphis hospital and medical
center, starting oa Madison av-
enue.
And one doesn't have to bother
too much if he doesn't really
know about these things himself.
There are sight-seeing bus sere-
ices available here in town . . .
and by assured there are things
other than night spots in Memphis
that will make a visitor happy.
Now, Whatchubet:
not facing up to the full load in
reaching its objectives. Short cuts
and excuses in life are unauthof•
ized paths. They cut across prop-
ertier, of others, therefore, too of-
ten result into trespasses,
The American form of govern-
ment sets up a road system that
alluw every citizen to travel with-
out conflicts, collisions and ace.-
dents. All one has to do is to
keep the road. stay on his 
of the road and obey the
and Jon•t try short cuts.
On this governmental highoay in
America there are those of all
walks in life, all posittons n life,
all faithers, all stages of financial.
tellectual and cultural attachment.
All colora, races and religions on
this highway. They are traselmg
different directions.
ASK YOURSELF
There are side roads, cross roads,
and also various types of travelers
be encountered. It is important to
observe all of the rules and °hey
all of the sips. self interest is a
cross road, sometimes one must
stop and let another through even
though he has the green light.
There a7e road hogs on the road.
those oho are fully possessed with
thcir own importance and they al-
ways straddle the lines They nev-
er allow room for safe passage ei-
ther way. Then there is the drunk
driver. The power made. These are
the hezards on the highway Amer-
ica. None of these are true Ameri-
cans.
Ask yourself the question — ''Am
an American?"
side 
Tell Flaws In U. S. Atom Sub
WASHINGTON—(INS)—The Navy has reluctantly concluded that
its second atomic-powered submarine. the "Seawolf.-' must either
remain permanently defective or undergo a year-long multi-million
dollar conversion.
A decision on the extensive conversion is to he made, it was
learned today, after all possible scientific information has been ob-
tained concerning the :odium-cooled nuclear reactor now installed in
the Seassolf.
As a result, the 32-million-dollar vessel will begin its maiden
voyage with colors flying in January, but without hope that it will
be able to make its designed speed or otherwise perform up to
specification.
The command believes that the sea trials, even though un-
satisfactory from a military viewpoint, will serve science and may
furnish additiot I information on the nature of the conversion that
This Ole House
-Me and Joyce went to see some
friends of hers the other night
in the projects and after climbing
up four flights of steps, we did
rot hardly gel to say a dozen
words to them because when we
got there, they was all setting with
their eyes glued to the television.
and they ain't hardly took them off
yet.
Also they was -setting in the
dark, and we could hardly see
what they looked like, some of
whom I had never met, so would
not know again if I saw them in
broad daylight.
"They was looking at some old
Western picture as if they had
never seen it twice when it was
playing around 10 years ago. And
almost nobody said nothing after
they said hello.
"Joyce had heard that h e r
friend's mother had been sick in
the hospital, so Joyce asked her
how her mother was. But the
TV was going so loud, Joyce nev-
er did hear the answer to, 'How's
your mother? And neither did I.
I do not like TV when folks go
visiting."
"You are? always complaining
about something or another," I
said. "You are about the most
complaining man I know."
'I am," said Simple. "G o d
knows, when somebody a s k s.
'How's your mother?' you ought
to he able to get an answer back
without galloping horses on the
TV screen drowning out even what
you asked. Don't you think so"'
do," I said. "But maybe soon
the novelty of TV will wear off
and folks will return to conversa-
tion again "
"Only when the man comes and
takes out the set for non-pay-
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ment of installments." said Sim-
ple. "I know Joyce and her friend-
girl had plenty of gossip to set
and exchange, but no scandal did
they learn that night —too busy
looking at television.
"And when I asked her husband
who (lid he think was going to win
the fight next week, he just said,
'I don't know, man.' and turned
his head back to the TV screen
So I set and went to sleep hI
Joyce got ready to go. I could
have slept better at home. They
did not ha',P no beer. nor nothing
to drink, either, and I did not
es-en hear a good joke.
"When a man and his wife goes
to all the trouble to get dressed
and go calling on a week day night,
they should at least be served some
refreshment, even if nobody car-
ries on no conversation. Joyce said
on the way home, I still wonder
how that woman's mother is?'
"I said. 'Considering that your
friend-girl is no spring chicken, her
mother must be right ageable, is
she not?'
" 'She fs getting along In years,'
said Joyce. 'I has-, known h e r
mama since I was a child in Flor-
ida. and she seemed like a right
elderly woman to me then. So at
her age, being sick is no child's,
play. But she is such a sweet old
woman and so crazy about her
grandchildren.
-She has lived to see her own
children grow up. I just hope she
lives to see her grandchildren grow
a little bigger too. Would you not
like to grow old surrounded by a
big family of children and grand-
children?'
"Since Joyce asked me, I said,
'I would like to grow old, sure, but
to be surrounded by so many rel-
atives, and relatives of relatives,
I do not know. Relatives always
want something, even children and
grandchildren, and 1 do not want
to be worried in my old age hav-
ing to take care of more than I
can afford.
" 'You are selfish.' said Joyce.
'But maybe when we get old
and are surrounded by our chil-
dren and grandchildren, you will
be so fond of them that you will
change your attitude. Of course, .
by then we vs ill be comfortably sit-
uated. I am trying everyday now
to stretch our budget so we can
save a little something.'
" 'You mean for our old age?'
asked.
•• 'I do,' said Joyce.
"Baby, you are looking a long
ways ahead.' I said. 'We are no-
where near old yet. Facts is,
we are not even middle aged.'
" 'But we will be middle aged,'
said Joyce, 'then later we will he
elderly — after which we will he
old. So what about then?'
" 'What about when'' I said.
'Joyce, don't you know that story
about the old man who was 78
years old down South when he got
into a fight one day with another
Negro?' Then I told Joyce how
the old man up and hit the oth-
er one with a horse shoe, meaning
just to raise a knot on his head.
But accidentally he kilt him in-
stead. Well, old as he was, he
were tried for murder, and con-
victed brought tip for sentence.
But instead of giving him life, a
nice old white judge said, 'Uncle, I
sentence you to only 50 years.'
"The Negro said, 'But. judge,
am 70 now. How can I serve
all them years?'
-The judge said, 'Just don't wors
ry about it — serve what PA
can
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If a rity can be said to have a
temperament and a character and
the other attributes which we as-
sociate with an individual, I be-
lieve Seattle, Wash , could easily
win a municipal popularity contest.
On the score of race relations, tol-
erance and lack of tension, it
might well be in a class all by it-
self. •
Named for an Indian chief this
metropolitan outpost, which is al-
most a thousand miles north of
San Francisco, has a population
pushing close to the million mark.
Tacoma is only 30 miles away
and the cities are growing togeth-
er. Already they are served by the
same airport.
The Negro population is estimat-
ed between 23 and 35 thousand
with somewhat smaller groupings
of Japanese, Chinese, Filipinos.
The overwhelming majority of the
people are Scandinavians and I
suppose the Pacific Northwest
must remind them of Sweden and
Norway.
FOUNDED BEFORE WAR
Seattle was founded shortly be-
fore the Civil War and as late as
1e80 there were less than 4.000
people in the city. The discovery
of gold in the Yukon territory in
Alaska in 1891 really put Seattle
on the map of America.
Seattle is still regarded as the
gateway to Alaska and to the Ori-
ent. and as our national trade and
commerce between these areas
have developed this city has kept
the fast pace. It is the largest
city for its age in the world
Before World War II, the Japa-
nese and their descendants were
in the forefront of the commercial
leadership of the city. They had
two Japanese dailies, banks and
commercial institutions of every
struck Pearl Harbor, however, the
picture was altered radically and
only now are some of the Japa-
nese regaining the positions they
held before Uncle Sam cracked
down.
PIO E E R.%
The majority of Negroes in Se-
attle settled there following the
last world war and Lewis Watts
of the Seattle Urban League told
me that a citizen of 10 years stand-
ing is regarded as a pioneer. Most
of them have come from Louis-
iana. Texas and the general south-
west area.
It has been a steady influx. but
compared to the waves of mi-
gration into Chicago and Detroit,
the numbers have been modest in-
deed.
Young people who are looking
for 3 new area to work, live and
brine up their families ought
not to make a final decision until
they have seen Seattle and the
Northwest territory. It offers three
thines. it seems to me, that one
would look for, good employment
opportunity good race relations
and a promising future.
The odd climate of this city de-
serves special comment Despite
the mountains of ice and snow
which encircle it, the climate is
mild with cool summers a n d
warm winters. The temperature
ranges between 40 and 65 mOs!
of the time and a big freeze, which
creates havocs on the hilly city
streets, occurs only a few times a
year.
The rainfall. according to the
old residents, represents the great-
est drawback. I was told that it
drizzles every day for weeks at a
time in the winter period and there
arc months when one hardly sees
the sun. The coming of sum-
delight. You get used to the rain,
I was told, and you don't notice
it.
LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT
Watts of the Urban League. who
fell in love with Seattle while in
the service and went there from
Atlanta, told nie of the great
prnerese being made in employ-
ment. Boeing Aircraft is hiring
all the Negro engineers it can find
and many job opportunities for
Negroes who have inechanicol skill
are readily available. The indus-
trialization of the region is moving
at a fast pace.
Negro professionals are making
big money and big reputations in
Seattle and they are not isolated
and hemmed in by the color line.
A Negro architect there. McAdoo,
is sought after by wealthy horns
builders and enjoys a reputation
like that of Paul Williams in Los
Angeles. Both doctors and dentist;
are sorely needed.
Finally. educational, cultural and
housing facilities are better in
Seattle than in any of our major
cities In the total picture. this
beautiful, picturesque new terri-
tory looms as the most likely to
take the leadership away from the
East and Midwest
Incidentally, intermarriage in
Seattle seems to show more white
men married to Negro women than
the other way around. Out there
a whgr bigot might ask -SI o w
would you like to sec your brother
marry a Negro?" Men outnumber
women :n Seattle in both races.
If you think the time has come
for a change in geography. or a
change in your way of life, take
a tip from me and try Seattle.
Horace Greeley told !mug men to
go west a century ago, butatoday
am sure he would s •-bt the
'•••'
•
•
•
New York Democracy Awards Presented To Three
BUFFALO
By ARZORA S. DAVIS
A royal welcome was given last
Aro* for two of New York's fam-
e baseball players in Lackassan-
;V,, N. C. Phil Rizzuto and Yogi
-4Ierra were guest speakers at Fa-
7ther Bakers High School.
Several Buffalo boys finished
- their Basic training at Marine
Corps Recruit Depot at Parris
Island, South Carolina. Among
-them was Lawrence Ross, the
on of Mr. and Mrs. Luther Ross
[(Monroe St.
Dr. Primrose Funches of Nash-
ville, Tenn., was guest speaker at
the First Shiloh Baptist church.
She brought the key address of the
Women's Annual Day program
last Sunday morning and evening.
Hadi Temple was dedicated last
Sunday, Most Worshipful Grand
Master Henry A. Rhodes of Brook-
lyn, N. Y. and head of the Prince
Hal Mason of New York offici-
ated. The key address was given
by Mr. James Jackson.
The Rev. Elijah Echols, Sr.,
celebrated his 38th year as pastor
of the First Shiloh Baptist Church.
The community churches partici-
pated in making it a high day for
the Rev. and Mrs. Echols. T h e
Rev. Luke Beard of Birmingham,
Ala., was guest speaker at both
morning and evening services,
• --The Federation of Women's
-Club held their executive board
1:11teeting in New Rochell, New
:rot. miss Mary Crosby represen-
Wive of Buffalo was elected pres-
-Went of the board.
—Miss May C. Sickmorr, retired
chief clerk of the United District
court for the Western district of
New York was honored last week
with a Testimonial dinner at Ho-
tel Sheraton. Mrs. William Sims
and Miss Rose D. Lahlendola were
in charge of the invitations.
Pfc. Edgar Richardson has
served his country and is back in-
to civilan lite again. Having serv-
ed a three year stint in the Ma-
rines, he has been honorably dis-
charged. Pfc. Richardson also
served in Hawaii and he is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Lela Rich-
ardson of Clinton St.
Florida
SNIEADS
By J. D. DEMPSEY
The West Florida Annual con-
ference of the A. M. E. church,
recently convened at Pensacola,
with our new bishop, Rev. D.
Ward Nicholas. presiding. It was
• decided success. The able man
of God, is well on his way for
Christ and the advancement of the
churches.
The Ed Waters College of Jack-
sonville, Fla., rendered a fine pro-
gram last Thursday night. On
Sunday the bishop delivered the
gospel message. He preached a
soul stirring sermon.
Mrs. Zanle Irons of Alford. Fla.,
spent the week-end with her sis-
ter, Mrs. I. 0. Donald.
The last rites were held for
Mrs. Hoppie Bee, recently at the
Mt. Beulah AME church with the
Rev. R. W. Whitehurst, P. E.. of-
ficiating. The occasion was sad.
the interment was in the St.
Peter cemetery.
Mary Bell Pope, daughter of
Rev, and Mrs. C. S. Pope is shut
in at her home with a severe heel
injury. We wish her a speedy
recovery.
Mrs. Sammie Daniels sister,
of Mrs. Isabelle Pope is visiting
her daughter and son-in-law, her
mother and brothers and other
relatives in Miami, Fla.
Mrs. Carrie Dempsey, wife of
yours truly, returned home last
Wednesday morning from -Palmet-
to, Fla., where she visited her
sister and brother-in-law and other
relatives.
Mrs. Maple Travis is a patient
in the Jackson hospital at Mari-
anna.
Mr. Melvin Wilson and brother,
Walter Wilson of Chattahoochee.
were brief visitors in the home eS
the Rev. R. T. Whitaker,
'Saturday.
Arkansas
Reward Efforts
For Democracy
Sen. Herbert H. Lehman of New
York, Mayor Charles P. Taft of
Cincinnati and U. S. Secretary of
Labor James P. Mitchell were
given the 1956-57 America's Demo-
crat Legacy awards last Sunday.
The medals, given annually by
the league "for ,distinguished con-
tributions to the enrichment of
America's democratic heritage,"
were presented at an award lunch-
eon during the organization's an-
nual meeting at the Mayflower
hotel, Washington, D. C.
The America's Democratic Leg-
acy silver medallions last year
were awarded to the Carneigie
corporation, the Rockefeller foun-
dation and the Ford foundation.
In 1953 it was received by Presi-
dent Eisenhower. Senator Lehman
received the medal in 1952 and is
the first man to win it twice.
The three award recipients, who
were honored as representative of
the three major faiths, participated
in the annual ADL Freedom
forum which opened the four-day
meeting on Saturday evening,
Nov. 24.
The forum discussed the "Di-
mensions of Discrimination in
American Life." Senator Lehman
made the keynote address. Mayor
Taft spoke on the "Social Con-
sequences of Discrimination" and
Secretary Mitchell, who is vice-
chairman of the President's Com-
mittee on Government Contracts,'
spoke on the "Economic Comes'
quences. ' 1
A second session of the forum I
on Monday evening, Nov, 26, dis-I
cussed "The Dilemma in Race'
Relations." Speakers at this ses-
sion Included Dr. Alonzo G. Mo-
ron, president of Hampton Insti-
tute, Hampton, Va., who spoke on
"The Changing Patterns in Race
Relations"; Dr. Omer Carmichael,
superintendent of schools of Louis-
ville, Ky., who spoke on "Patterns
of Change in the Schools": and
Harry S. Ashmore, executive edi-
tor of the Arkansas Gazette, who
discussed "Social Change in the
South—How Fast, How Slow?"
Speakers at other sessions of the
annual meeting will include Am-
bassador Abba Eban of Israel;
Philip M. Klutnick of Chicago,
president of B'nai B'rith; Henry
Edward Schultz, ADL national
chairman; and Robert Sarnoff,
president of the National Broad- ,
casting company.
Sarnoff accepted on behalf of
NBC. the League's 195a; TV award
for "the most dramatic and forth- 1
right television program of the
year bringing the message of de-
mocracy to the American people."'
The award went to "Tragedy in,
a Temporary Town" by Reginald
Rose, presented over NBC by the
ALCOA Hour on February 16,
1956.
It was produced by Herbert
Brodkin, directed by Sidney Lu-
met, and stars Lloyd Bridges. It
dramatizes an incident of mob vio-
lence directed against a minority
teenager in a construction work-
ers camp. The play was rebroad-
cast as part of the award cere-
monies on November 25, "Tragedy
in a Temporary Town" previously
won the Robert Sherwood Award
of the Fund for the Republic.
Alabama
ALDEN
By JIM THOMAS, JR.
Apex Moves
Mr. and Mrs. Matthew Alexan-
der had as their guests, Mrs.
Mary McBride and children rorn
Eriglishtown, N. J., recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. Burt .
are the proud parents of a baby
boy born recently. Mother and
baby are doing fine.
PFC and Mrs. Eddie Doss are
the proud parents of a baby gal.
Mother and baby are doing fine.
Rev. Albert Cameron is a stu-
dent at the Birmingham Baptist ,
college.
Exzonia Alexander celebrated
her first birthday this week. Also
Patricia Ann McKinney had a
birthday this month.
Mr. and Mrs. Simon Miller lost 1
their home due to a fire recently.
Miss Aleatha Gandy is making
splendid progress at A&M college 1
in Normal, Ala. She is the daugh-
ter of Rev. and Mrs. Clyde Gan-
dy.
Mrs. Emma 1Vashington is on
the sick list.
Dan Whitmore passed recently
at the County Home. He was a
, resident of this. city.
j Services at the St. Luke Baptist
church were well attended last
Sunday. the Rev. C. W. Sewell is
the pastor.
The St. Luke Baptist choir' is
' invited to worship with the St.
Paul AME choir in Adamsville on
Sunday. Mr. Dan Amerson. presi-
dent, Mrs. Amanda D e w. sec- ,
retary, Miss Clara Feagan, pianist. t
The Kingergarten class is mak-
ing splendid progress under the
administration of Mrs. Rebecca
Williams, instructor.
Illinois _
MARION
By CI.ARENCE TOLLEY
Mrs. Ethel Jones, 402 W. Boy-
tin St., just returned from a visit
with her son and family, al-Sgt.
Raymond Jones, who is stationed
at Fort Riley, Kans. Mrs. .Jones'
grandson Raymond Jr.. accom-
panied her back horn. for a
visit.
Joyce Ann Combes, daughter
Of Mr. arid Mrs. John Combes,
Wai elected a member of the
Cheer Leaders Team for the 1958-
57 season at Crab Orchard Ju-
nior High School.
Mr. James Gool of Carbon-
dale, who was admitted to Ma-
rion Memorial Hospital, Tuesday,
November 13, after suffering a
heart attack was dismissed at
1 p. m. Saturday.
Harold Merriwether, son of
Mrs. Gladys Merriwether, 1104 S.
Liberty St., was named to the all
South Seven Offensive and De-
fensive team. Nov. 11, at Benton,
as voted by seven head coach-
es. Merriwether was also honor-
able mention on the second team;
as a defensive end; and offensive
special mention as a half back.
Miss Ola Brown arrived home
Tuesday evening from Racine,
Wise.. where she has been for the
past two weeks at the bedside of
her sister. Mrs. Emma Green-
wade who underwent surgery at
St. Ltikes hospital.
The Executive Board of Mount
Olive Baptist Association convened
in 13rookport, Nov. 14 - 13. Those
attending from here were: 
-Mrs.
Carrie Williams. Mrs. Rose Stew-
art. Mr. and Mrs. Powell I3arn-
ett and Rey. William Thomas.
The Helping Hand Club of Beth-
el .AME church. • held a wiener
JOINER
By WILLIE MAE RUCKER
Mr. and Mrs. Vance Parker of
Tulsa, Okla., viere the week-end
guests of his brother. Mr. and airs.
• Cal Parker. The brothers were
reunited after thirty-seven years.
Mrs. Mamie Clay and grand
daughter of Bassett, Ark., were
the guests of Mrs. Willie M. Ruc-
ker recently. They also had as
her guests her daughter and fam-
ily of Simsboro Ark.
Mrs. Annie Bell Williams and
Mr: Luberdia Speight were the
Suzalay guests of Mrs. Anthony
• Jarvies.
• Mr. and Mrs. Anothny Jarvies
s' and Mrs. Luberdia Speight were
.the Sunday guests of Mrs. Antho-
is; Tarvies.
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Jarvies,
Mrs. Willie Moore and Mrs. Char-
lie Hicks motored to Blytheville
t _last Wednesday on business.
Cal Parker carried his wife, Joe
Baby to Blytheville to see Dr.
• - Green there last Saturday.
Bro, Green Alexander would like
• di of his friends to know that he
home from the John Gaston
ital after undergoing two op-
s.
-Ur and Mrs. Dudley Jones were
the Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs
James Lynn
Mrs Clara Thomas had as her
guest last Sunday. her sister. Mrs.
Ent. Sw" g of Wilson, Ark.
Indiana
!roast and pie sale in the churchbasement Friday evening, which
was a wonderful success. Mrs.
Marie Williams is president. Rev.
J. H. Rouhlac, pastor.
Mr. William Mayberry, 208 S.
Liberty St., who has been con-fined to his bed several days due
to illness today shows steady im-
provements.
Miss Dorothy Stewart, of Al-
ton, Ill., spent the week end withher father and brother, Mr. Cara
Stewart Sr., and Jr., at 1101 Sow:,
Mechanic St.
American Education week was
celebrated at Douglas School Fri-day, November 16 from 2:30 p.m.to 3:30, with displaying of their
art and a tea. Miss Clark MKirk, principal and Mrs. RussellDuncan, teacher.
. a a
, FREEPORT
Mrs. Idella Gunn, North Sheri-dan was host to Mrs. Irene Howard
and Douglas Price and Sam Harrisduring the week
-end, all were resi-i dents of Chicago.
Mrs. Carrie Givens, of F. Crocer
st. was released from the hospi-tal where she was a patient.
Mrs. Pauline Palmer and son,
Wesley spent the week-end visitingfriends and relatives in Gary.
Mrs. Willie Brown was the hostfor her sons. Wilbur Kellum of
Waterloo, Lornel Kellum of Chi-
cago and Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo
NVortham of Waterloo, Iowa.
Sgt. Ernest McGee has flown
home for a short furlough, with
his wife and family. He arrived
Saturday, .
ROCKFORD
By MRS. ANNA LEAUY
Rosco Burks of 426 Lincoln ave.,
 and Miss Dorothy Leauy wedded
on November 22nd. The bride re-
sided at 1203 Island are.
EVANSVILLE
By REV. CAROLENE N. BELL
Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Proudy, 69,
of 573 S. Gary in St., died at 8,15
p. m. Friday at her home. She
was a member of New Hope Bap-
tist Church. Surviving are two .
daughters. Mrs. Gladys Lucile
Adams of Evansville and Mrs.
Lurlyn Eldridge of Indianapolis;
two sons Charles and Jerry. both
of Evansville, nine grandchildren
and three great grandchildren
The body .is at Gaines Funeral
Home.
American Educational Week was
duly observed at all the schools
last week and a large number of
parents and friends turned out to
witness the many activities car-
ried on by the students. The prin-
cipals and teachers are to be
, commended on the very fine
programs.
The many friends of Dr. Chas,
E. Rochelle, principal of Lincoln
, high school. are congratulating
, him on being named an honorary.
member of the Indiana School
Board Nssociation. The award
was presented during the 'seventh
annual convention of the associa-
tion at a luncheon meeting in the
French Lick Sheraton lintel at
which Dr. and Mrs. Rochelle were
honored guests.
Mrs. Tommie Williams and Mrs.
King accompanied Mrs. Jane Cole
to Henderson, Ky.. last week to
hear Rev. J. Cole of Tugaloo, Mis-
sissippi who has heen conduerng
a In night-revival. They report a
nice time.
CARBONDALE
By MELVIN HOWARD SR.
The last rites 1% ere held at Jack-
son funeral home for Mrs. Geneva
Burke, recently.
Those on the sick liat are: Mr.
Jessie Collie, John Benberry, Ben
Isom. Mrs. Maude Cooper, Mrs.
Tinnie Hudson and Mrs. Mollie
Little Darrell Devers of Chicago
was discharged from the Holden
hospital on the 13th. He is the son
of Miss Gloria Dean Devers who
is s former resident of this city. I
Miss Charlotte Hudson has re- 1
turned home after visiting ,rela-
tives and friends in Milwaukee,
Wis.
Mr. David King is still in the
Veterans hospital in Marion, Illi-
nois. but reported doing nicely.
Two weeks of revival services
were conducted at the New Zion
Baptist church on E. Willow st.,
by the RCN'. Reynolds of Mounds,
Ill pastor of the St. John Baptist
church.
Mrs. Laura A. White of Mounds,
spent the week end with Mrs.
Ruth Howard of 404 E. Willow.
While here, she along with Mrs.
Sarah Koonce. Mrs. Hower, and
Mr Clemmer motored to Anna,
Ill to visit with Mrs. Whites' hus-
band who is at the Anna State hos-
pital.
All news should be reported to
yours truly at 404 E. Willow,
phone PH 1578 K M.
SURROUNDED BY FIVE
charmers from New York
Apex School of Beauty Cul-
ture, Dolores Smalls is pre-
sented the original painting
which was used for the spec.
Indiana
KOKOMO
By HOLLIS KING
The local branch of the NAACP
will hold its annual election Dec.
11
Hollis King is recovering after
a four week illness.
Mrs. Elizabeth Arndoff is home
and doing very good after several
days in the St. Joseph hospital.
Mrs. Donie is in Terre Haute
with her sister. Mrs. Jessie Mac
Hord, who underwent a major op-
eration, recently. She is recover-
ing nicely.
Mr. Kennedy Foster
improved,
is much
Wisconsin
MADISON'.
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Terrall who
were in the hospital in November
are now home, recovering from
their illness.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Elvoid are
the proud parents of a baby boy.
The Masons are having a dinner
on Gilman st.
Our agent A. T. Stewarts' friend,
passed away in Chicago, after a
DELORES SMALLS leenteri
crowned Apex Queen of Lose
and Beauty, leads colorful mo-
torcade in New York, launch-
ing the million dollar advertis-
ing program undertaken by
the Apex N.ews and Hai,com-
tasular. Painting is by George
Ifoltane. In real life Delores is
the wife of Harlem's "Dr.
Jive." Mrs. Sara Washington
Hayes peers overs Mrs. Smalls'
right shoulder.
.LL HARLEM TURNED out
to see Mrs. Sara Washing-
ton Hayes sign the million
&mar advertising program un•
dertaken by the Apex News
Ions illness.
piny. The new advertising
program was highlighted with
the lighting of a 65 foot saec-
taeular sign high above the
rooftops at Cenci\ Ssenue and
125th st. Dolores Smalls mod-
eled for the billboard.
Illinois
HARRISBURG
By !VIABLE RAWLINGS
Mr. and Mrs. Hobart Rawlings,
Mrs Stella Motley and Charlotte
Mason spent last Sunday in Belk-
nap, Ill., and Metropolis and Mer-
met, Ill., in Belknap, they visited
a cousin, Mr. and Mrs. John Good-
mail and family, a cousin Mr. and
Mrs. Dallas Stubblefield and in
Metropolis they visited at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Lee Stack-
er and Mrs. Mary Calhou, and
Mrs. Sylvia Calhoun.
Those on the sick list are Mrs.
Bessie Patton, Mrs Madge Black-
well, Robert Keene and Ulyess
)Kent
i.nd Hair company. Left to
right are Philip E. Wilcox, Ate
I-ott Kimball company, the
Apex Advertising Agency;
Mrs. Sara Washington Hayes,
Mississippi
ETHEL
By MARTHA ASHFORD
William Carr and faddy were
visitors in Louise, Miss., iast Sun-
day.
Mr. Henry Dotson and Mrs. Zel-
da Turnbour are visiting h i
daughter in Chicago,
Miss Laura May Tucker, daugh-
ter of Mrs. Laura Alston be-
came the bride of Mr. Amon Bai-
ly.
Mr. and Mrs. William Taff Greg-
ory were visitors in the home of i
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Fondren.
John Gregory spent last week,
in the home of his daughter, Mrs.'
Emma Dodd, of Kosciusko, Miss.'
Mr. and Mrs. Willie McDonald
of Storksville, Miss., spent the
week end with his aunt, Mrs. Lou-
ise Winters.
Mrs. Clara Bluemingsberg of
Detroit, Mich., is here visiting her
brother, E. B. Bluemingsburg.
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Dotson
were visitors in the home of Mrs.
Sallie Hopkins, last Sunday who
is very ill.
Mrs. Sarah Fox and L. C. Coop-
er are both on the sick hat.
*
WEST POINT
By JANICE E. KING
Mary Holmes, jr., college pre-
sented its annual harvest festival
on Friday night in the college au-
ditorium. 'rhe festival was under
the direction of Miss Sprawl!. It
was enjoyed by all who attended.
PFC Sidney Bennet and PFC
Charles Deanes are home on fur-
lough. The Women's Society of
Christian Service of the St. Paul
Methodist church held its monthly
tea on Sunday. A program w a s
rendered and refreshments were
served. Mrs. Cussie Floyd is the
president.
alra.'Dorothy Williams is t h e
proud mother of a baby girl.
Miss Beatrice Elliott who has
recently been ill has recovered
and is back in school again.
Horace Jackson, bend director
of North Side High school was in-
jured in a car wreck. At present
he is recovering at his home in
Birmingham, Ala.
The North Side high school
foctball team defeated Tupelo on
last Friday night.
• The Methodist hour, a religious
radio broadcast, conducted by
Rev. J.L, King, sr., featured Rev.
M. L. Perry on last Sunday with
an Armistice Day message. His
subject was "Peace through the
church." The Methodist Hour is
a
president of Apex Beauty Pro-
ducts; her husband, Holten
Hayes, executive vice presi-
dent. and Archibald Morgan,
vice president.
•
neard each Sunday morning over
radio station WROB.
Mr. James Neely is attending
MeHarry Medical School in Nash-
ville. Tenn. Mr. Neely was an irf-
structor at Mary stolmes Junior
college Gn last year.
Maurice King is touring with
the Rust College Singers in North
Dakota.
Miss Alice Marie Davis was
crowned "Miss Popularity" during
a contest sponsored by the Le
Femme Servante club which ter-
minated on Oct. 11, at the North
Side high school.
Miss Betty Owens of St. Louis,
Mo., was crowned "Miss Mar
Holmes during the Homecoming
activities on Saturday.
Mrs. Mary Cameron has return.
ed from the hospital in Chicago
and is doing fine.
a •
COLD WATER
By EUNICE CALDIVELL
There was a tea given at the
Coldwater, jr., high school last
Sunday evening. The hostess was
Mrs. L. E. Mills and Miss Mary
Collins. Monday., Miss Mattie P.
Collins, ,
There was a show at the Cold-
water Jr. high school last Mon-
day, Miss Mattie P. Williams-was
the sponsor.
Mrs. Eunice Caldwell andAirs,
Era Frisby along with the --piTtor,
Rev. M. E. Eddins attendoiLthe
pre
-annual conference at 111.03114
C. M. E. church in Senargbah,
Miss, Rev. M. E. Eddins ;Attila
pastor. Rev. P. .P Stock 
the presiding elder
There was an anniversaTegiv.
en in honor of their pastor -last
Sunday evening at the LaTerty
M. B. church. Mr. Lanz° Ca:Inv.:ell
is the secretary and Rev.71. A.
Pattern, the pastor.
An anniversary was given in hon-
or of Rev. Eunice Lesure'el the
AME church last Sunday even-
3r /
HOLLY SPRINGS
The Rosenwald Football club de-
feated New Albany, last Friday
by a score of 27-0. They hold an
undefeated title this season, with
a total of six wins and no losses.
The ushers met at Asbury last
Sunday evening. They elected
Mrs. Eubanks as president.
Mrs. L. Street, secretary.
The club will meet next Third
§unday at Hopewell. A dinner for
the age will be at Mrs. Anderson's
borne on the Third Friday.
The YWCA of M. I college rene
dered a fine program at Ander-
son Chapel last Sunday, Mrs. H.
McGowan, sponsor.
The Rosenwald basketball team
defeated Byhalia last Monday eve-
with scores of 33-30.
The North Mississippi Annual
conference convened at Clarks-
dale last Wednesday, Thursday,
Friday. Saturday and Sunday.
* a *
INDIANOLA
By MARLE HAWKINS
The last rites of Mrs. Mattis
Johnsen were held at Bryant
Chapel M. E. church last Sunday.
The burial was at Port Gibson,
Miss. She leaves to mourn her
passing a husband. Sam Johnson,
two sisters of Greenville, Miss.,
and a host of other relatives arid
friends.
George Hull passed at his home('
on Roosevelt st., on Nov. 16. The
funeral arrangements are incom-
plete at this writing.
Sunday w a s Pastorial Day at
Bell Grove. Rev, David Matthew
preached a wonderful sermon,
There was a large attendance.
We have on our sick list Rev.
S. F. Dunbar, Mrs. Willie Ever-
ton. Mrs. Annie Mae Williams and
Forest Alexander. We wish them
a speedy recovery.
Leave Hospital
ANN ARBOR, Mich. — (INS) —
Authorities at University hospitalperior. Saturday night when fail- I Chapman. They were the guests of here said Tuesday that Postmas-
. ed to return to the deer hunting ' many friends while visiting. ter General Arthur E. Summer.
I, party, coast guard and air patrol I The ladies in the Blue Club are field, who is recovering from aI began searching for him. doing a line iob helping the ' throat operation, probably will imShelley Chapman and his wife. needy regardless of race, color released next week.The citizens of Racine were hap- Rosie Lee. have returned to their or creed. ,Mrs. Ella Mae Penning Summerfield, who, doctors, said,pv last Sunday afternoon, when home in Birmirgham Ala.. after presided and Mrs. Narval Kirby, was making "satisfactory proRev. J. B Bailey arrived home a two week vacation with their secretary.
from a deer hunting trip on Stork- daughters. Mrs, Lilly B. Wright. Mrs Ida Mae
ton Island located on Lake Su- Mrs. Alice Bailey. and Velma I sick list.
RACINE
By SUSIE SMITH
Rice, is on the
Jess." will go to his home
i Flint, Mich., after leaving the hoe-
I pita].
1 An average college studentreads 24.8 books a sear. accord-ing to a study made in Ohio
stale. i
••••••
• 
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NCC WHO'S WHO — Twenty-
one North ('arolina college
seniors have been named to
represent NCC in the 1956.57
edition of Who's Who among
students in American univer-
%Wes and colleges. Students
selected this year first row,
from left: Herbert Bullard.
Clinton; Marva Johnson, Wil-
mington: Carrie M. Lane, Sel-
ma. y. none J. Griswell, Co'
lumbia, Barbara Ann Lump-
A
kin Durham; Shirley Ruth Wit.
hams, Slier City; Andress Tay-
lor. Fountain; Blanche Louise
Harrell, Shoskie; Shirley T.
James. Jamesville; and lame'.
l. Potts. Cornelius. Second
row left to right; Weldon F.
. tit # We* essews • ,ss.
asteeellesisss ZiL.1,4 'NO!
Willoughby, Morehead City;
aljeanne Simmons, Winston
Salem; Omega Smith, New
port News, Va.; Christina R
Brown. Columbia; Gwendolyn
mecallnm. Mocksyille; Portia
Burs, Hillsboro; Claressa E.
seas-sal
Hightower. Gaffney, S. C. ab
Jatinita Gregory, Durham and kW'
Lawrence Hampton. Leaks.
silk, Not shown are Iris c.
Braswell, Tarboro; and Eag‘ '
in Coward, Washington.
AIM•mm.
Presents Merit Awards To Five Leaders
FIFTH ANNIVERSARY FEA-
TURE — The presentation of
Merit ,lwards to the leaders
of the Memphis community for
Vie ir contributions to better
•
41110 I REV. OWEN CITED — Rev.
S. A. Owen, minister of Me-
tropolitan Baptist churc
Memphis, was one of the re-
race relations was the top fea.
ture of the Fifth Anniversary
celebration of the Tri-State De-
fender last week. Dr. James
1. Wax, of Temple Israel is
shown center, ho/ding t h e
plaque preesented to him by
L. Alex Nilson, editor of the
Tri-State Defender. The com-
mittee present for the occas-
MAYOR ORGILL HONORED
— This delegation of prominent
citizens and leaders witness-
ed the presentation of a Merit
Award to Mayor Edmund Or-
cipients of the Tri-State Defen-
der Merit Awards for worthy
contribution toward improving
race relations in the commit.
any. Hi la shows (right cep-
ion, was left to right, Rev.
Van J. Malone, President Hol-
lis Price of LeMoyne college,
Mr. Wilson, Rev. H. C. Nabrit
and Rev. A. E. Andrews.
gill Friday tor his efforts to
improve race relations in Mem-
phis during 1955 and for his
attempt to gain recognition for
Negroes in the affairs of the
ter) holding the inscribed
plaque presented by L. Alex
Wilson (left center). Members
of the committee who Pitness-
ed the ceremony were, left to
REV. PAUL TUDOR JONES,
tninister of Idlewild Presbyter-
ian church was one of the re-
cipients of the Tri-State De-
city, Seated left to right are(
Rev. W. H. T. Brewster, May-
or Orgill, holding plaque re-
ceived; L. Alex Wilson, who
presented the award and Rev.
right: Rev. H. C. Nabrit, Pres-
ident Hollis Price, Rev. Van
.1. " "ne, Rev. W. L. Varna-
. Atty. J. F. Estes.4
fender Merit Awards. Editor
L. Alex Wilson (right of cen•
ter) is shown presenting the
inscribed plaque to Rev. Jones
W. L. Varnado. Standing left
to right are: Atty. J. F. Es-
tes, J. T. Chandler, Rev. H.
C. Nabrit, Atty. A. A. Letting,
Rev. D. E. Ring, pastor of
Zion Baptist,
Rev. Van I.
Nabors, Dr.
and Rev. IL M
(left of center). Looking on,
left to right are: Rev. H. Mc.
Donald Nelson, minister of St.
James AME church. Mrs. R.
Louisville, Ify.1
Malone, William
B. F. McCloaye
eDonald Nelson.
Q. Venson and President Levi
Watkins, of S. A. Owen Junk'
college.
REV. PAUL CARNES (center)
minister of First Unitarian
church, holds the Merit Assard
plaque he received for his wor-
thy contribution toward better.
ing rare relations in the city.
Looking on, left to right, are
members of the committee
who witnessed the cereroonY•
They are: 1tts. .1. F. Estes,
Rev. H. McDonald Nelson, L
Alex Wilson and Jesse Turner,
cashier of Tri•State Rank. (AR
photos by Moses Newsotif •
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Merrypo
Go f• ound.
Marjorie I. Ulen
Having counted the blessings of I
Thanksgiving, 1956 — Memphis be-
gan to make way for 'Santa' .
and judging from the onslaught of
traffic and pedestrians bound for a
gala shopping spree downtown last
week end. . .11 is already too late
to do one's Christmas shopping
early!
SIGMAS' GALA WEEK END
Sigma Gamma Rho's cocktail;
party that was given in honor of
• their husbands and sweethearts on
this eve of the address of their na-
tional president, Edna Douglas of
Little Rock, Ark., Sunday week,
proved so gay they received or-
ders from the men in their lives
to repeat the high stale perform-
ance monthly! They went so far
as to quickly organize and decid-
ed their president will be a Sig-
ma Sweetheart. The question on
the members' lips is, "Who will
b* the Queen Bee?". The smart'
affair was held at the beautiful
ray ave. home of the Reggie
Blackmon&
S. R. 0. greeted Mrs. Douglas'
appearance the following day at,
Second Congregational c ii u r c h.
Her topic, "Meeting The Chal-
lenge For A New Day.- held the
audience spellbound as she outlin-
ed the course that each individual
must be ready to take as the
new day confronts them, A haunt-
ing thought and challenge was giv-
en as she ended the eloquent ad-'
dress with one of her favorite quo-
tations, "When it is darkness, one
can best see the stars.•'
A Formal Tea followed in the
church Parish, House. Hostesses
were alaridelle Reed, rotothy
Slate, Gwendolyn Williams a n d
Meryl Perkins. Officers and visit-
ing Sigmas were in the re-
ceiving line. Representing their
Theta Sigma chapter of Little
Rock, were Jewel Williams, Er-
nestine Givans. Valdora Thompson.
Mildred Works, Sarah Williams
and Ruby McCoy. From Brinkley,
Ark., came There& Warren. E. Al-
lyn. Perkins. a dance instructor
at Pine Bluff and Evelyn Free-
man and husband represented Al-
pha Chi chapter. Mr. and Mrs.
Freeman are both instructors
at Arkansas Aaf&N college.
REED RECEPTION — Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Reed were
honored at a wedding recep-
tion at East Trigg Avenue
Baptist church, following their
marriage recently. M r s.
Reed,
Isiah,
Mary
Gay Blades Club Holds
Its First Semi-Formal
The Gay Blades Social club held
its first semi-formal dance at Cur-
ries Club Tropicana Nov. 1. Music
was furnished by Ben Branch and
Orchestra.
The club was beautifully decorat-
ed with clusters of multi-colored
balloons. Members and officers of
the Gay Blades are Mrs. Susie
Walker, president; Mrs. Bes s ie
Young, secretary; Mrs. Essie Stub-
blefield, assistant secretary; Mrs.
Ruby Jackson, treasurer; Mr s.
Reaver Robinson, social treasurer,
Mrs. Florence Woodson, business
manager; Mrs. Leatha Dunigan.
chaplain, Mrs. Charlie M. D a n-
dridge, reporter, Mrs. Ina Foster,
Mrs. BlancheTravis and Mrs. Lil-
lie Williamson,
GUESTS
Among the many guest present
were Mr. and Mrs. Milton Hicks,
Mr. and Mrs. T. Brown, Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Brown of Gary, Ind.;
Miss Savannah Johnson of Hele-
na, Ark.; Mr. and Mrs. No I e n
Pickett, Mr. and Mrs. Billy Wit- !
the former Miss Addie hams, Mr. and Mrs. Morgan
is the daughter of Mrs. Smith, Dan Jay Yancey, Clarence
Emma I•h Mr R Jackson, Mrs. Lavelle Vance y,  
l the son of Rev 
. .
nd Mrs Mrs. Mattie Richmond, Mr. ande . a.
4 
Robert Reed, sr, Mrs. Boyd Walls, Mrs, DorotayLiggins, Mr. and Mrs. J ames
Miss Ada Isiah
Weds Robert Reed
Announcement was made recent-
ly of the marriage of Miss Addie
Isiah and Robert Reed, at the East
a
Trigg Avenue Baptist church with
Dr. W. H. Brewster officiating,
The marriage was solemnized with
only members of the families at-
tending.
Miss Isiah is the daughter of
Mrs. Mary Emma Isiah. Mr. Reed
is the son of Rev. and Mrs. Rob-
ert Reed, sr.
A reception was held after the
ceremony hi the church h a I
where many friends of the newly
wedded couple were on hand to
greet them.
THE BRIDE
The bride was attired in a short
formal of eggshell taffeta and wore
ful black fox collar. Others were
Ruby and James Spight. Maude
Bright. Louis and Clara Hobson,
the Harry Cashes, Jewel Gentry,
Alma and Phil Booth. .Alma's
usual outstanding taste in chap-
eaux was evidenced in the smart
white cocktail hat that was exotic
with its details of rhinestones and
beading that topped off jaer cock-
tail frock of black and white vel-
vet. Robert and Ruth Lewis were
present — along with Jewel and
It seejns as though the Sigmas holiday visit- I Dr. Oscar Speight, both very chic
just couldn't say goodbye, because The Dr. Ike Watson. and the! in black taffeta and silk respec-
they got together at an informal Dr. T Northcrosses journeyed up tively. . .Ruby and H. L. Jack-
supper at Minnie and Vann Ech-
ols' beautiful South Parkway home
. . .where they enjoyed hours of
Margaret Spearman spent t h e
week end with her mother, Mrs.
J. E. Herndon while husband 'Bo'
journeyed upto Evansville. . Al-
ice Gilchrist breezed in from Chi-
cago to look in on her family and
many friends, and to give account
of her new life in the Windy City.
Ernest Eiland of Washington, D.
C.,was another welcomed visitor
to the place where Viand fam-
ily was a well-known segment of
our group. We just missed meet-
ing his wife who accompaniethim
here. Marion and Skip Johns mo-
tored to Nashville to spend the
day with the Dr. C. H. Walkers—
she's the glamorous Mary Walker
who is a frequent visitor in our
midst, and a former LaR o s e
teacher. Skip spent the day golf-
ing with "Chuck" as he is call-
ed by his friends. . .and thereby
hangs another tale.
Everyone is talking a bout
"Skip's" dream come true. . .that
rarity of rareties. .the hole in
one, which came his way Sunday
‘veek out at Sam Qualls G 0 I f
Course. In this occurrence joy
reigned as jubilation over flowed
from golfers "Dollar" Sanders, Ike
Wilson, Elton Grandberry, "Rob"
Wright, Bubber Geeter, A ubr ey
Pierce and Dr. Oscar Speight.
"Skip" and Oscar are fast
friends and golf partners. . .and
their score was evened with the
coup since Oscar was already a
member of exclusive society of
the -Hole in One" having achiev-
ed the same feat in Nashville last
year. Oscar is as proud as punch
over the good fortune of his friend
and protege whom he introduced
to the game a couple of years
ago —encouraging him to go all
out for it. For the laymen. . the
hole in one is that lucky break
that comes once in 100.000 times
. . .the dream ef every golfer —
be they pro or amateur. The fate-
guided ball traveled 125 yards
from the preceding mound. The
Acushnet Company. makers of the
Tithat golf ball, will mount the
lucky ball into a bronze ashtray
a complimentary service that
is given to holders of the feat.
NaturanY, this came up for dis-
cussion in Nashville during the
shoulder corsage of Fuiji chrys-
anthemums.
Assisting at the reception were
Miss Cynthia Carter, Miss Natalie
Wadley, Miss Amentrial Stepter
and Mrs. Georgia Hayes.
The new Mrs. Reed is a grad-
uate of St. Anthony high school
and plans to enter Lane college.
Mr. Reed is a graduate of Fayette
County training school at Somer-
ville, Tenn., and is the bass sing-
er of the Reed Singers of Station
WDIA, sponsored each day by
the H. E. Milling Company, mak-
ers of Omega Flour. MISS NORM. McCRACKIN
'Claim Margaret Brought Rain
of their collegiate escapades and L. Brandons. . . . Mr. and Mrs.
the fun that was shared during James Oliver of Little Rock, Ark,
those wonderful college years. The Deadrick Brittenums. . .John
Back to the Nashville scene and Louise Whittaker. . .Danny
though. . .it was homecoming day and 011ie Mitchell. Lula Watson,
at Tennessee State on Thanksgiv- Atty. A. A. and Marietta Latting
ing. . .and school alumni gather 1 . . .Dorris and I. S. Bodden. Tay-
in the Athens of the South annual-, lor Hayes, whose wife Frances
ly for gala reunions and the fea• was visiting her family at Fort
tured game. Among Memphians on Smith. Ark., Charles Tarpley. . .
hand this year were Cecelia WO Addie Jones. . .Ann Hall. .Merga-
lis. Janet Arnold Seymour a n d ret Spearman—who, 33 we've stet-
Betty Johnson. ed was here from Pine Bluff. . .
MEMPHIANS. INC. I and many others.
4 * •OPEN HOUSE
Here in oer Bluff City the nor- LA MAR CHERI'S
fect climax to the exceedingly FASHION-O-RAMA ,
beautiful day that accompanied Members of the popular LaMar j
Thanksgiving services and tradi• Cheri club bid their many friends I
Nonal family dinners. was the an- to he on hand for their eighth an-
nual Open House of the 31emphi 1 nual fashion show at Club Ebony,
ans. Inc.. at their beautiful club Sunday. Dec. 2. at 9 p.m. This
house at the Orleans hptel. The year's fashion-o-rama f ea tur es
Memphians have carved a niche 
-American Fashions in Jamaica"
Harriet Walker the dreamy jewel- j in the hearts of their friends for and some of the top models of
ed gloves. . .and Marion Pride! the wonderful parties and other the city will display fashions. Eachis crowing with delight user the steller social event: they schedule 1 year guests anticipate the unique
swank jeweled collapsible cigar. throughout the year. Their fame I way the members present them-
ette case. Members were delight- as gracious hosts is spread thru• selves. .and the word is that
ed with having member Margaret out the Mid-South. . .and their in. they will again produce the un-
Spearman of Pine , Bluff, A r k. 1 vitations are most treasured by all usual and the exotic for whichpresent for the meeting, 'Twas al who receive them. Thursday they are famed. Circle the dategrand reunion with this gay and nieht's eay gathering was sumptu- , around your calendar.
vivacious member of the SK(.' clan ous as only they Can make it . .1 • * •that is spread in many directions and scores of guests enjoyed their! Social interest this week will hein the country. ard who are ever well
-stocked bar, the convivial at featured 
of t heir beloved chili.. mosphere of games, chit-chat, out. 
on the AKA Harvest Ball
which will be held Thursday nightGuests of the evening were Ade- of-town guests. . .topped off with at Cm-re's Club Tropicana. . andhide Settle. Estelle Dumas and i a lavish supper that was served this formal affair will set the paceCatheryn Johnson. along about midnight. when ear- for the glittering holiday events
.. • her dinner had gone the way of that are to follow. • .including theMembers of the Vile club met digestion. Their smoked turkey. AKA's annual Beaux Arts Ball toalso Thanksgiving eve at the pa. baked hams, and succulent barbe- he held New Year's Eve at Clublatial home of the L. II. Twiggs cue and all the trimmings were Ebony. The subscription affair willon South Parkway East. with hest pure delight. President Bat Wea- be la,. is,* decorated and a New
osses. Mrs. E. M. Ni. Writht. Mrs thers. Eniertainment chairman Dr. 5- car' s Eye like. Memphians haveTivigg's mother. and Mrs .1. W. E. Frank White and participating never experienced nefore is ex-Golden. . the secretary and pies- Memphians provided a perfect eve, peeled for the glittering costumeident of the club of well-known ma- ning for their smartly dressed affair Subscription bids will be go-front, plans were laid for guest. ing out about mid-December fortheir annual New Year's recep- Among those present were Mr. the event. . . . and reservationstion. Guests included Mrs. Sadie and Mrs. Hollis F, Price. Estelle made early will most assuredlyGuy. Mrs. C. 0. Rhodes and Miss Dumas . . .looking like a French he a must.
Jewel Gentry. model in a royal purple frock that I
• • * went so well with her auburn tress-
Metropolitan church's famed Re- es and ooh-so-becoming chignon.
becca club was grandly entertain- Her husband, Alex was off in the
od by hostesses Mesdames Maude wilds of Louisiana on his annual1
Redmond. Mae Westbrook. Hat- duck hunting trip, having slopped
*tie King and Ruth Waller. . .and off for a visit with his family. the
after making serious plans for well known Dumases of Natchez
their annual Thanksgiving Praise Miss. Dr. W. II. Young and his:
olleeice — turned their attention charming Grace who sported a
las the lighter siae of their gather- beautiful Empire frock of heaven.
inf. ly Dior Blue velveteen: Louise and
HOLIDAY M E AN DE R IN GS Taylor Ward, Albert and Thelma
The long week end With its wake Harris, Dr. Fred and Margaret
. ei foofhall games and reunions in 'livers. Dr. F. Frank White's
mt. sr with friend and kin. sponse. Jeannette wore a soo-chie
el balk away front home. i black cocktail suit with a betOsti.
to Springfield, Ill, to week end with son and their guests, Thelma and
Jack and Ann Pettiford, where Albert Harris and Benny and Hel-
they were to be j6ined by Atty. en Batts. . .Gloria and Simon Ho-
llis and frolic, topped off by the and Mrs. Billy Jones of East St. and. Emil Jones of NYC who was
favorite dishes of the men. They Louis, Ill., and Atty. and Mrs. Ce- visiting his family on Alston ave.,
reluctantly parted. vowing. . . .' cil Partee he of Assistant Allot!. Dr. Leland and Julia Atkins. . .
"I'll C U in D. C." The occasion?! ney General of the State of Illi- Harriet and Claiborne Davis. . .
The 24th Sigma Bottle. The ' nois fame. They were all class- The Harold Simses. .Juanita andI
Place?. . .The Willard hotel, where mates at Tennessee U. Your scribe John Arnold ..Lula and L. R. Tay-
according to President Douglas, was at the campus with the fel for . . .Dr. and Mrs. A. T. Martin
"Ike will be our nearest neigh- lows and remembers well many . . The Utillus Philips. . . the' 0.
bar!"
THE CLUB CIRCUIT
Among the lovely bridge parties
Isere those of SKC, The Cotilli-
aos, and The Three C's. At Ce-
leste Hamler's party, Ruby Jack-.
son, Ernestine Johnson and Cleo-
ra Neale were the recipients of
the prizes. Tony's Inn was the
scene of LeVerne Acey's party for
the Three C's .. • .where they laid
plans for t heir January Winter
Ball. Meryl Glover, Ann Hall and '
Mattie Holmes Hunt were the
lucky ones. Thanksgiving eve was
the time of Charlesteen Miles' gala
party for the SKs. Missing mem•
hers Alma Booth. Ann Reba
Twigg. Minnie Woods and 'your
scribe' are still bemoaning their
fate in not being able to compete
for the gorgeous gifts of hostess
Charlesteen Louise Davis won the
out-of-this
-world cocktail hag. .
CHOIR & PULPIT
GOWNS
All Caters end Coder
ceevitteetwes
M•ato”ab,) r•.t.,11
flIMETINK
Peleits, Pews. lestwes,
Gower se 7•PArs. Illesow•
wet Pmts. etc
Lamest Prim ANffielkM
vivo, fer CAss"..
SPIIIIICHt /UNION UINf SINS
WASP 2 0 C ATIANTA 3. OA.
314)tt V wf i,au.s.,,5,$.W.
NAIROBI, Kenya — (ANP) —
Before Princess Margaret visited
here, no rain had fallen for 18
months, severely threatening the
kame sanctuary.
But when she departed last week
rain came directly afterward and
Masai tribesmen attribute the rain
to her visit.
The tribesmen, living in Ambo-
seli, where Margaret saw big
game at close quarters during her
eastern African tour, believe her
visit brought them good luck.
ARRIVING IN New York,
D. A. Chapman, secretary to
the cabinet of the Gold Coast
government. West Africa,
waves a greeting at interna-
tional Airport. Chapman flew
to New York from Lisbon.
Portugal. He's in the U. S. on
official business for his gov-
ernment.
1Cox, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Jack-
son, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Bolden.
OTHER GUESTS
Gene Kelley, Mr. and Mts. Al-
phonso Davis, Mr. and Mrs. Ver-
non Tolbert, Mr. and Mrs. James
Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Cicero Hall,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Robinson, Mr.
and Mrs. James Isom, Mr. and
Mrs. Guy Becton, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Claybon of Mason, Tenn ,
Mr. and Mrs. Logan and Mr. and
Mrs. Alonzo Culbreath, also of Ma-
son, Tenn., Mr. and Mrs. David
Evans, Samuel Marshall, William
Thomas, Louis Carter. Mrs. Doro-
thy Campbell, Mrs. Mary Cathey.
Heitry Langford, Mr. and Mrs.
John Pope, jr., Mr. and Mrs. J.
H. Williams, Mrs. Catherine Bell.
Hobson Greenwood, M. Davis Mr.
and Mrs, Austin West, Wa lter
Brown, 'Tommy Peguee, Miss Er-
nestine Marshall, Miss Clementine
Johnson, Miss Minnie Jones a n d
Jimmie Mountain.
Xmas Wedding
Planned At
New Nonconnah
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lee Mc-
Crackin announce the engagement
of their daughter, Miss Norma
Jean McCrackin to Robert Love,
son of Mr. and Mrs. William Love,
both of Whitehaven. Tenn.
The wedding will take place Dec
25, at New Nonconnah MB church
at Whitehaven. Tenn. The bride ,
elect attended Geeter High school,
and is an active member of the
New Nonconnah church and choir.
Mr. Love is a private in the U.
S. Army, stationed at Fort Braeg,
N. C. He is a 1955 graduate of
Geeter High school. t
ATTENDANTS
Serving Miss McCrackin will be
Miss Amelia Williams, the maid
of honor, and the Misses Mettle
B. Braham, Bobbie Jean Caldwell
and Virginia Williams as brides.
maids
MISCELLANEOUS SHOWER
Miss 51cCrackin will be honored
with a miscellaneous shower Dee.
2, by Mrs. Herbert Redden at her
home at 4851 Hilldale rd.
Decorations for the shower will
be carried out in pink and white.
The bride-elect will wear a waltz
length dress of white and pink taf-
Feta and will be presented with a
white orchid corsage by the host-
ess. Mrs. Redden will be attired
in black pean de soie fashioned
with white pearls. One hundred fif-
ty guests have been invited for the
affair.
There are 50 percent more hos-
pitals in the U. S than in 1920
and the bed capacity has been
more than tripled U. S. medical
surveys show.
LOANS
AUTOS - FURNITURE
EQUIPMENT
•
There Is • reason why people
like to de business with us. It
is our prompt, friendly service,
courteous treatment and desire
to help you.
Open Thursday Nights
Until 8 P. M.
Open Saturdays
Until Christmas
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
152 MADISON AVE.
Phone JA. 5-7611
Horne Owned . Horns Operated
New 1956 line!
Something New and Sensational in
. CHRISTMAS CARDS.
The FASTEST GROWING LINE Of
NEGRO GREETING CARDS
NEVER BEFORE OFFERED
New 1956 Line of Colored Exclusive
GREETING CARDS . . . . 20 for S1.80
with your name . . . Send 10c for free samples
FASHION GREETING. .. Post Office
Box 5512, Chicago 80, Illinois
We carry a full line of ALL-OCCASION CARDS...
Birthday - Anniversary - Get Well - Wedding
etc.
FASHION
CUT CAKE — Mr. and Mrs.
Tommie Evans, who were mar-
ried in a beautiful ceremony
Nov. 11, at Oak Grove Baptist
church, nith Rev. J. E. Clark
officiating, are seen cutting
their bridal cake at the *mesa-
tion that followed their wed-
ding. Mrs. Evans, the former
Miss Willie Mae Monger. is the
sister of Mn. and Mrs. George
Monger. Mr. Evans is the son
of Mrs. Emma Gayton. The
clippie is at home at 1433 Han-
auer st.
I
Miss Monger Becomes
Bride Of Mister Evans
Miss Willie Mae Monger, sister
of Mr. and Mrs. George Monger,
became the bride of Tommie tv-
ans in a beautiful ceremony Nov.
11. at Oak Grove Baptist church,
with Rev. J. E. Clark Meiciating.
The bridegroom is the son of Mrs.
Emma Gaylen!.
The brie wore a gown of white
brocaded satin and lace and cat-
red a bouquet of white carnations.
A veil of misty illusion fell from
her lace and pearl tiara.
ATTENDANTS
Mrs, Classie Weston was maid
of honor. Bridesmaids were t Ii e
Misses Anna Monger, sister of the
bride: Mildred Peoples, cousin of
the bride; Dixie Faye Shaw and
Warrine Bratcher. The little Miss
Debra Joyce Taylcr was flowei
girl, Joseph Johnson served the
bridegroom as best man. Grooms-
men were Warren Houston, Wil-
liam Payne. Lawrence Price and
Jackie B. Clark.
•
The feminine attendants wore
taffeta waltz length dresses styled
with a round neckline and sery
full skirts, with satin pumps to
match each color of dress.
Music was tarnished by Howard
Cross, vocalist, and Mrs. Myrtle
White, organist. Mrs. H. H. Jones
directed the wedding.
Mrs. Irene Monger, sister-in-lavfa
of the bride wore a dusk rose
lace dress and a corsage of white
carnations. The groom's niother
wore navy blue and a corsage GI
white carnations. 1 he bride was
given in marriage by her brother,
George Moeger.
Decorations for the lovely wed-
ding were the compliments of Mrs.
G. Chandler.
The couple will reside at 158.1
Hanauer st
The Quetico provincial park
in Ontario borders on the state of
Minnesota.
Announce New Way To
Shrink Painful Piles
Science Finds Healing Substance That Dom Both--
Relieves Pain—Shrinks Hemorrhoids
Mew York, N. Y. (Spetial) —
Tor the first time science has
found a new healing substance
with the astonishing ability to
shrink hemorrhoids and to relieve
pain—without surgery.
In one hemorrhoid case after
another, "very striking improve-
ment" was reported and verified
by doctors' observations.
Pain was relieved promptly.
And, while gently relieving pain,
actual reduction or retractita,
(shrinking) took place.
And most amazing of all—this
Improvement was maintained in
eases where doctors' observations
were continued over a period of
many months!
In fact, results were so thor-
ough that sufferers were able to
make such astonishing statements
as "Piles have ceased to be a
problem!" And among these Ed.
ferers were a very wide variety
of hemorrhoid conditions, some of
10 to 2/ years' standing.
All this, without the use et
narcotics, anesthetics or astrin-
gent, of any kind. The secret is
a new healing substance (Bits-
Dyne ) —the discovery of a world.
famous research institution. Al.
ready, Bio-Dyne is in wide use
for healing injured tissue on all
—parts, of the body.
This new healing substance is
offered in susppositonj or ointment
form called Preparation H.• Ask
for individually sealed convenient
Preparation H suppositories or
Preparation H ointment with sp.-
cial applicator. Preparation H is
Fold at all drugstores. Satisf adios
guaranteed or money refunded.
•Iest. u.s. Pet.
•
Pet Milk Baby of the Week" •
Just one of the millions of happy, healthy babies
raised on Pet Evaporated Milk
STEPHEN ASHLEY — 9 months
son of Mr. & Mrs. Sherman Aldridge, 302 So. Waldren St.
Another winner of the official "Pet Milk Baby of
the Week" Certificate! The proud parents will receive
$10 worth of groceries from their favorite grocer.
More of America's happy, healthy babies are raised
on Pet Evaporated Milk than on any other brand
ENTER YOUR BABY'S PHOTO TODAY I
11 your baby has been fed Pet Evaporated Mdi, and is less
eton 1 years of age, All in COup0n and tend with photo to
PET MU COMPANY, 1590 Arcade Illefp. 9. tows I,Hie
swims NAME AGE 
YOU* NAME 
YOUR ADDRESS 
(Num4111 stew
taro ar.ist
AS Diderot become the property of PM Milk Co., whose dates ler iS.111)
sword w111 Oriel MT
ALL ENTRIES MUST BE IN BY DECEMBER IS
CONTEST CLOSES ON DECEMBER 3/
•0
By Mrs. Anna Lee Cooke
Dear Readers: Those raucous
noises that one will hear rever-
berating throughout the c ountry-
side this week will undoubtedly be
coming from the long and lusty-
lunged turkey goblers that are
even now running frantically from
the pursuing axes that meant "off !
with the head" to said luckless
birds.
Thursday found these same big.
wigs of the barn yard ensconced
on huge platters bedecked with
sprigs of parsley; wearing little
frilly paper socks and stuffed with
the most savory of oyster dress-
kings along with the other usual ac-
.,
companimetns. Here's hoping that
your regular scribe and her ''Dear
Little Elsie" enjoyed all the rich
blessings of this season and will
soon take the pen in hand and be
about her duties.
CRITERION CLUB MEETING
The meeting of the Criterion club
meeting postponed from last week
was held Monday night in the beau-
tiful home of Mrs. J. F. Hughes,
with the president, Mrs. L. B. Mar-
tin, presiding over the business of
the club before the games start-
ed. The popular hostess served a
delicious repast while members en-
joyed a conversation hour. T h e
games ended with Mesdames L.
B. Martin, G. Adkins and Miss
Phenoy Trandberry, winning prize-
es.
ANNIVERSARY SERVICE
Rev. R. L. Drain delivered a
most inspiring message at the
Rock Temple Church of God, Sun-
day afternoon honoring Elder J. E.
Poindexter, who is celebrating his
first anniversary at the church.
Others appearing on this joyous oc-
casion were Mesdames R. L. Drain
Georgia Wade, Daisy Shaw and Mr
Isiah Savage. The many friends of
this ehurch wish for them and their
slider a continuance of rich bless- !
ings and much useful service.
AKA SORORITY MEETING
The beautiful home of Albert
Johnson, jr., served as meeting
place for the AKA sorority, when
Mesdames F. M. Johnson, B. Lu-
cas and Miss Lurline Savage en-
tertained this very fashionably -
clad group of ladies. The home,
which is very artistic in its setting
was made more so by so many
beautiful flowers all over the
house. This sorority in their many
activities about town had their
business meeting before a very
tempting dinner was enjoyed. A
most enjoyable and profitable
meeting was reported.
MERRY HIGH SCHOOL'S
CHARM CLINIC
The Interdenominational Minis-
ters Wives auxiliary, with the co-
operation of Merry High's PTA,
held a most interesting and profit-
able Charm Clinic for the students
of Merry High school last week.
It was noted by the audience the
rapt attention the young people
listened as addresses on manners,
"How To Be Well G roo me d",
"Health", etc., was discussed by
Dean Marie Penn, Mrs. Essie Per-
ry and Rey. Shy.
A question and answer period fol-
lowed each session with consult-
ants from Lane college and the city
taking part. We doff our hats to,
this group for bringing us and the
student body up to date on things
we should know to do. Here's hop-
ing that this activity will become
an annual affair.
SIGMAS IN FOUNDER'S DAY
The graduate and undergraduate
chapters of Sigma Gamma Rho so-
rority held their Founder's D a y
meeting Sunday, Nov. 18, 1956 at
4 p.m., in the Lane college chapel
with Miss Elaine Wade as speaker.
The sorority presented the college
with a $75 check in recognition of
their Diamond Jubilee effort.
Thanksgiving marks the begin- and fruitcake, we see no reason
fling of winter parties — from then to change — but here is a fruit
until New Years Day we a r e cake that's a little bit different,
caught in the whirl of party and oh so good! Make it early and
planning and party going. One par- let it `ripen" to bring out the full
ty leads to another, Toss a wonder- flavor and oistness.
ful party and you'll set off a GINDROP FRUIT CAKE
chain reaction — and we do hope 1 cup light or dark raisins
you will have a wonderful party! I. cup prunes
What's the magic formula? En- 1/4 cup dried apricots
tertain often — it takes practice 1 cup spiced gumdrops
to be a happy, rather than a hec-, 1 cup roasted unblanched almonds
tic hostess.
"The hostess with the mostest"
Is the girl with a flair for blend-
ing friends, fun and food together
in just the right ,proportions. The
party begins with people, so in-
vite guests who mix well. The size
of your "place" will decide the
number of people to i n vi t e."
More is not "merrier" if "more"
means leg cramps and boredom 11/2 teaspoons salt
from not being able to move 1 teaspoon cinnamon
around freely. % teaspoon nutmeg
1-4 teaspoon cloves
Rinse raisins, prunes and apri-
cots and drain. Cut prunes and ap-
ricots into thin slices. Cut gum-
drops in halves. Chop almonds.
Add citron. Cream shortening and
sugar together thoroughly. A d d
eggs one at a time, beating well.
Add drained apples and blend. Sift
creamed mixture and beat thor-
oughly. Mix in fruits and nuts.
Pour into 2 loaf pans (about Va
x 41/2 x 21/2 inches) lined with
waxed paper. Bake in moderately
slow oven (325 degrees F,) 1 1-4
to 11/2 hours. Cool, Wrap in wax-
ed paper or aluminum foil and al-
low to ripen 1 to 2 weeks before
using.
Makes 2 loaves.
Serve thin slices with gala holi-
day eggnog ordered from your
favorite dairy,
GOOD TASTE
Simplicity in decorations de-
notes good taste. Often, just a bowl
of flowers and pair of tall flick-
ering candles make a room party-
pretty. Remove fragile bric-a-brac
before the party to avoid disaster.
Your party should start with the
arrival of the first guest. A good
party starter is to give each guest
a slkp of paper on which you have
written one half of a well-known
team. For example, "Pen" goes
in search of 'Paper. "Salt" looks
for "Pepper." When all the guests
have arrived you then proceed with
other games or dancing.
Of course, the highlight of any
get-together is the food and since
most holiday rerreshments take
the form of the traditional eggnog
TO IUD POPULAR NEWSMAN—
Mrs. Thelma H. Williams an-
nounced on Monday the engage-
ment of her (laughter, Jean C.
Williams, to James E. Bookei son
of Mr. and Mrs. Fletcher Booker
et Riverhead, N. Y. The couple
plans to ned during the holiday
season. The prospective bride who
attended the New School for So-
cial Research. was the first Ne-
gro to be elected queen of the
Arts and sciences Institute, of New
TOrk university.
1/2 cup thinly sliced preserved cit-
ron
2.3 cup butter
1 cup sugar
2 eggs
cup cooked unsweetened dried
apples
21/2 cups sifted all-purpose flour
3-4 teaspoon soda
11/2 teasoon baking powder
GROUP H OF THE WESTERN
—Booker T. Washington High
school was the scene of the an-
nual luncheon of the Western
Section of the Tennessee
School Food Service Associa-
tion, Group II, Friday, Nov.
16. The members are cafe-
teria managers in Memphis
City schools, who were address-
ed by Mrs, Vivian Biggs. di
rector of Memphis S c hoo Is
Feeding Division. Miss Faye
Gentry served as mistress ot
ceremonies for the inspiration-
al program. Mrs, Do r ot h
Green is the president of the
organization; and Mrs. John-
nie I1eathers was the pro-
gram chairman.
Manassas News 1P1easant News Here
By ALICE MARIE DOBBS
and
LARRY TURNER
Manassas headlines of last week
were focused on the Old Tim-
ers' annual Thanksgiving program
The opening address was given
by Charles Moore who express-
ed himself as being exceedingly
thankful . . "at the existing
moment called now, for the facul-
ty who are cmbueing our minds
With knowledge and the audience
• especially the visitors .
gracing the auditorium with their
presence."
Displaying exceeding talent and
a spirit of thankfulness, Otis Thom-
as sang, "Let Us Break Bread
Together on Our Knees." Ole Tim-
er president Larry Turner made
an inspiring speech, that was fol-
lowed with the presentation of
Ole Timer Queen Helen Echols by
Robert Allen. Epitomizing all the
"little feminine things" in the
song, "Helen," which the Ole Tim-
ers sang so beautifully . follow-
ed by the Proud kiss on her cheek
given by beloved Mr. J. Ashton
Hayes, Miss Echols was every
inch a queen.
Mrs. Bernice Thomas, the Ole
Timer Mother and Founder of the
club, and also a former Manassas
faculty member now retired, ad-
dressed the overflowing audience
stating her appreciation to her
boys for "continuing to hold up
and respect the traditions of their
clubs."
In the words of Ole Timer,
Evander Ford, the most important
segment of the program came
with the presentation of this year's
Club Mother, Miss Willa A. Mac-
Williams. Upon her arrival and
before her arrival on the stage,
she received a tremendous ova-
tion from the appreciative audi-
ence. Hats Off! to Miss MacWil-
liams, may she forever remember
Bethune Coed
Sings At D. C.
Conference
WASHINGTON, D. C. —The Na-
tional council of Negro Women an-
nounces that gifted Padrica Men-
dez, brilliant coloratura soprano,
a senior student at Bethune-Cook-
man College was the featured
soloist at the convention-confer-
ence in Washington,' and appeared
on the program of the Internation-
al festival of art and at the tra-
ditional awards dinner.
Miss Mendez was sent to Wash-
ington through the courtesy of the
President of Bethune-Cookman,
Dr, Richard V. Moore, who had
asked Miss Mendez to sing in mem-
ory of the great Founder of Beth-
une-Cookman, Dr. Mary McLeod
!Bethune.
Miss Mendez was accompanied
to Washington by Mrs. Bourne
Ward Banks, Dean of Women at
the college and the National
chairman of Mary McLeod Beth-
About 65 million acres that pro- une commemoration week. Mrs.
duced food for 27 million farm Banks is also national chairman
horses have been taken over for of the youth conservation depart-
human needs. ment of NCNW.
CIVILIANS —0— VETERANS
OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS AGAIN!
Second Quarter Begins
THURSDAY, DEC. 6, 1956
DAY and NIGHT CLASSES
couries Offered:
Executive Secretarial
Higher Accounting
Start on your way to Success by Enrolling At
HENDERSON
BUSINESS COLLEGE
"Where Dreams Come True"
Phone IA. 6-4756
530 Linden Avenue Memphis, Tenn.
the Ole Timers' selection of her!
Climaxing the wonderful pro-
gram was the address made by
the former principal of Manassas,
Mi, J. Ashton Hayes. His out-
standing sense of humor was ap-
parent, throughout . . especially
when he asked the Ole Timers if
they had a "Peppy" of the year,
and if not he was officially de-
claring himself the "Ole Timer
Peppy of the Year!" His vibrant
personality was felt in every cubic
inch of the auditorium of the
school he served so long and so
well.
Johnny Wright's rendition of "My
Buddy" was beautifully done, and
this selection has become tradition-
al on the annual program of the
organization.
To all the Ole Timers . . the
entire student body had hearts
bursting with pride of you . . .
and we love you . very, very
much!
This week we are bringing some-
thing new to our column , . the
FIVE WEEKLY OUTSTANDING
sa-
lute:
N ASSASITES. This week we 
l. Helen Echols
3. Robert Bowles
4. Cerea Norfleet
S. Johnny Wright
Three cheers and "Hats
Off" to you!
THIS 'N THAT
Helen, your shoes are really
chic; , . . Larry, are you lonely?
Some girls you know would like
to know. Sarah Overtop, what's
this you're saying? Cerea, what's
your fellow's name? Lillian, is it
still Robert Foster? Carolyn,
what's with you and Archie?
For You Food-Shoppers
Food-shoppers in Memphis and
the Mid-South will find most meats
and a wide array of fruits, vege-
tables, and other' foods plentiful
and reasonably priced during De-
cember, says Leo W. Smith of the
U. S. Department of Agriculture's
Food Distribution Division,
USDA's December list of plen-
tiful foods for the Southeast, head-
ed by broilers, potatoes, and can-
ned corn, includes a large num-
ber of foods ideally suited for is in-
ter-time meals, and for use during
the Christmas holiday period.
In addition t o broilers, other
meats on the December plentiful
list are pork, beef, turkey, stew.
ing hens, ocean perch and had-
dock. Lard also will be plentiful,
owing to seasonally heavy hog
marketing, according to Smith.
PLENTY OF THESE
Among the plentiful vegetables
and fruits are: cabbage, onions,
canned purple plums, winter pears
dried prunes and dates. Other
foods completing the December
plentiful list are: rice, eggs, pea-
nuts and peanut butter, and milk
and other dairy products.
December market supplies of
broilers, reports USDA, will be 15
percent larger than those of a year
ago. The fall potato crop, estimat-
ed at 165.3 million hundredweight,
Is the largest since 1950.
Although carryover emits of
canned corn at the beginning of
the 1956-57 marketing season were
moderate, production of corn for
processing was 48 percent greater
than in 1955, and every indication
el4,1
'44 .111011
An
Ideal
Christmas
Gift
For the friend or relative who likes good reading adventure and
exciting for sway places, give
I Wonder As I Wander by Langston Hughes
For anyone who likes to know what life is like in the West Indies,
Europe, Russia, China, and Japan, travel around the world from
Harlem to Samarkand in
I Wonder As I Wander by Langston Hughes
For anyone interested in the contrasts between Capitalism and
Communism. color lines in the USA. and color lines in other parts
of the world, read
1 Wonder As I Wander by Langston Hughes
To receive this fascinating 400 page Afro-American autobiogra-
phical travelogue by return mail send cash or money order for InS
addressed to UNIVERSITY PLACE BOOKSHOP, 69 University Place,
New York 3, N. Y.
NAME 
••••••••••• 00000
ADDRESS 
CITY AND STATE 
pointed to a record-large pack,
Smith says.
LOT OF PORK
Continued heavy hog marketing
assures liberal pork supplies for
December meals, and although
cattle slaughter is expected to ta-
per off in December, supplies of Tuberculosis meant almost eer-
beef, egpecially of the intermediate tam death 50 years ago. Today,
and lower grades, will he abuts- ! with rest, drugs and surgery, TB
dant. A record-siz.e crop and can be cured.
Sit., Doc. 1, 111S4
Food Service Group
In Annual Luncheon
The Western Section of the Ten-
nessee School Food Service asso.
elation, Group 1/, held its annual
luncheon at Booker T. Washington
High school, Friday, Nov. 16. The
members are cafeteria managers
in the Memphis City schools, who
have recently organized and are
planning a full year's wusk.
An inspirational program, with
Mrs. Vivian Biggs. director of
Memphis Schools Feeding Division,
as guest speaker, was the highlight
of the occasion.
Beautiful fall flowers with ex-
quisite china and lovely silver
adorned the tables. A tasty filed
chicken dinner and accompanying
courses were enjoyed by members
and guests.
THE OFFICERS
The offic6rs of the organization
tree: Mrs. Dorothy P. Greene, pres •
ident ; Mrs. Ellen Callian, president
elect; Miss Emma Wilson, secre-
tary; Mrs. 011ie Garner. treasurer;
Mrs. Rosie Rogers, membership
chairman; and Mrs Johnnie Weir
thers, program chairman.
Miss Faye Gentry served as mis-
tress of ceremonies. The next ;
meeting is scheduled for Dec. 14, •
at Cahn% ell school.
• NAMED FOR COACH
Michigan State's Macklin geld,
home of Spartan football teams, is
named for John F. Macklin, the I
head grid coach from 1911-15 who
developed some of Slate's best
early teams,
mounting cold storage holdings as-
sures plenty of tureys.
A greater proportion of the eggs
coming to market in December
will he large-size eggs, with the
output for the month expected to
top that of a year ago,
J. F. DICKINSON, CO. Inc.
LOANS — INSURANCI
72 Union A 
Serving Memphis SO Yam
JA. 6-0341
IRONS REPAIRED
TOASTERS . LAMPS
VACUUM CLEANERS
RADIOS - PERCOLATORS
ALSO—
REBUILT VACUUM gm
CLEANERS  up
•I4 yt Pai,igari:•r
plohns on
wm............r."
APPLIANCES, INC.
760 Union • 1A. 7-2631
2268 Pork Ave.-FA. 3-8507
Open Nights Pew Paging
monommor
Feed your baby
CARNATION
America's
"healthv baby" milkt
Ls. •
•
ra.
Deborah Hawkins, Little Rock, Ark, a winner in tbe Carnation Hometown Healey Baby Coolest
"MY Docrot RECOMMENDED ft' Say 8
out of 10 mothers who feed their
babies a Carnation formula. Your
own doctor knows Carnation, too. It's
the safest form of milk for baby's
BEST BRAND
YOUR COOKIN
AND COFFEE,
bottle. The most nourishing and
digestible. Those first few months on
formula are so important .be sure
you start your baby out right, on
Nmerica's "healthy baby" milk!
FOR
G
TOO!
SETTER-BLENDING Carnation
gives you smooth results every
time,., in every recipe that
calls for milk.
CREAMY-RICH Caniation
"creams" coffee, fruits and
cereals to perfection. Carnation
lathe rich milk that whips,
too! Get several cans today!
World's Leading Brand of Evaporated Milk
es
•
IL-
a • •rnvia
J *oar
owe. •
Ans.
.•••••
•••••••
•
,•••••-
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How Current 'Uncover' Fad Dims Filmland's
Appreciation For Superior Acting Talents
Diana Dors, Mansfield
On Marilyn Monroe Kick
Sy HAZEL A WASHINGTON Not exactly favored with a pre-
ty face her large eyes and other
physical attributes seem to say
those things acquired sex attempts
to suggest for the Monroes, Mans-
fields and Dors.
As much to blame for the new
trend is the work of the photog-
raphers who are responsible for
the "stills" that are sent out to
precede releases. Many directors
and producers look at the stills and
almost immediately an idea is
born. And more often than not
HOLLYWOOD — With many
years experience as private secre-
tary to such artists as Greta Gar-
bo, Rosalind Russell and close
contact with Helen Hayes, Ethel
Barrymore. Bette Davis a n d
many others to precede my ob-
servation of the newcomers to
filmland as background it is inter-
esting to compare notes.
The newcomers, particularly
since the arrival of Marilyn Mon-
roe appear very willing to believe
"uncover" is the quickest, if not
the most successful way to attain
stardom in pictures. And, it is safe
to say there has been merit in the
decision. For not only do the Mar-
ilyn, Mansfield, Diana Dors type
hit the top fastest but they ap-
pear to be reaping the harvest
that goes with being acclaimed the
It is proper to say this style "on
arrival" is not limited to race or
creed. Certainly Dorothy Dand-
ridge has moved faster than Lena
Home, Nina Mae McKinney, Fred.
di Washington, Madie Norman,
'Theresa Harris and several others
who showed equal promises and
proof of acting ability. And Ear-
ths Kitt Most certainly struck Hol-
lywood with a bang in the brief
participation she enjoyed in pic-
tures. While neither Dandridge or
Kitt can be classed entirely as
"uncover" arrivals both struck
with a sexy thud that sounded
throughout the nation.
While it must be admitted that
Marilyn Monroe actually started
this latest "uncover" trend that
has excited all 'Hollywood. her po-
sition is most unique. Marilyn first
attracted attention when she posed
nude. However, she actually coy-.
ered up for her starting roles in
films. That is she added a piece
or two of clothing that to make
her the most talked about bathing the idea is based on the '•uncov- "talkies." In contrast the othersuit and "unmentionable" clothes ; side of the discussion insists onwearer along the film strip. SO , Lena Horne came into pictures wondering what theater goeractually what the Jane Mansfield. on strength of pretty face, some would leave his Tv set, a cornDoes, Dandridges. Kitts and oth- singing talent, and on the wave i fortable room and what goes witherg Ingo done it "strip down- to of publicity that featured her as the comforts of home, to visit 3Marilyn's "eoverup" in their bid the most beautiful woman in the theatre that neglected the "un-tor the top in Hollywood. tworld. Having talent to back up cover-girl" films?Incidentally the newcomers are the noise of the publicity waves There have been exceptions tonot alone in their bid for the Mar- she remained on the scene throughflyn Monroe type of fame. Mar- several seasons. There were 
num-racith of the above rules of reign
in filmland. Take the case of Ro-lene Dietrich made. her bid for ,ous pictures sent out from MGM chelle Hudson as an example. Ro-hm* through exposing the finest showing Lena, not as an -uncoy chelle appeared in as many filmspair of legs in Hollywood. The er" charmer but one of rare facial during her career as any of thesame was said of Rita Hayworth beauty and a perfect model for the
and Betty Grable. Rita. however gowns assigned her. pre-uncover artists though- consid-
ered less talented. Certainly it wassaw value in adding 'curves" to Comment on the above subject not due to change in the times.her Publicity campaign. Betty em- is divided. There are those willing The Hayes and others were stillployed zip and pep while Lana to ask just how far the Jane Mans- around and Marilyn had not arriv-Turner was proving the power of fields, Marilyn Monroes, Kitts, ed on the scene. Just one of thosethe bust. Dandridges would have gotten in strange twists that maintain inThis is 11 far flung tale of the pictures back in the old days of Hollywood perhaps.Greta Garboa and others. Greta
had sex appeal of course but sans
"uncovering." When Greta niade
love it was of the parlor type. The
same cannot be said of the var-
ious newly arrived. Helen Hayes
brought dramatic talents and so,
did Ethel Barrymore and others 1
of the pre-Marilyn days.
Joan Crawford offers still anoth-
er example of one able to move
in on Hollywood through individu-
ality. Joan has charm but isn't
pretty. However, like Horne. she
wears clothes extremely wel,I. Then
too she is favored with sex ap-
peal that is different from that
the newcomers are willing to sell.
Dot' Dandridge
To London Next
Dorothy Dandridge Will fly grounds of the British capital.from the British West Itties to The glamorous star and BritishLondon in early December to actor John Justin, her romanticcomplete her role of Margot Sea- vis-a-vis in the film, will figureion in 20th Century-Fox's "Island in additional scenes devised byin the Sun" against actual back- producer Darryl F. Zanuck to
highlight the love story of the
beautiful island secretary and
a governmental aide de camp
Miss Dandridge was originally
scheduled to wind up her role in
Barbados and return in Hollywoodin mid
-December. Decorators
have been busy getting her mew
home in the film colony ready forher return
1 so they sa
By AL MONROE
WHEN JOE LOLIS and Marva cast as lare as -Sihart A•tairs.-
were having their early domestic SAMMY DAVIS, Jr. and histroubles (while man and wife of "Mr. Wonderful- shon still %ars
course) majority of outsiders likely pass up the hoped lor road
strung along with Louis, for some tour. — S %Mall' ISN'T interested
unknown reason. NOW SAME since it would mean cancellationCONDITION prevails in the Billy of numerous previous commit-Eckstine "fight- so far as West ments for cafe dates about theCoasters (where affair is taking country plus a trip to Europe lateplace) are concerned. — THEY next year. THE LOCAI. OPERA -SWEAR BY Billy and at Carole house still be scene
 of a huge -
are among the top headliners
pha Kappa Alpha sorority's gigan-,
, Freddi Washington. Louise Beav- 1 men" in the pic -Carmen Jones DiZZ Y Count, McGhee •
Drake when speaking of the con- package starring Billy Eckstine,! 
•
' scheduled to perform at the Al-troversy. — SPEAKING OF CA- Sarah %alit-than and it is hoped.
MARLENE DIETRICH'S origi-
nal publicity pix and stories
extolled the beauty of her legs
but in the post
-Marilyn days
she's better identified as the
body with beautiful gams. This
is an example of the "uncover"
that is talked about in today's
Dietrich publicity and bid for
continued attention.
DOROTHY n N.
!MIDGE'S "(armen Jones"
was not exactly an "uncover"Sonny Stitt . .
On Benefit Sepia ms °
ast r 
 See hnds
m+Swiliso."."." •••••
DIANA DORS arrived in this coon- Mrs. Arthur Miller in her bid fortry as "England's Marilyn Mon- early success in Holt) wood.
roe" and she's out "uncovered"
thing but the "lobby" pix pre-
ceding the release were all of
this hind indicating another
'uncover' scene or two was
a factor in the film's bid for
box office.
JAYNE MANSFIELD, appearing taxes in home or at the studio,
on Broadway attracted Holly- with or without pet rabbit, she's
wood's attention with her curves an "uncover" tape any producer
and slightls "uncovered" poses a- would fancy as box office.
la-Marilyn. Even when Jayne re.
•
I i
I
Benny Carter,
Ace Musician,
Weds On Coast
Los .1NULLES — nanny
Carter. well known orchestra
leader and composer-arranger
and Miss Magaret Wilson weU
known local socialite were mar-
ried Thanksgiving night. T h •
ceremony was performed by this.
Rev. Harold Kingsly. The wed-
ding. a priaate affair was not
known to the couple's Close fria
ends until the following day.
Carter, one of the most fa-
MOUS musicians in the nation
has a daughter by a pies taus
marriage. Couple will hie in the
Carter home high up in the hills
near Hollywood.
illiailialliallIall11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
College Coeds
Hit In Campus
Dramatic Skit
ATLANTA. Geogia — "An In.
Inspector Calls" opened the fall
seaaon of the Atlanta•Morehouse-
Spelman Players. This popular
drama by J. B. Priestley was seen
Monday and Tuesday evenings.
Curtain time is 8:00 p.m.
Members of the cast were Sam
Atkins. Ernest Prather. Glenda
Johnson, Countess Fisher. Janet
Webster, Ethel Waddell. Carlton
Mollette. and Arthur Stokes. Bald-
win Burroughs directed.
Dillard Choir
NEW ORLEANS — (A!'siPl—The
Dillard University choir appeared
I on the NBC television program,
EARTHA KITT'S pix work has "Wide. Wide, World," Sunday,been limited but whenever she's Nov. 25.
appeared advance pics have offer- The Dillard segment of the show
cd this likeness of what to expect \ consisted of the choir singing
when the spectacular hits your American spirituals. Dr. Ssfnuel
screen. L. Gandy.
Maxine Sullivan •
In Radio Repeat
NEW YORK — Maxine Sullivan,
the "Loch Lomond" lass, makes
a return visit to CBS-radio's "The
Robert Q. Lewis show, 800 p m.
1 The date is hy request from theLewis listening public. Whenis
 ue
 Maxine last appeared on the showq 1 the 
cause
 respoz soy t was o terrific 
consider   
enough
 In 'g- 
She .has also starred in numer•
ous night clubs along 52nd st.ing her back. 
here and from Coast to Coast, in
Maxine Sullivan will be rcinem. theatres and clubs.
beret! as the socko artist who
rose to fame with her unique
handling of the tune "Loch Loa
mond," several seasons ago. As a
result of that sudden rise she
was given spots in two Broadway
productions as well as being cast .
in a trio of films.
Ranking jazz saxophonist Son- ,
nv Stitt and pianist Ahmad Jame' Present,THERINE B.ASIE. as we did a Billy Darnels early next year. 
— tic star-studded benefit show at ' By HILDA SEEfew lines back she's just Witted PROBLEM IS getting Daniels who the Regal theatre on Saturday, I The 
early 
all-Sepia and inter-1 ers and others had its "Peola" I that she is not exactly opposed
down five•figures offer tor con• is booked for dates in Florida, Nov. 30. r acial films were mostly spectacu- of course but Ereddi who was in to sexy scenes. What, what, please! 
•
tract she holds on singer Joe Wil- Las Vegas and New York when lars, many with an exciting reit- the latter role was more interest- Dot was Your objection?
hams who chirps with hubby's r he returns to the STATES' gious fervor I i k e "The Greenied in denying and escaping her ra- There is a proposed picture re- /
at 745 Fifth avenue. New York Harry Helatonte will i o-star in a 1.Stepin Fetc t Skys with too much action other- length of her clothes, either at may give the famous "sex artist:' Molual's HANDSTAND. U.S.A chestra leaders Count Basic. to hell.
band. — ATTENTION "A READ-1 BOOKING scene. IT IS ALMOST 'ER" you can contact Joe Glaser a critainty that I.ena 'form. and 
hi Pastures" and "Cabin In '1  h e cial identity than altering t h e lease starring Eartha Kitt that
wise to gii e either thought to, or the bust or knee. In 'Til The her one big chance to show what show will initiate nick-ups of live heard from the The Re . iers on Michigan avenue here. weather has come and gone. — sex displa. music from Philadelphia starting Camden, N. .1., and Dizzy Gilleaa
City or through Associated Book- picture to be made before cold looksce for. "uncover" girls orl Clouds Roll By" another interra- she can actually do with a full 
.11
WHEN DUKE ELLINGTON ap.. TIMMIE RoGERs' one man sho%. Tops Comedian cial pia Lena Horne was included length "uncover- part. Certainly . Saturday when the Blue Note pie, broadcasting from New Yorkpears on TV or at dances he set- currently appearing, in California Certairlv the tight abbreviated on basis of her voice. pleasing it is hard to imagine a film built ithere joins the parade it night- Rirdland, are also tdom forgets to give credit to his is about set for eastern tour. — Stepin Fetchit's engagement at - lace and his microphonesvisited by emcee Guy Wal- Dinah Washington will be heard, , o be. featured.skirt worn by Edna Harris in face, boxoffice appeal Her gowns! around Kitt as starrer that does sl3Ws . .. -to the mike for solo parts with I secured for Denser. Kansas City. t of the porldin• so far as claims was a limited display of t h e "Native Son," the original Cana- Patterson," the Broadway play STAND stars are to be Unique provide two jazz stars. drummerFor this broadcast the BAND-INew York's Cale Bone/Ala will. .. from Boston s Storyyille.. whIl.e
Pastures" lent sex to her role were of ankle length. if that is not flaunt her best stock in trade.
individual artists by bringing 'ens BOOKINGS HAVE already bennl Chicaao Budland cafe was proof hut only to a limited agree. Hers important. One has only to remember "Mrs.. .accompanying praise of their tal-1 Philadelphia and New l'ork.—SO that iie still rates as a top corned. 1 shakeroo that made Dorothy Dan- i da Lee starrer was another of in which she appeared for proof. records soloist Jack Carroll and Max Roach and trumpeter Myles
.
cots. — HEAR TELL A NATION- FAR NO house is available in jar I dridge's "Carmen- eyebrow lift.' those releases with sex in t h e Of the several changes made in jazz musician Howard McGee Or- Th.vis.
AL brewry is all set to take over Chicago. a city that is needed to 'rho droll and haphazard style ing• background and left mostly to the the play after critics had their say )
sponsorship of the Nat King Cole bleak the lone jump from Coast he employs went over hi, with In -cabin in the sky- there imagination. Its "heaviest" scene none had to do with toning down'
TV shoos — 'rNAT IS AS IT to (oast, the nightly jams that witnessedshould be, figuring the amount of . . . 
nis performances. Step. enroute l 
were several sex appeal insertional that involved sex, more or less, or eliminating her display of sexcompany's product that is cen- HEAR TELL THERE is a new to New York from Hollywood is , 
but no risque attire to spur the was hardly out in the open, nor appeal. As a matter of fact theimagination. Nor was "Stormy was the girl in the case pictured critics yelled "Dress her up" or
sumed by Sepians. _ LARRY entry in the love life of a certain appearing in a inure or less stop. Weather" anything more than in the sort of "uncovered" stuff "modernize the play." What they
STEELE was offered three weeks popular model who has hit the over engagenient, scene after scene of dancing dolls that .Hollywood features today, were saying actually was put Ethel Wafers will sing: Charl- TV. 8 p.m., EST).
bookings in Austriha during thel headlines of late—GENTLEMAN 
of the variety wo'comed into the As to the recently reelased some fine clothes on her and al- tor Heston will act: Bobby VanI Miss Waters, long a favorite of
stay of world's Olympic partici-I IS, so our informants say, an In- Typhoons may hit the Philip. home where ma as well as dad "King And I" it would be of in- low her to periodically reveal 'will dance. and Gypsy Rose Lee I Broadway and Hollywood will in.
Pants which he turned down. — diananolis dough-guy TO WHICH pines in any month h„t arc am
 
can express their appreciation terest to learn why Dorothy Han- what Yon are attempting to can- w i ! I demonstrate scolpturing terpret two *of her best los cd
THREE WEEK's work in the lie hastens to add! -Wonder what et-ally more frequent between the equally. driclee turned down an important real or l ake off ., garment or two ;that's what the man said — song. "Stormy Weather" ant&
country wrnild hardly make the hapoened to ??? who had the best' storm months from Julytrip worthwhile for a show with go previously?" Iv 
to No. "Imitation of Life." an interra• * role in the flicker. Mitts Ds^dridne and let the chips fall where they sca STEVE ,AL. on THE  A 1"Ilanpiness IS A Thing caile6.1.cial pix with Claudette Colbert, 1 showed in her rendition of "Car- may. ILEN SHUW, Sunday Dec 2 (NBC- Poe."
Ethel Waters To Star
On NBC-TV Allen Bill
t,
-•
r R. ROBERTS. UsC fulthark, is rated one of the top
foothalleis on the Nest Coast.
• IN
"1 SHALL BE the next world's
heavyweight champion" Archi
Moore confided to us as he slow-
ed down his training for his 15-
round bout in the Chicago Stadium
tonight (Nov. 30) against Floyd
Patterson, the Brooklyn, N. Y.,'
heavyweight and ex•Golden Glov-
er and 1952 Olympic champion in
the middleweight division.
The trouble with Mr. Moores
statement is that he wasn't con-
iding anything because he has
been saying that for a long while.
And it has reached his opponent
so often that it has had a very
disturbing effect on the otherwise
youthful and quiet Mr. Patterson
who does little talking, leaving that
to his manager, Cus D'Amato.
However, Patterson did blurt out
that what Moore is saying about
the outcome of the fight, which
will give the winner the world
ARCHIE MOORE
strong, former triple champions
tger example. Beau is down in Geor-ia—the disappointed soul wholistened to all his so-called feiends.
Armstrong, former triple cham-
pion, has turned preacher. .
And Moore has read and reread
Jack Johnson's history, also that
Joe Gans and a dozen others. "Not I
for me," says Archie. "I expect
to win the championship, will give
Patterson a return match (that is
'if he wants one) and I have made
plans so that when I do retire
from the ring, I shall not end up
beiag in need.
-Everybody among the news-
paper sport writers like me,' talk-
ative Archie went on to say. And
he's about right. Patterson may
give Archie a tough time as he
has youth and determination in his
favor if that means anything
against Moore. On the other hand,
the reason most of the boxing
DEFENDER
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Favor Tennessee In Orange Classic
Tiger Stout
Defense To
Decide Game
By RUSS J. COWANS
MIAMI, Fla. — Two of tne hil-
est scoring football machines in
collegiate circles will meet here
Saturday night in the 24th annual
Orange Blossom classic. in Or-
ange Bowl stadium.
Tennessee State university Tig-
ers, Mid-Western conference cham-
pions have rolled up 353 points in
nine games. Their opponents, Flor.
itli! A and M university Rattlers,
have piled up 369 points in eight
genies. Both teams are unbeaten
and untied.
BLANKED FIVE OPPONENTS
The Tigers, in their nine vic-
tories, have held their opponents to
25 points. No team was able to
score more than one touchdown
against the strong defense Coach
Howard Gentry and his staff of
assistants have molded this year.
Langston, Central State, Southern.
and Alcorn scored touchdowns
apiece, while Grimbling, defend-
ing national champion; Prairie
View, Maryland, CIAA champions:
Kentucky State and Lincoln were
blanked.
Florida rolled up some tremen-
dous scores, whipping 'Xavier, 68-
6; Bethune-Cookman, 54-6, and Al-
len. 58-6. However, the 25-0 vic-
tory over North Carolina college
was the only shutout on the Ratt-
lers' slate.
Morris Brown and North Caro-
lina Aggies were the only two
teams to get two touchdowns
against Coach Jake Gaither's Ratt-
lers.
The Rattlers offensive punch has
been riding on the shoulders of
two senior halfbacks during the
season — Willie Galimore, left
hnlfback and Adolphus Frazier,
right halfback. Gailimore has pil-
ed up 693 yards by rushing in the
eight games, while Frasier h as
seored 15 touchdowns and kicked
19 extra points. ' The latter has
also received eight passes, ihree
for touchdowns, including a heave
of 53 yards.
STRONG IN PASSING
Dennis Jefferson, the starting
quarterback in Coach Gaither's
multiple offense — T, split-T,
spreads and various other forma-
tions — has connected for 493
yards on passing in 55 attempts.
Against this formidable array
of talent Coach Gentry will toss
a team that has some fine runnig
backs in Jesse Wilburn, Fay Mit-
chell, and an excellent quarter-
back in Bob Crawford. Also a stout
defense that has bottled up every
offense faced this year.
In Leon Jamison he has one of
the best pass receivers in colleg-
iate circles.
Last year Grambling college,
winners of the Mid-Western crown,
beat the Rattlers in a big upset.
The single wing formations of
Coach Eddie Robinson's Tigers
baffled the Rattlers.
Since both teams this year areheavyweight crown vacated by writers and the general public be- undefeated and untied—each hold- IRocky Marciano's retirement—un- I lieve Moore will be the winner is ing victories over top teams indefeated as it were, is the same that Archie has the experience. the C1AA, Southwestern, Mid-West-ing Archie said before his Sure, he may be 43, 41 or as he ern, and Southern — the winner
'I crap with Mercian°, who knock- says 39, but he's about as active will emerge as the national cham-;eci out the game challenger. I 23 a fighter of 25. Then he is a pion, a possession that will go !
Floyd did have to admit, in an- likeable fellow. Talk about Joe undisputed.
swer to an inquiry, that this is Louis is being good copy for the EXPECT BIG CROWD
his first 15 round bout. But he 'scribes. Joe didn't do much talk- I The Tennessee team arrived
'here by chartered plane Thursday,has trained diligently and feels inn.
Agonfident of winning despite It was either Jack Blackburn, and worked out Friday. Floridaillfift ore's assertions to the contrary. his trainer, or Julian Black or arrived here from Tallahassee
Friday morning.
A crowd of 50,000 Is expected to
before Floyd enters the ring, that tion. Even after he won the chem. swarm into Miami stadium here
is exactly what he wants to dc. pionship and successfully defend- Saturday night to witness this
Archie has been sort of special.' ed his world's title, Joe had little game between two really repre-
izing in telepathy—in other words, to say. Moore is entirely different.
he is trying to reach Patterson's He is at home when it comes to
About Moore. He's a smart one. Johnny Roxborough, his co-manag-
If he can get Patterson's "goat" ers, who dished out the informa.
sentative teams.
Who will win? That's the big
mind to saturate it with "Moore, holding conversation. And he is question being discussed by fans
arrtvin is going to whip you Nov. 30 so I just as much at home whether he for the game. But thisi
writer is picking Tennessee State
to win the Verdict, 27-14, because
of its stout defense; plus a flock
get ready." is in the gym or dolled up in a
Now Moore can hit and can full dress suit at a social event,
box and he believes he is destined We'll string along with Moore 
of good running backs and a strongto become the heavyweight king on the basis of his ring experience. bench.
— the ambition of his life. No, he We are not discounting his age. 
told us, he isn't going to wind up If Patterson wins he will be the
a bit like many he has known and
others he has read about —
fellows who have made a pile of
dough in the ring and wound up
with "little or nothing to show for
it." Beau Jack and Henry Arm-
youngest ever to hold the world
heavyweight championship and it
will be a big upset as his follow-
ers will take the Moore contingent
"to the cleaners." Archie 'is the
favorite.
*Savannah Tigers
Win SEAC Title
By WILTON C. SCOTT
SAVANNAH, Ga. — Savannah
State Tigers scored one touchdown
In each of the four quarters to
defeat Paine college Lions, 27 to
0. here Thanksgiving Day. The vic-
tory also gave the Tigers the title
In the South Eastern Athletic con- I
ference for the first time since
1649.
Savannah's 20 points for defeat-
ing Florida Normal and Claflin,
and 10 points for wins over Mor-
ris and Paine gives the Tigers 30
points, whereas Florida Normal
bas only 23 points under the Dick-
inson rotating system since they
defeated only one team in the first
islston and three in the second
ivisleft.
Savannah drove to Paine's one-
yard line after two minutes of play
by virtue of an interception by
Jolly Stephens on Paine's 20. Wil-
lie Batchelor then moved the bat
tc the one-yard, but Savannah
fumbled on the next play, only to
recover when Paine fumbled. Ro-
lard James then passed to Hosie
Harris for the score.
Savannah scored in the second
period on a 48-yard pass from
I Ulysses Stanley to Louis Ford in
the end one. Batchelor scored in
the third quarter on a 50 - yard
sprint for a touchdown, and in the
losing minutes of the fourth quar-
ter, James passed to-Ford for the
final TD.
Paine's lone touchdown came in
the fourth quarter when William
Roberts went over from the six.
Friendship
Goes Ahead In
E1AC Win
ROCKH1LL, S. C. — Friendship
pushed ahead of Livingstone in
the E1AC conference standing Sat-
urday night by beating them, 8-0,
in Rock Hill.
The Friendship Tigers, playing
their homecoming game and sea-
son finale, forged ahead of the
Livingstone Bears in the scoring
column late in the fourth quarter
as tackle W. Alexander broke
through the Bears' line to block
a punt that resulted in a safety.
A few minutes later, halfback J.
Smith streaked 30 yards to paydirt
after intercepting a Livingstone
pass.
The Bears, with their backs
against the wall late in the game,
took to the air in desperation to
pull the game out of the fire,
saw their hopes flicker out as
Smith scampered into the end-
one with the lone touchdown of
the game.
Most easterly point in the U.S.
is West Quoddy Head. Main*,
longtituda 66 degrees and 57 min-
ides.
CHUCK HOLLOWAY, Detroit-
er who made a fine impression
as a member of the UCLA
Tennessee Routs Lincoln,_
47-0 In Blossom Warmup
By EARL S. CLANTON HI
NASHVILLE. Tenn. — Tennes-
see State university Tigers oiank-
ed Lincoln university Lions, 47 to
0. before 3.000 shivering home-
coming fans who braved the snow
flurries in W. J. Hale stadium here
Thanksgiving Day, The victory.
which clinched - the - championship
in the Mid Western conference was
the ninth straight of the sehon for
the Tigers and the 14th straight
in two sears.
Leon Jamison, Fay Mitchell and
Bob Crawford paced the devas-
tating Tiger offense in the chill,
dampened Turkey Day rout.
LINCOLN DEFENSE CRACKED
The Lincoln defense was cracked
wide open in the first neriod when
Jamison caught a 13-yard pass
from Crawford for a touchdown
This was the first of three touch-
down passes Jamison snagged
during the afternoon. Ills second
was a 1-yarder from Crawford in
Vie same quarter, and his third
,esme on a 36-yard heave in the
second period,
Playing only in the first half
Jamison caught four passes that
netted 73 yards snd the three
touchdowns.
The Tiger defense, sparked by
the tremendous play of Charles
Gavin. 212-pound tackle from
Laurel, Miss., and James Buford,
senior guard and captain. held
Lincoln 10 24 yards on the ground
and 32 by air.
At the same time Tennessee
linemen blasted holes in the Lin-
coln line for Tiger hacks to pick
4,7 yards on the ground in 50
carries, and blocked for 121 yards
on passes. The Tigers completed
nine of 25 passes thrown.
team this year, See story on
this page.
Eagles Rout The
Aggies, 2.0 To 0
By HORACE G. DAWSON, JR.
DURHAM, N. C. — North Caro-
lina college Eagles romped to a
20 to 0 victory over A&T college
Aggies before 8,500 fans on O'Kel-
ly field here Thanksgiving Day.
The game was the 25th renewal of
the two teams annual Turkey Day
rivalry. The Aggies are ahead, 12
to 11, with three games ending
in ties.
The game went scoreless until
less than two minutes remained
in the first half. Within this short
space of time the Eagles struck
twice on a surprise pass and a
:8-yard interception.
The first touchdown was set up
after the Eagles gained possession
Of the ball on the Aggies' 43 and
moved to the 10, the longest gain
in the drive being a 16-yard pass
from Ed Hudson to Oscar Turner.
On a fake field goal attempt, Al
Montgomery, who had replaced
Hudson as quarterback, passed
to Decal Webster, who fired a
strike to Bobby Johnson in the
end one. Webster also converted.
Less than a minute later Fran-
cis Roberts, center, intercepted an
Aggie pass on the 2 and raced
the distance for a touchdown.
Webster again converted.
The third tally came late in the
third quarter on a 76-yard burst
through right tackle by Fullback
Carvis Bullock.
The Eagles picked up 241 yards
rushing to 82 for the Aggies, and
had 12 first downs to the visitors'
7.
Grant Satterfield
Divorce From Wife
Robert (Rapid Bob) Sattertkld,
Chicago's up-and-down heav y-
weight boxing hope, was granted
; a divorce from his wife, Iona, last
week on charges that she desert-
ed him on July 10, 1953.
In permitting the divorce, Su-
perior Court Judge Matthew D.
Hartigan also granted Satterfield
custody of the couple's 3-year-old
son, Robert. jr.
Satterfield's attorney said the 32- '
year-old boxer and his 29-year-
old wife had been married since
Jan. 17, 1948.
Over 70 p'er cent of TB cases
reported in Chicago last year
were men. Nearly three-fourths of
the TB deaths occurred among
moles.
Coach Howard Gentry's Tigers
pl?yed the entire game in Lin-
coln territory. and in the second
half he unloaded his bench. '
RACES 41 l'ARDS
Mitchell, who seored Tennessee'sithird touchdown in the first period,gave the fans a hie, thrill when
he sprinted 41 yards in the third
quarter. MOchell scored his touch-
down from the 6-yard line after Ja
mison had faked three Liecoln de-
fenders into the end zone. Craw-
Panthers,
Cats Go In
Shreveport
SHREVEPORT, La. — The Wil-
ey Wildcats and the Prairie View
Panthers will close the Southwest
conference football season in a
clash here Saturday night, Dec. 1.
The game could decide just who
is to share the 1956 grid crown
with Texas Southern who last
week clinched the co-championship 
•with a 5-1 Conference record. If,
' when this release reaches t h e;
street, Wiley has defeated Texas
college and the Panthers have got-
ten by Southern, the battle at the 
Louisiana State Fair stadium will op Tanbe for the Conference champion-
ship.
The Wiley-Prairie View rivalry,
which incidentally is the South-
west's oldest, will come here after
27 years as the feature attraction
at the big Cotton Bowl classic in
Dallas. Wiley was kicked out of
the Dallas venture following t e n
straight losses to Prairie View.
This will mark the Panthers ini-
tial appearance in Shreveport.
Wiley has come a long ways
back from the outfit that finished
in seventh place in the Conference
of 1955, and Wileyites all over this
section will welcome the sight of
a victory over the Panthers. Prair-
ie View has been especially tough
on Conference competition, but in
intersectional and out of Confer-
ence play Coach Billy Nicks' crew
has not been very impressive
Regardless of anything that has
already happened, the intense
Paather-Wildcat rivalry insures a
real slam-bang affair here.
ford then flipped a pass to Mit-
chell who was trailing Jamison.
Tackle Burr,s1 Lee -c red on an
8-sard jaunt after virtually steal-! 
ia
-
e the ball from quarterback-Es.
ell Brewer, who was attempting
the statue of liberty play in 'the
second period.
Quarterback Crawtord complet-
ed six of seven passes for 90
yards, including lour touchdown
passes. He also kicked three ex'
tra points.
sstT BR 1711 — see story below.
• 1
est Coast Has
Players
• This has been an eventful year Adams left behind a number of
tan members on the UCLA eleVen.
They include Edison Griffin, 170-
pound junior and a fine tailback;
Chuck Holloway, the 162 - pound
wingback from Detroit; Esker Har-
ris, 187-pound guard; Wilbert An-
derson, 202-pound tackle, and Pets
O'Garro, a 203-pound pass-catch.
ing end.
Jerry Drew, the California
back who .sat out the 1955 season
with an arm injury, returned this
season. His eligibility also was' re-
duced to five games by 'Confer.
ence edict. His teammates, besides
Jacobs, included Nat Brazil!, las
pound halfback, and Art Foliage,
a 200-pound junior fullback. 4
UNIQUE — Perhaps the only
pair of tan twins ever to per-
form in mixed college football
competition ended their career
last week at Kent State (Ohio)
university. Bill Whitley (left)
and his brother, Jim, a pair of
Isn-pounders, were regular half-
backs this season on the Kent
squad. Another Kent pinyer
*the finished his career is
Luke Owens. 2.10-pound (a* she
who is considered an excellent
pro prospect.
for tan football players in the Pa-
cific Coast conference.
First, came the scandals invol-
ving overpayment to certain ath-
letes and the consequent cutting
short the eligibility of several play-
ers. Tom Adams, who was ex-
pected to be a regular end for
UCLA, hustled off to Canada and
a fling at pro football. Others play-
ed an abbreviated schedule.
NEGLECTED TO TELL
Then Sam Wesley, the 145-pound
wingback for Rose Bowl-bound Or-
egon State, was declaryd ineligible.
The popular Wesley, if turned out,
had enrolled for a time at Lin-
coln (Mo.) university and neglect-
ed to,.tell Oregon State authorities.
Finally, Proverb Jacobs, a 245-
pound Calitogna tackle who was
receiving consideration for All -
American teams, was dropped by
the Bears after he slugged a team-
mate during a scrimmage ses-
sion.
But there were enough topnotch
Ian talent on the West Coast to
make all proud of their accom-
plishments.
Most celebrated of these is C.
R. Roberts, the 6-foot-1, 205-pound
fullback of the Trojans of Southern
California. Roberts, whose eligibil-
ity might be cut short a full year
unless Conference bigwigs relent,
is one of the nation's leading rush-
ers, Several of his touchdowns
have been tallied on long runs,
Against the University of Texas,
for example, the junior from
Oceanside, Calif., went the dis-
tance on 73, 50 and 74 yard runs.
Against Washington, he returned
s kickoff 96 yards for a TD. Whe-
ther he plays another year of col-
lege football or not, he has a bril-
liant professional future. He is
considered a steamroller of the
Marion Motley - Joe Perry species.
Another hack who is going to
cause comment before he finishes
his college ,career is Dick Bass.
Bass, like Roberts, was a sensa-
tion in high school and attracted
national prominence before pull-
ing on college moleskins. lie is
now the principal running threat
for the College of Pacific and is
among the first 20 rushers in the
nation.
FILL THE SHOES
Earnel Durden, a sophomore,
moved right in to fill the shoes
vacated by Wesley and has been
one of Oregon State's leading
touchdown producers. He nas been
abetted by Paul Lowe, a sopho-
int re tailback and a triple-threat
performer.
Rites Held
For Former
Track Star
NEW YORK — (ANP)
neral services were held in.
Philip Episcopal church hers8un.
day for Dr. H. Binge Dismond'i 84,
who died of cancer at Harlem Ma-
pita! recently.
The physician, at the tImn of
his death, was director of Harlem
hospital's department of phYsIial
therapy.
Born in Richmond, Va., Dee.)'?
1918, Dr. Dismond attended ytr.
ginia Union and !toward univeisi.
ties, the University of chicagejuid
Rush Medical college, Chicago,
from which he received his ht.'D.
In 1921.
At the University of Chicam.hel
won a varsity letter in track ,pd
for three years was westosn
tercollegiate conference champion
for the quarter-mile, sprinting the
distance in 1916 in 47.4 seconds.
During World War I, he saw
service in France with the STIth
Infantry U. S. National Guard (Om
former famed Eighth Illiois)., as
first lieutenant. In 1938, he-was
decorated by the RepuhliL of Haiti
for services rendered following the
Haitian-Dominican disturbances • of
1937.
He is survived by his widow.
former Miss Cora Campbell of Les
Angeles, whom he married- hs
1942.
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Stork Stops
IkL1
Born At John Gaston Hospital:
'NOVEMBER 17, 1956
Beverly Jean Askew, a daughter,
to Mr. and Mrs. Larval Askew, of
1695 Ragan.
Gloria Diane Hill, a daughter, to
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester T. Hill,
of 812 LeMoyne Park.
Lonnie O'Neil Williams, a son, to
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Williams, of
640 S. Orleans.
Daniel Wiley Herron, jr., a son,
to Mr. and Mrs. Daniel W. Her-
ron, of 174 Walker.
Donna Kay Vann, a daughter, to
Mr. and Mrs, Willie IL Van, of
190 Walnut.
Etta Jean Swain, a daughter, to
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Swain, of 715
Tony White, a son, to Mr. and
Mrs. Jack White, of 1349 Gleason.
Erwin Jerome Hill. a son, to Mr.
end Mrs. Johnnie Hill, of 1198 Col- I
lege.
NOVEMBER 18, 1956
Michael Anthony Scay, a son, to
Mr. and lairs Finis L. Scay, of 577
Handy Mall.
Darnell Ramon Franklin, a son.,
to Mr. and Mrs. Willie E. Frank-
lin, of 370 S. Second.
Mary Eliabeth Isby, a daughter,
to Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Lsby, of
1279 Pennsylvania.
Anita Ford, a daughter, to Mr.
and Mrs. James Ford, of 403 Simp-
son.
Jacquelyn Ann Cooper, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Lorvell Coop-
er, of 2252 Lyon.
Clinton Love Williams, jr., a son,
to Mr. and Mrs. Clinton L. Wil-
liams, of 1348 James.
' Terry Lynn Stacks. a gen, to
end Mrs. John Stacks, of 1170 N.
Second.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Raines, of 225 Ingle.
Myqutia Diatme Jones, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas 0.
Jones, of 1561 N. Holmes.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Virgil Abston, of 381 Pontotoc.
Jo Ann Street, a daughter, to
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Street, of 3466
Rornlake rd.
Randy Alvin .Tones, a son, to Mr.
and Mrs. James Jones, of 1303
Richmond.
i Vivian Denise Triggs, a daughter
to Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Triggs,
Of 769 S. Orleans.
• Michael Malone, a son, to Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Malone, of 733
Davis.
Dexter Gene Floragne, a son, to
lnd Mrs. Charles H. Hcragne,
of 1603 Pattan.
Michael Russell, a son, to Mr.
and Mrs. Jeff Russell, of 2077 Hu-
bert.
NOVEMBER 19, 1954
Ruby Jean Cowan. a daughter,
to Mr. and Mrs. Luke Cowan, of
113k3 Woodlawn,
Edward Norfleet, jr., a son, to
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Norfleet, of
205 Hernando.
Sylvester Powell, jr., a son, to
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester Powell, of
3180 Alta rd.
—Wanda Lynn Waller, a daughter,
to Mr. and Mrs. Sherman W. Wal-
ler, of .1001 Lane.
Shirley Mae Savage, a daughter,
to Mr. and Mrs. Hardy Savage,
of 1422 Hemlock.
..2rLs4.1". 1117"
Rosetta Ann McGhee, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Mc-
Ghee, of 605 Jessamine.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. An-
drew Conard, of 213 W. Person.
1.illian Pecola Smith, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Smith
of 1513 Minnie.
Ernestine Brown, a daughter, to
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Brown, of
1829 Kansas.
NOVEMBER 20, 1956
Fred Jordan, jr., a son, to Mr.
and Mrs, Fred Jordan, of 1943
Hubert.
Hal Lewis Hatch, a son, to Mr,
and Mrs. Robert Hatch, of 1823
Keltner Circle.
Helen Diane Williams, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Robert B.
Williams, of 403 Tillman.
Paulette Crawford, a daughter,
Paul Crawford, a son (twins) to
Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Crawford, of
1397 N. Decatur.
Michael Jordan, a son, to Mr.
and Mrs. Tommie L. Jordan, of
310 Silverage.
Ernest Wayne Sanders, a son, to
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Sanders, or
874 Porter.
Cleo Lindsey, a son, to Mr. and
Mrs. Leo Lindsey, of 166 Florida.
Anthony Tyrone Stimmerise,
son, to Mr. and Mrs. Harrison
Summerise, of 1333 Nichols.
Arma Lucille Dallas, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. William Dal-
las, of 1059 Grand.
Marvin Lewis Grantham, a son,
to Mr. and Mrs. Elroy Grantham,
of 3929 Raines rd.
Deborah Dejoyce Wadlington, a
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
Wadlington, of 1463 Valse.
Helesia Smith, a daughter, to
Mr. and Mrs. Linnie W. Smith, of
509 Plum.
Melanie Collette Nolan, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. William E.
Nolan, of 1899 Swift.
Cynthia Ann Ingram, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel In-
gram, of 251 Ashland,
NOVEMBER 21, 1956
Thomas Edward Rossell, a son,
to Mr. and Mrs. Richard Rossell,
of 609 Builders Alley.
Jessie Mae Triplett, a daughter,
Nursery Bowl
Prize Winners•
i Top winners in the contests con-
nected to the Nursery Bowl game
were Miss Lovetta Glover, senior
queen; Miss Elaine Elbert and
Miss Dora Cursey, alternates.
In the junior division the king
was Ulysses Nesbitt. jr. a n d
Chalres Woods was alternate.
Gate prize winners—
Rev. 0. C. Crivens. of 2132 Sto-
vall, $500 War Bond; Mrs, Rose
Wilkerson, of 606-A Handy Mall,
home freezer: Mrs. Ethel Mans,
of 1143 Argyle. refrigerator; Otho
Carruthers, of 3518 Fizer, ABC'1
washer; Miss Catherine Thomas.
of 1473 Ethlyn, air - conditioner;
Mrs. Fay Parker, of 140 Felix.
S75 suit, and W. M. Burrows, of
1188 Kerr, S20 pair of shoes.
WASHINGTON AND
"SMALL BUSINESS"
Byt. WILSON HARDER
Since recent election, readers
have inquired what results mean
to small business.
• • *
One wit along Potomac put it
this way: "People bought GOP
'Peace and Prosperity' slogan
and elected Eisenhower for
peace; Demo-,
cratie Con-
gress for pros-
perity."
* * •
Like all wise-
cracks, this'
does not con-
tain whole
truth. Both
partics have
Congressmen
who have long
been champions of independent
bus,riess.
•
But nationwide field reports
received by National Federation
of Independent Business indicate
small businessmen do not feel
this administration, so far, any
more than recent pact adminis-
trations, has protected independ-
ent enterprise.
* *
Gant busme-s has ref.( ived
from government g-eat favorit-
ism. Prices of tneir stocks. ',arm-
ing and as-et growth reports
eodenee th.s fact.
* * *
Condition of independent busi-
ness is perhaps best judged by
fact business failures this year
are double 1952 rate,
* * *
Today governrrent owes no
more favors to giant bus.ness.
Giant monopolies and cartel cor-
porations must be forced to
abide by rules of fair tre in
market place. Any undor.. citing
of campa.gns to promote people
into office have now been paid
in full
C. W. Harder
* 5*
There are also healthy indica-
tions at long last government
will do something tout rete about
tha problem.
• • •
For example. the President set
• Martina& P ,-t-,.' elta tf Intlepotto-yr t
up a Small Business Cabinet
Committee which made 14 com-
prehensive recommendations
that were incorporated and en-
dorsed in presidential, and other
campaign speeches. Both parties
adopted the strongest small
business platform planks ever
written.
* * *
Thus, there has been wide-
spread public recognition of
need for corrective measures to
insure independent business fair
play in the market place.
* •
In addition, many Congress-
men not hitherto active on the
problem, when home running for
reelection, found small business
real issue and obligated them-
selves to do something about it.
* * *
Undoubtedly this all had a blg
bearing on almost unprecedented
nature of the balloting. While
majority prek-rred to keep same
party in White House, major-
ity also wanted to keep Congres-
sional committees which during
past two years have been active-
ly investigating anti-trust en-
forcement, merger. and other
small business problems.
* * *
Amicricans t,-,clay take a nitich
fir eper intrircst in governmental
affairs aftectiog the domestic
economy than they did two dec-
ades ago.
• * *
And ranking along with Amer-
ican ideals of freedom of speech,
press and religion, is freedom of
opportunity to own And operate
a business. Deprive the people
of any of these freedoms, as
unrestricted monopoly and car-
tel practires the pact few years
have been de,:roying freedom to
operate an Independent _business,
and public opinion is aroused.
Thus the split nature of the re-
cent election returns could very
well he the Boston Tea Party of
discontent with the rit14 deal In-
dependent enterprise has re-
ceived for too long. Until r erre( -
live measures are taken, this dis-
content is bound to grow..
to Mr. and Mrs. Jessie J. Triplett,
of 2163 Hunter.
Cheryl Renee Anderson, a
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Cly-
deth R. Anderson, of 1094 Poplar
R.
Brenda Joyce Williams, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Magellan
Williams, of 1432 Texas.
Roy Jones, a son, to Mr. and
Mrs. Leroy Jones, of 978 Texas.
Steven Becton, a son, to Mr. and
Mrs. Nathaniel Becton, of 3273
Margrette Rd.
A daughter, a daughter, (twins),
to Mr. and Mrs. George L. Mar-
tin, of 2349 Zanone.
Sandra alarvette Webb, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Neuman T.
Webb, of 356 Cambridge.
NOVEMBER 22, 1956
Patricia Ann Terrell, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Ter-
rell, of 143S Inglewood.
Diane Washington, a daughter,
to Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Washing-
ton, of 801 Neytune.
Karen Yvette Blue, a daughter.
to Mr. and Mrs. John D. Blue, of
429 S. Lauderdale.
Carolyn Denise Petson, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Roosvelt Pet-
son, of 1043 Tupelo.
Willie Madison, a son, to Mr.
and Mrs. Daniel L. Madison, of
138 Robeson.
Cleveland Jackson III, a son, to
Mr. and 3frs. Cleveland Jackson,
of 841 Josephine.
Fred Ward, a son, to Mr. and
Mrs. Howard Ward, of 306 Scott.
Rickey Ricardo Davisasa son, to
Mr. and Mrs. Ricard L. Davis, of
1560 Cane rd.
Heine Leroy Christian, jr., a son,
to Mr. and Mrs. Heina L. Chris-
tian, of 988 Lenow,
Sharon Denise Rogers, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Rog-
ers, of 660 Tate.
Charles Lee Page, a son, to Mr.
and Mrs. Sam Page, of 211 S. Wel-
lington.
Carol Denise Wadlington, a
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Wadlington, of 1370 Ethel.
Lillie Mae 31arr, a daughter.
to Mr. and Mrs. L. C. hlarr, of
2919 Mable.
LaKar.dle Ann Walker, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. James Walk-
er, of 250 Ayers.
Bernadine Ward, a daughter, to
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Ward, of
644 Nonconnah.
NOVEMBER 23, 1956
Sheila Kay Johnson.' a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. William C.
Johnson, of 768 Neptune.
Janice Marie Johnson, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. William John-
son, of 2935 Select.
Ira Blackmon, a son. to Mr. and
Mrs. A. B. Blackmon, of 651 Jean-
ette.
Marva Denise Martin, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. M. T. Mar-
tin, of 1083 Lavon.
Michael Duane Christian. a son,
to Mr. and Mrs. Willie Christian,'
of 1413 Texas.
Louistein Hamilton, a daughter,
to Mr. and Mrs. McKinley Ham-'
ilton, of 2224 Vance.
Craig O'Neil Rudley, a son, to :
Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius E. Rud-
ley, of 593 Brown Mall.
Brenda Felecia Duncan, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Dun-
can, of 379 Simpson.
Pearlie Mae Brown, a daughter, I
to Mr. and Mrs. Clarence E.
Brown, of 247 S. Fourth,
Sharon DeShea Ewing, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and 43Irs. Robert L.
Ewina, of 1390 Lyceum.
Jo Ann Curtis. a daughter, to
Mr. and Mrs. Walter D. Curtis, of
1132 Cella.
Oscar Dewitt Hickman, a son,
to Mr. and Mrs. Elihue Hickman,
of 22 N. Willette.
Barbara Jean Bradley. a daugh-,
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Nolan Brad-'
ley, of 716 Grenado.
By the piece or by the poun4
Fruit and vegetables abound.
Buying any other way
Adds to what you have to ray.
By low, fruits ond vegetables
must be sold by net weight
or numerical count. Excep-
Non i$ mode for small fruits—
os berries, cherries, currants,
when they ore sold in uni-
form, morked receptacles.
HAMILTON'S HOMECOMING
QUEEN, charming Miss Alva
Jamison, 17-year-old daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. H. A. -boil-
son, of 1261 Quinn, was crown-
ed in an impressive ceremony
in the school auditorium. Miss
Jamison, a senior, was not
crowned the night of the Home-
coming Day game because of
the rainy weather. From left
here are Miss Vontenia Tenni-
one, 16, of 1.609 Wilson, a sen-
ior attendant; Richard Griffin,
team captain who crowned the
queen; Miss Jamison, Howard
Griffin, co-captain and Miss
Glensie Thomas, 16, of 1410 Wa-
bash, junior attendant. (New-
son Photo)
STEPPIN' OUT as 1956 Miss
Junior Rose Bowl is Pat Bell.
She'll reign over December 8,
football classic in Rose Bowl,
where a California represen-
tative team annually blattles
for national honor with another
high ranking two-year college
team selected from through-
out the nation.---LNP Sound-
photo.
Musing: From 9 to 12, children
are extremely active and are gen-
erally healthy. They like to eat,
but make erratic choices of foods.
During these years, children are
gradually movirg away from home
and family. They are enema.
- themselves with peer groups, and
dress and act like the rest of the
gang whose approval they want.
They often engage in roughhous-
ing and similar behaviors. Heroes
and heroines are worshipped and
talked about. Adventure stories .
and comics spur the imagination.
The fears of earlier y.,ars are grad-
ually passing. Next week the phy-
sical characteristics.
Dear Carlotta: My home is
broken. I suppose it was because
I was too trusting a husband.
My wife and I had been mar-
To hytp pt.; choppers per your sway' •
reek 0;4 se r.es of 1;;ros woo (regard
by thy Coy 1eoP, of ChKepo *Hi Si
Dtportmo,1 es/ WevNts end ei
1POPLAR TUNESRECORD SHOPRECORDS FOR EVERYONE306 Poplar at LauderdalePhon• JA 5-6348
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
GROUND FLOOR
STERICK BUILDING
WHIR( FOLKS LICE YOU
GET PREF IRENTIAl
VRVICE
ried nearly 15 years. My pal
lost his wife, and he began com-
ing more and more to our house.
I let him have the run of the
house. When I used to work late
I would suggest he take my wife
out for me. He would sometimes
take her out when I was home.
Tney are married now, and I
never see (hem. I am just writ-
ing this to let you know there
are evil men who break up homes
as well as evil women. —Sam.
Dear Sam: Part of this was your
fault. If you had not taken your
wife for granted, you would have
seen what was going on, and prob-
ably been able to stop it before it
was out of control. I am not ex-
Tenn State Smashes
Lincoln Turkey Day
By EARL S. CLANTON In
NASHVILLE — (W. J. HALE
STADIUM) — Snow flumes and
biting chill and Lincoln failed to
halt Tennessee State Tiger's jug-
gernut march as Coach Howard C.
Gentry's blue and white gridders
blanked Lincoln 47-0, before 5,000
shivering homecoming fans.
Gentry-coached Leon Jamison,
Fay Mitchell and Bob "Fancy
Dan" Crawford, the latter two of
Memphis, led the Tigers' devastat-
ing offense for the chill-dampen-
ed Turkey-day thriller that clinch-
ed the mid-western conference
crown and sends Tennessee to the
24th Orange Blossom classic in
Miami Dec. 7 with nine straight
victories and a 14-game string
over a two-season period.
Early in the first quarter circus-
catching pass receiver Leon Jami-
son, a 188-pound end from Atlanta,
broke the game wide open with a
13-yard touchdown pass from Fan-
cy Dan Crawford, the first of threej
TD snags for his afternoon's work.'
Jamison, who makes pass-catching
look easy, scored the game's sec-
ond TD on a one-yarder from
Crawford. In the second quarter
Jamison picked a 36-yard pass
from the air for this third score.
Working only in the first half,
Jamison hauled in four passes for
73 yards net gain and three tallies.
Gentry's steel-trapped dfenses
led by All-American potential
Charles Gavin, 212-pound tackle
from Laurel, Miss., and senior
guard, Capt. James Buford held
Lincoln to 24 yards on the ground
and 32 in the air. Tennessee line-
men blasted holes for teammates
to pick up 407 yards on the ground
in 50 carries and blocked for 121
yards in the air. The Tigers com-
pleted 9 of 25 aerials thrown.
Tennessee played the entire
game in Lincoln territory with
Coach Gentry unloading his bench
in the second half. Memphis-born
speedster Mitchell's 41 yard TD
sprint in the third quarter electri-
fied a frost-bitten crowd as did
the 200-pound All-Conference half-
back's scoring six-yard pass catch.
Tennessee's third TD in the first
quarter. Driving to the six, Jami-
son faked three Lincoln defend-
ers into the end zone, and quar-
terback Crawford flipped a pass
to Mitchell who was trailing Jam-
ison.
Tackle BArrel Lee scored on an
eight yard fumble interception
cusing your wife or your friend.
They behaved shamefully. But I
can't help feeling this is one mar-
riage that might have been held
together. • .if YOU had tried.
JERRY'S SUNDRY
Drugs Sundries Cosmetics
Notions
554 SCOTT PH. 4-9463
COMO DRUG STORE
Full line of prescription and sundry items, gieeting
cards, tobaccos, costume jewelry Prescriptions
picked up and delivered FREE delivery, no limit-
ed amount
Vic Come. *wrier Win. Pippin, enmeio
1014 Mississippi Blvd. Ph. WH. 2-1721
WE APPRECIATE YOUR PATRONAGE
Reds Fear
Flight Of
Athletes
MELBOURNE — tINS) — Pre-
dictions of impending defections
by members of the Russian Olym-
pic team continue to circulate in
the world's leading sports arena.
Indications that some of the So-
viet athletes might have some-
thing on their minds besides sports
were numerous, and one member
of the Communist contingent ap-
parently already has decamped to
seek refuge in the free world.
More than 100 copies of the
anti-Communist Russian Mel-
bourne weekly newspaper "Unifi-
cation" were sold last week at
I the Olympic village.
when the alert Tennessee lineman
stole the ball from Lincoln quar-
terback EelzI Brewer who was at-
tempting the ancient Statue of Lib-
erty play in the second quarter.
Gentry's third and fourth units
battling Lincoln throughout the fi-
nal half, Tennessee's number two
went in to score the game's final
tally in the third quarter after two
drive deep into Lincoln territory
by the third stringers. Quarter-
back Wilbur Sueaberry on a quar-
terback sneak bulled over from
the one-foot line.
Quarterback Crawford. who com-
pleted 6 of 7 passes for a total
of 90 yards. Crawford's well oil-
ed arm accounted for four TD
tosses and his toe connected for
three extra points. Suesberry and T h e longest commonly used
word in the English vocabularyClaude Talleferro collected one ex- is usually acknowledged to be an-tra point each. tidi 
.
sestablishmentarism,
OPEN LETTER
Significantly, the paper contain-
ed an open letter to the Commun-
ist athletes urging them to guard
against having their athletic abil-
poses and to seek "information and
paper.
W
advice" by telephoning the news-
V. Perekrestov, said he was "a
tonished" at the number of Sc
*
iptai epse re x pbleoci tael d for propaganda pur-
viet athletes who were buying his
The editor of "Unification," 0.
  it costs them a
shilling—about 11 cents—a copy,
which is a tidy sum for a Russian
athlete.
Sources in Melbourne's Russian
community said officials of the
Soviet team had tightened their
restrictions on team members aft-
er the disappearance of Nina Par-
anyuk from a Soviet ship that
brought part of the Russian teami
to Australia.
IN HIDING
She dropped out of sight a week
ago while visiting the local zoo
with some Russian friends, and it
was rumored that she is hiding
in Sydney awaiting the arrival of
other defecting Russians.
It was reported that members of
the Russian team had been for-
bidden to leave the Olympic vil-
lage except in parties of four, ap-
parently a move to prevent
ilar disappearances.
Most parties visiting Melbourne
were accompanied by interpret-
ers, some of whom were suspected
of having secret police connec-
tions.
It also was rumored that Soviet
officials were considering sending
the Red athletes hack to the Rus-
sian ship Gruzia as soon as they
• finish competing in their events.
I Meantime, some 400 anti-Com-
munist books arrived by ship in
Melbourne from West Germany
and were reported being smuggled
to Soviet athletes at the village.
The Hamiltonian
By DENVER TERRY
The second six weeks period is
almost up for Hamilton students.
Look for the names of our honor
roll students.
Thomas Kilpatrick and Hughmet-
tye Wade were home from South-
ern Illinois university fror Thanks-
giving. The ex-students were hap-
py to see their friends and teach-
ers.
Mr. Kilpatrick has done fine
work for the university football
squad as a halfback. He was one
of the co-captains of the Wildcats
in his Hamilton days. Mr. Wade
was nicknamed "Carry L e g s'
while at Hamilton. Roth are per-
t sonality boys with fine academic
records
Hamilton wrapped up its football
season with a four won and four
loss record. Capt. Richard Gri1fin
and Howard Griffin, co-captain.
did a wonderful job for the Wild-
Th basketball season is j u st
d
aroun the corner and the Hamil-
1 tcoartls.e boys will be battling it out
with the others. Here are some of
the ton ranking players whc will
be participating — Gwindel Brad-
ley, Guy Stewart, a newcomer
from Booker T. Washington and
K. C. Chandler.
BEST GIFT IDEA OF THE SEASON!
YOUR CHOICE OF FAMOUS LIQUORS IN
Matched Set Decanters
Choose from a variety of America's finest liquors
No extra charge for decanter
BOURBON • RYE
GIN • WHISKY
and
CAVALIER VODKA
Brilliant, new gift idea— Matched Set Decanters.
Choose from America's finest liquors in the same unique decanter.
Ingenious— the brand label lifts off, leaving a golden plaque
marked Bourbon, Rye, Whisky, Vodka or Gin.
Give your friends a Christmas starter of one or two decanters.
Or, for the magnificent gift—a complete sett
the great American Vodka
CAVALIER VODKA
CAVALIER VODKA DECANTER 103 PROOF
•
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By TOMMY PARKER
GORDON — At her residence,
206 N. 16th st.. Friday, Oct. 26,
at 6:15 a.m., Mrs. Willie Gordon.
wife ot Eddie Gordon. Daughter of
Mrs. Mattie Taylor and the late
Will Taylor. Mother of Miss Peach-
es Taylor, Mrs. Frankie B. Price
of West Memphis, Ark., and Lloyd
Taylor of Kansas City, Mn. Sis-
ter of Mrs. Mary Parker of West
Memphis, daughter-in-law of Mrs.
Effie Gordon and the late Hay-
wood Gordon. One son-in-law, one
daughter-in-law, seven brothers-in-
law, four sisters-id-law, 10 grand-
children, three great grandchil-
dren one nephew Tommy Parker
.your
reporter), one niece, Mattie
Parker.
• Funeral was held Sunday, Nov.
4, at Morning Star MR church,
Hulbert, Ark. Rev. C. Bolden of-
_ ficiating. Interment was in Morn-
ing Star Cemetery. Southern Fu-
neral home in charge
A CARD OF THANKS
day, Nov. 18 at Pleasant -Grove
AME church at Paris, Ark. In-
terment was in Gray Rock Ceme-
tery. Montague Funeral Home was
in charge.
Lazell Rodgers, of 425 S. 11th
at., son of Mrs. Elosia Rodgers
and the late Elder W. L. Rodgers,
preached his first sermon Sunday,
Nov. 18, at the Church of God in
Christ. His text was found in St.
Matthews 1st chapter 21st verse.
And she shall bring forth a Son
and thou shalt call His name Jesus.
The people who atteeded this great
meeting were very impressed over
the wonderful performance that
he made for God Young (Preach-
en) Rodgers is a good church work-
er and a christian young man and
also a graduate of Wonder High
school in West Memphis. Ark,
Carolyn Jean Moore was enter
tamed Sunday, Nov. 18. by her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ed g a r
Moore on her birthday, with a
luncheon. Mr. Moore is a teacher
LUCKY HEART JUBILEE
VICTORY DINNER HELD AT
GAY HAWK — The 056 Lucky
Heart Jubilee Victory dinner
was attended by 2R of the lead-
ing Lucky Heart representa-
tives of the Memphis office.
Each of these representatives
met or passed their sales quo-
ta during the Jubilee. Leading
all representatives in sales was
Willie Sullivan, with sales
amounting to over three
times his quota. A general
sales meeting followed the din-
ner and was conducted by C.
A. Bellew, district sales man-
ager, and attended by James
Baker, Jackson. Miss. city
manager, and other c pans.
officials. At this me etiii
Lucky Heart's beautiful new
Christmas Packages, including
their newest fragrance sensa-
tion -Touch of Eire Pertume"
were introduced to the assem-
bled representatises. Durtng
Or meeting, an inspirational
talk was gi(en by Willie
Sullivan, outlining the lialen
methods he used in making his
sensational earnings during the
Jubilee. Mrs. Maebell Rober-
son acted as hostess at the re-
ception preceding the dinner.
(Mr('hriston Photo)
We want to take this means to at Wonder High school. .
ness and sympathy shown to us by Cabs on S. Ath st , is ill in the enn. Family Realizing Dream Inexpress our thanks for the kind- B. T. Mosby, owner of the Moe ;
during the death of our loved one. Memphis hospital.. His friends .and
Mrs. Willie Gordon, words can not relatives are h oping for him a
• bless you all. The Taylor family , the guest of his sister, Mrs. Elosia
express our thanks to our many speedy recovery.
friends and neighbors. May God Scott Franklin of Cairo, Ill. was Farm Home Development Program
. of Mrs. Willie Gordon, 210 North' Rodgers, of 425 S. 11th at. It had
(4th at., West Memphis, Ark, been eight years since the Many 
rural white and colored Today, two of the four chii.lren the understanding that they helptwo
ARNOLD—Suddenly at her were together. They were b o t h
families are achieving their long- hold college degrees, the thin; is work their was' through. .
real- I
denee Nov. 14. Mrs Sophronia Ar- glad to be together again. 
time dream G as a result of the a senior. and the youngest child PLANS WORKIN OUT
. 
nold. mother of Mrs. Lime R The convocation will begin Sun-
Reston, Mrs. Leoda Gammon, sis- day, Nov. 25. at 95 S. Mason et. 
gram report several State Exten-
-si..n Services.
ter of Arvie Vaughn. all of Mar Memphis and will go on until Dec. Step-by-step planning which
Ion, Ark. Funeral was field Sun-1 15 C H. Mason, Bishop leads to a sound course of ac-
tion is said to be the core of the
farm and home development pro-
gram. Families first take a realis-
tic look at what they want and
need, then they list the resources
they have with which to achieve
their goals, next they decide what
actions would be best for them
to take, and then they take those
actions resolutely, say the Eaten-
riot, agents.
The families are helped in evol-
ving their plan of action by their
farm and home demonstration
agents, and in some counties by
special agents. Outstanding ex-
amples of how colored farmers
are being assisted have been re-
ported from almost every South-
ern State.
TENN, FAMILY
Some are finding a way to pay
off the mortgage, others a r t
achieving the goal of building a
home, and some are realizing the
dream of sending their children to
college.
James B. Smith of Pulaski,
Tenn., for example, was having
trouble making ends meet a iew
years ago on his 155-acre farm.
The family needed a new housi;
and there were four children to
send to college.
'AMACPBoardReaffirms
Policy And Procedures
A reaffirmation of the basic pol-
icy and procedures of the NAACP
has been made public by Dr. Chan-
ting H. Tobias, chairman of the
association's Board of Directors.
The one-page statement w a s
adopted at the Board's regular
monthly meeting on Nov. 13 in
answer to "some charges, stimu-
lated by the school desegregation
N:mtroversy, which seek to label
this Association as concerned with
stirring up litigation and soliciting
plaintiffs to file law suits." The
charges, the Board resolution
states, "are based upon ignorance
of our function or hostility to our
basic purposes."
FIXED PROCEDURE
Citing the Association's Articles
of Incorporation, the document set
forth as follows the NAAGP's "bas-
ic and firmly fixed operational pro-
cedure":
41). The "primary function" of
the NAACP is "to remove ban iers
of racial discrimination through
normal democratic processes, in.
forming legislatures of the im-
portance of enacting laws secur-
ing civil rights and (also) the ex-
eculives of their statutory, admin-
istrative or inherent authority to
end discrimination."
(2) The NAACP also seeks -to
I inform the public of facts about
discrimination, educate persons as
to their rights, encourage their ex-
ercise of these, and aid in seeking
to redress grievances as to racial
discrimination before appropriate
local, state and federal authori-
ties."
READY TO AID
('I) The NAACP is "ready with-
in the limits of our resources.
to aid aggrieved persons where all
other avenues of redress are clos-
ed, to seek redress through court
action, if requested by the real par-
ties in interest, their attorney or
legal representative, by furnish-
; gig financial assistance and au-
thorizing our counsel to give as-
sistance or advice but only where
the question involves a matter of
racial discrimination of primary
; and general importance to the cit-
izenship status of Negroes.
"No officer, employee, member,
branch or other person connected
with the Association is permitted
to solicit plaintiffs for litigation or
otherwise encourage persons to file
law suits. When court action is
involved, this Association will do
absolutely nothing unless the ag-
grieved party seeks its assist
ance."
It's Atomic Age, But
*Atom Careerists Rare
By JOAN HANAUER
LOS ANGELES — This may bel
the atomic age, but the univer-
sities researching the field are
having great difficulty acquiring
trained personnel. •
If learning the secrets of the
inscrutable atom, then finding
ways of applying same seems a
fascinating career, get the train-
ing and you'll have no trouble
finding a job.
However, there are drawbacks.
First you must have a Bachelor
of Science degree. The field isn't
important, since trained personnel
with background in physics, chem-
istry, mathematics, engineering,
medicine or any other branch of
science cap find projects in their
farm and holt development pro-
The second drawback is the!
matter of salary. These projects
are run by universities, and sal-
aries are paid on university scale,
which is low. A graduate engi-
neer, for example, can make
much more money with industry.
Salaries vary, of course, with each
university.
Robert J. Buettner, Project
Manager for the University of
California atomic energy research
project, said in favor of such a
career:
"This field is no longer in its
infancy. We are applying what
knowledge we have to making a
better automobile, better medical
service, a better life for the popu-
lace as a whole. The field is wide
open far both women and men.
Jr
•
AMERICAN PALMIST
Nationally Known! Highly Recommended!
Life Reader • Adviser • Born With Power
Tells you any and everything you wish to
know without asking any questions. Gives
you name of friends and enemies. Gives
true and never failing advice on all affairs
of life. If worried, troubled or in doubt con-
sult this psychic at once. I do not call
at your home.
The Wonder Lady of Miami, Fla., Now Comes To
Memphis,Tenn , For The First Time.
I CAN AND WILL HELP YOU!
Don't Be Discouraged if you have failed to find 
help! I do
what others claim to do! Remember—I am a TRUE
 LIFE
READER—BORN WITH POWER! I do not ask you to write
your name or any question on paper.
NO ONE IN TROUBLE TURNED 
AWAY!
Come with or without money — Daily and 
Sunday
Ow 10 A.M. to PM.
I AM LICENSED AND REGISTERED IN FLORIDA,
ALSO STATE OF TENNESSEE AND SHELBY COUN 1
TY — U FARRAH SHAW.
Private end Confidential Illoodinge
For appointment pheirie WH 2-1711
220 v/ SNOOKS RD., MEMPHIS, 'FINN.
Dr. Welker Sub-Division Shopping Center
Colored potrooy roar at. aly•ntsoe of 20e toil far* by rico, chosen) -
re.rors eus 12 to Mailer,: than tab• tail • aak your dr,,by e• leo* y5, 55
it Ifreolmll take South frlorld• Ilfroof or 111•1014 id toWI West *44440.6 *d
llooeks Rd *fwd. •Ise ts• bus sr. South 111,1 IR. Do mot Owl.
I take address
Do Japanese
Women Make
Better Wives?
is anxious to get out of high school
so that he can go to college. too.
As for their new home. they a-e
scheduled to move in by Chi ist•
roes.
For a while, the Smiths did noth-
ing about their problems, except
to worry about them and com-
plain. Then one day while their
farm and home agents. M 0 Max-'
well and Miss Gladys W. ye i t-
heme, were helping them to cull
their poultry flock, they melte n-
ed almost casually sonic of their
long-time hopes,
This led to a series of cone'
ences during which the
made plans in earnest and set pri-
orities. First, they would establish
certain farm production practices
they had been talking about over
the years, next, they would im-
prove their pastures and raise
more hogs and beef cattle, and
they would find a way to send
the two of their children who had
finished high school to college with
"Whether Japanese Women
Make Better Wives" is discussed
pro and con in December TAN.
The question arose in 1954 when j
Negro GIs in Japan accounted for I
1,C90 of the 13,000 marriages that I
had been permitted there, and an-
other 4,000 who had been united
in Shinto marriages, unrecognized '
by American authorities. Mdre-
over. 5,000 more Negro applicants
were refused permission to wed
Japanese girls.
Back in the States an army of
jilted beige belles wanted to know,
what the almond-eyed Orientals
had that they lacked In short they
, wondered: Do Japanese women
I make better wives?To learn the truth TAN conduct-
ed a survey among American GIs
i with Japanese wives, Red Cross
workers stationed in Japan and
marriage counselors here in the
U. S. Most differences among the
two groups of women appears to
stem from one fact — sex educa-
tion as taught in the two countries.
SEX BUGABOO
Regarding the American bugaboo
sex, Japanese girls are taught
about the birds and bees as im- ,
personally as their ABCs. They are I
not•told that sex is a nasty busi-
ness that men ineist on, and they
don't feel martyred when practic-
ed, making their husbands feel
that they ere doing them a big
favor sex-wise.
I Another point in favor of the Jap-
! anese women is that they are
taught from childhood to be obe-
dient, don't nag, don't criticize the
husbands' shortcomings, nor try to
make him over. 1
IHOLD ADVANTAGE l
1 Since most men would rather 1
.larry into their own society, rath-
r than chance the problems that
mixed marriage sometimes
. ;rigs, the American woman has
ri advantage over her .laranese
.,4interpart, and by wisely study-
'g the do's and don'ts of happy
arital relations, should be aole
, overcome the competitive quail-
es of foreign brides, states TAN.
The American female may
fiercely deny that any other worn
an makes a better wife, but she
can hardly keep from admitting
that she can 'earn a trick Or WO .
from the Japanese. ._
Fourth on the Smiths' list was
a new house They estimated that
by the time their youngest
Alfred. was- ready for college,
their crop yields would he lip and
more of their livestock would be
going to market. This would en-
able them to build a house and
send the boy to college, too,
Their plans are working ..t sat-
isfactorily. The cotton yield is
up from a third of a hale to the
acre to a full hale, their corn
production has risen from 22 In
at bushels per acre, and their to-
bacco yield has just about don
tiled en their 3-10 of an acre al-
lotment.
Five years ago Mr. and Mrs.
Smith had four scrub cows; today,
they have 23 head of grade Here-
fords. And they have two sows
which brings them 30 pigs a year.
"The farm and home devel-
opment program." say the Smiths,
"is just good planning and sou-4
farming."
43,r7mousisiommemort-r.--,.
"DRIVING THROUGH THE YEARS"
The Story of The Motor Cur
&ditty Foaturtos on Can
THE AUTOMOSLE INDUSTRY HAS
eEEN SAFETY- MiNCED FROM
THE START. KETTERING'S
'SELF-STARTER' IN 1911
NOT ONLY MADE CARS
EASIER TO START, Bur
SAFER, AVOIDING MANY
A BROKEN ARM FROM
TNE CRANK aKICKEIACX.'
IN 1912 , THE ST0246E
BATTERY MADE POSSIBLE
BETTER, SAFER LIGHTS -
AND WIC4DSHIELD WIPER'S
IN 1916 MADE DRIVING
N RAIN SAFER -.
1920, F0UR-m4EEL BRAKES,
HYDRAJLIC BRAKES, AND ON
1925, BUMPEQS BECAME
STANDARD ECI.UctvIE4sr,
SHATTERPROOF 6L455 LAME IN 
'o
1928 AND KNEE ACTION IN 1954;
SISNAL Lr5i415, ALL-STEEL BCCIES,r).4E
FIRST ALITOMArC TRANSMISSION BY /3(//CK IN 1937, SEALED
BEAM vuou.smrs IN 1940, AND TUBE-
LESS TIPES IN 1949. THESE
AND MANY OTHER
ENGINE.ERING AND
DESIGN
INNOVATIONS
MAKE TODAY'S CAR A
BEAUT1FU., PONEPPUL AV 56PE WEANS OF TIZ4N5PCkT.
":11661LAJNInia7S*.iihs17.1414;%.,
NO FIXED DOWN PAYMENT
Tell Us What You Can Pay
Always 100 Clean Cars On Lot
'53 thru '56 MODELS
Low Bank Financing • Day or Night
ALSO
'46 Thru '52 MODELS
As Low As $50 Down
Notes As Low As
$5 to $10 Per Week
We Finance These Ourselves
ilanswiew
C. B. SMITH MOTOR CO.
2586 POPLAR
Open 'Til 9 P.M • FA 4-5557
Be4 ...8e4et
says?
TOM
V
.• F..
t-A at
ibsesera. )
5
7 77
When ham cried
They advertise, k
noes the price get LESS
for the larger we?
Yee usually. look for Mose
important bets in the ode.;
oftentimes savings ere Greet.
est when buying horn or fowl
of a certain weight and oven
Bat unless price per weight
is stoted, you ore Olititled ro
buy any weight yOtt wash 01
the sole pfiCIL*
to het) goo 114000•te 911 50., wawa
awe, mrs Helm of eses wit pr000,•0
by** C7f2 S000•24000420, 040 ATS-
D•00rOberf end 1.4*.:444.0m,
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Forrest City & Madison Briefs
1..0(/1°X/I/4 J. CLARK
Thanksgiving is over, but the
memory still lingers. • ,That his-
torical occasion was beautifully ob-
served by the Eureka civic and so-I
cial club on Thanksgiving morn-
ing at First Baptist church. The
theme of the observance was "0
Give Thanks Unto the Lord, For
He is Geod."
Devotional service was conduct-
ed by Mesdanies Wilma Suggs and
Gwendolyn S tail and. Greetings
were extended by Miss Charlene
Jewel Isom. A very interesting
panel, "What Thanksgiving Means
To Me," was discussed by Mrs.
M. 0. Livingston, hemsewife; Mrs.
Walter Moorehead, professional
woman: Mrs. H. 0. Preston, bus-
iness woman and Mrs. Victor Star-
lard, mother.
Mrs. Etna Shannon, club presi-
dent, served as coordinator. Mu-
sic for the occasion was furnished
by the Euredaettes Jr. club and
a solo rendered by Mrs. Joy Al-
dridge. A very generous offering,
which was left with the church,
was accepted by Mrs. Maysel Sim-
mons and Mrs. Ouida Allen. Re-
marks by Rev. F. M. McClendon,
pastor.
TB SYMPOSIUM
The tenth annual St. Francis
County Tuberculosis Sympsium
was held recently at Lincoln High
school. Dr. Jerome S. Levy, pres-
ident of the Arkansas Tuberculo-
sis Association, made the principal
address. Dr. Levy was presented
by W. W. Campbell, Jr.. vice-pres.
' Men( of the National Bank of East-
ern Arkansas.
Greetings were extended by May-
or Jack Porter.
"The Focus is On The Future."
by Mrs Elizabeth Connoway, ex-
ecutive secretary of St. Francis
County TB Association; "0 u r
Goal" by Mrs. C. E. Crawley, coun-
ty chairman of Seal Sales; -11'he
BEST RUSHING AVERAGES
The two best season rushing'
averages in modern football his-
tory at Michigan State both are
owned by George (Little Dyna-
mite) Guerre. In 1946 he averag-
ed 7.3 yards per carry, in 1947
an even better 7.5,
Hoover dam and Its power plant
in Nevada cost about $114 million.
Christmas Seal" by Mrs. M. 0.
Livingston, Forrest City chairman.
Inspirational talks were made
by Mrs. Charles Shively, Nall
Brantley, Victor Starlard, Mrs.
Clyde Horton and Mrs. C. T. Cobb.
Music for the occasion was fur-1
niahed by Prof. J. R. Mtheth of
Brinkley. St. Andrew Preabyteriao
Jr. choir, Mrs. M. (:. Jeffers,
redress: Madison Light Childrens
choir, Mrs. R. B. Bland, direct.
rest; Madison Light Junior choir.
Mrs. Willard Whitaker, directress
and Lincoln High school band.
John Isom, director.
Casey Mason, of Palestine, well
the door prize and Madison Light
church r eceived t he attendance
award. Mrs. C. E. Allen, Math*
son Seal Sales chairman, accepts
ed the award.
Dr. Cliffie J. Bond. County Seal
Sales chairman, presided.
PERFECT HOMECOMING
Homecoming Is the most thrill.
ing event of the year at Uncoils
High school. And this year every-
thing was perfect. . .the weathef
. . the parade . . the game This
Tigers scored a victory of 20 - 0
over the Marianna Lions
The parade was one of the most
beautiful in the history of th•
school, led by the colorful Lin.
coln band. The royal float, carry.
ing the lovely queen, Miss Doreen
Ford, was breath-taking. Her at-
tendants were Misses Charlene
White, Eudaa Chalmers, Brenda
Dixon, Murlene Kennedy. Claudia
j Edwards and Rosie Holland. All
of the departments of the school
and Stewart Elementary school en-
tered uniquely decorated floats is
the parade.
Dr. and Mrs. J. E. Burke have
as their houseguest, Mrs. JOU'
Rogers of Kansas City, Kane,
Happy birthday wishes go t •
Mrs. Erma Whitaker and HOMO!
Williams.
SOUTHLAND RACING
Corporation
Operators' of other greyhound tracks who have visited
Southland Greyhound Pork express the opinion that
Southland's attendances and mutuel betting figures,
for a new track, are amazing good ... and predict that
in two years, Southland Greyhound Park could be the
second most profitable dog track in the country, topped
only by Wonderland Dog Track at Revere, Massachu-
setts.
COMMON STOCK 4'
BOUGHT. SOLD - QUOTED
GENERAL INVESTING CORP.
Members American Stock Exchange
80 Wall St., New York 5, N.Y.
Tel. BOwling Green 8-1600
STERLING SALT
brings out the best in food!
film-M-Pell I DELICIOUS I tHAINIBUNOEIR
or' anyother dish—tastes its beet when properly
cooked and seasoned with Sterling Salt. Sterling
Salt's pure, snow-white "sparks of flavor" dissolve
quickly, completely, adding extra zest and sparkle
to the rich, natural flavors of food. Get Sterling Salt
At your grocer's today. Plain, or Iodized for your
family's health protection. Guaranteed damp proof,
or double your money back.
STE RU NO SALT— in the box with the premium offer_on the boob
POODIJCLOreTTERNATIONAI,.**LT.CO,..l.P±C41
onovoso
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losopaies, Mississippi Industrial
college, announces that students in
the division will present an Art
Repertory Theatrical Interlude en-
titled "Walk in the Garden of Lyric
Art" on Dec. Z at 11 a.m. in this flight with a:
least one or
16 TRI-STATE DEFENDERSat., Dec. 1, 1956 Are You Interested
In flying? Read This
The U. S. Air Force Recruiting the enlistment of the flight, which
!Service for Tennessee last week
HOLLY SPRINGS, Miss. —Dr. 'began a recruiting drive to enlist
special flight of non-prior
-serviceJames Alpheus Butler, head of the ,a
division of English and literary phi- personnel for duty in the Air
Force
To he known as the "Tennessee
Anniversary Christmas Flight", re-
cruiters will try
to fill 150 slots in
MI College
To Present
An Interlude
Carnegie hall.
The background of organ melo-
dies for the Interlude will be by
Mrs. W, M. Frazier of H o lly Tennessee's OS
Springs. counties.
U. Col. Walter
E. Flagg, A r
Force Recrviting
en Medallion for distinguished
achievement in literature from the
Schroeder Foundation, a Literary
Memorial dedicated to the Ad-
The theme of "Walk in the Gar-
den of Lyric Art" is derived from
the lines ". . .and if you have
no dream, how can your cream Service C o m-
eome true?" mender for Ten IA. Col. FlaggPart I is entitled "Pat" to the nessee, said that
Dream World", the interlude is en- men who enlist in this flight will
titled "Joy to the World and Good not only be honored with offimal
Will for all Humanity" and Part State and Air Force recognition in
more volunteers
from each of
is entitled "Walk in the Garden
of Lyric Art".
In the epilogue entitled "Garden special flight during basic indoc-
ag Contentment" Dr. James Al- trination courses at Lackland Air
pheus Butler, winner of the Gold- Force Base, San Antonio, Texas
The day of the mass enlistment
ceremony will be Thursday, Dec.
13, at the War Memorial Auditor-
ium in Nashville.
a ceremony to be held in Nash
ville, ,but will train together as a
vaneement of the Cultural Arts an State of Tennessee aid for this
director of art craft activities and attempt of personnel procurement,
art repertory theatricals, narrates 'Col. Flagg said, began when Gov.
a graphic presentation of paths to Frank G. Clement sent personal
the Paradise where fulfillment is : letters to over 100 county - seat
provided for Human Wishes De- Mayors, County Judges and otherirea and Dreams, important political figures in Ten-
nessee, endorsing participation of
(young Tennesseeans in the flight,
iexplaining the purpose of it, and
i requesting that they extend to thei recruiter "every possible help and
1courtesy to insure representationfrom your county."Official Air Force approval for
Teacher Nits
In Race Row
TLANTA (ANP—Mr'. Col-
leen Marie Wiggins, 26-year-old
white teacher in the Gwinnett
Coanty school system accused of
beimn sympathetic to racial inte-
;ration in Georgia schools, re-
cal h e r teaching post at
a-da school last year.
The former missionary and wife
a ministerial student had been
. teased, by some county residents,
aayocating racial Mixing in
-.Goma. She denied this, say-
aer remark was that if inte-
m were in force, she would
object to teaching a mixed
Wge Preservers
To prevent a fall in the bedroom, don't
weer soft-eoled slippers which provideno resistance to melees floor', and are
almost as dangerous as walking &boatIn stocking feet Rubber-soled slippers
eremite.
Memphis Airmen In
Accounting Course
eaPPARD AFB. Texas — Air
3 basic Young Fong, jr, son
'a and Mrs. Joe L. Thompson
il9 Hazelwood id., Memphis,
. Shelby county, liar recent
i-etered training here in tee ma
accountant course.
YOUNG FONG
Airman Fong attended Booker T.
Washington High school where he
amis a member of the National
Honer Society.
Muken was crowned
!guarantees that basic indoctrina-
I tion training will be given to those
men as a special flight, was re-
ceived last week, Col. Flagg said.
CALL JA. 6-0779
Only those persons who are be-
tween the ages of 17 to 34 inclusive
who have not had prior active
duty with any military organize-
tion, excluding military reserve or
National Guard, are citizens of the
U. S., mentally and physically
qualified and of good moral char
acter are eligible to apply fur this
special flight. Married men would
be eligible, providing they have
no other dependents, Col. Flagg
explained. Further, if a young man
is 17, having not yet reached his
18th birthday, he must have his
parents consent.
Anyone desiring further informa-
tion may inquire at the Air Force
Recruiting Office at 240 Madison
ave. or call JA. 6-0779.
ROYALTY CROWNING w a a
part of the climax of a popu-
larity contest held at the Cas-
talia Baptist church recently
by the Youth For Christ. Miss
Lucille Featherstone w a s
crowned queen by out going
queen Josie Hamilton. Sam-
mie C.
king by Willie Lynch, who was
acting king in the absence of
Carl Mister. Mrs. Bella Veasea
is advisor to the club and Fe-
lix Booker is the sp onso r.
Guest speaker for the occa-
sion was Atty. S. A. Wilburn,
who was heard on
"All Out Effort." Music was
furnished by Loren° Guy. Miss
Ruby White is president of the
organiation and Rev. C. Mims
Is church minister. (McChris-
ton Photo)
the topic,
Plenty Onions
, Party Action Against Rep. Powell On Fall ListFood markets in Memphis and
Need For Skillet
WOrkers Increase
Technological developments, in-
cluding automation, in the future
will result in an increase in the
WW1 level cf the labor force and
Consequently an upgrading of job
opportunities. The U. S. Depart-
ment of Labor's estimate of em-
ployment in major occupations for
1975 also forsees a job increase
comnaensurate with the 35 percent
growth in population.
White collar workers will in-
crease 54 percent and in 1975 will
be the largest aegmert of the la-
bor force., The largest gain in
this group will be the 75 percent
increase of the professional class—
more than double the growth rate
in tital jobs. The government re-
port groups craftsmen, operatives
Wilkins Urges Rayburn To Halt
To single out Rep. A. Claytou
Powell for party discipline while
taking no action against other
Democratic dissidents would lead
to the "inescapable" conclusion
"that the Democratic party is tak-
ing such punitive action because of
Mr. Powell's race, and also be-
cause of his efforts to secure pass
age of civil rights legislation," Roy
Wilkins, NAACP executive secre-
tary, has warned in a letter to
Sam Rayburn (D., Tex.) Speaker
of the House.
Mr, Wilkins wrote to the Demo-
cratic House leader on Nov. 15
fcalowing proposals by Democratic
members of the House to deprive
!Mr. Powell of nis seniority and
committee assignments because
the New York Democrat activels
campaigned for the Republican can
IACSS To Hold
23rd Confab
In Dallas
didate for President. At that time,
1Cong. Powell announced that he
was remaining a Democrat al-
though supporting President Eisen-
hower because he believed t h e
President had a stronger civil
rights program than the Demo-
cratic nominee.
COMMON KNOWLEDGE
"It is a matter of common knowl-
edge," the NAACP leader remind-
ed Speaker Rayburn, "that in 1948
many Democrats, including mem-
bers of the House and Senate, bolt-
ed their party and its nominee ahd
isupported the so-called States
Rights party and its nominees. Not
DALLAS, Texas — Speeches, re-I
ports, forums, discussions and exal
change of ideas will highlight thel
33rd annual convention of the As-
sociation of Colleges and second-
ary schools in session here Dee..
The macn.ne acceantant course 
.3-6 at the Booker T. Washington
provides training for airmen in the ;
i Technical High school.
nasic operation of electrical ac-1 C. W. Seay, principal of Dunbar
counting machines, operation and High school at Lynchburg, Va.,
wiring of basic auxiliary machines. 1 and president of the Association,
•he collator, alphabetical account , pointed out that the theme of the
ing machine, electronic statistical 1 meeting will be "Education for
machine and accounting machine. I Better Human Relations", empha-
' Airman Fong entered the A i r sizing the part education r a n
Force June 2'7, 1956, and received Play in improving attitudes and
his basic training at Laraland Air ; certain conditions resulting from
i the Soprewe Court decisions on de-
  
segregatior.
- 1 MAIN SPEAKERSFour main addresses have been
programmed. They will be deliv-
ered by Dr. J. J. Seabrook, presi-
dent, Huston-Tillotson college, Aus-
tin, Texas; Dr, Paul Geren, execu-
tive vice president, Baylor univer-
sity, Waco, Texas: Dr. Ambrose
J. Caliver, chief, Adult Education
Section, Department of Health, Ed-
ucation and Welfare Washington,
and Dr. Helen G. Edmonds. head
of Department of History, North
Carolina college, Durham.
The principal address at t h e
opening session will be delivered
by Dr Seabrook who has been en-
gaged in the work of christian ed-
ucation for nearly three decades.
Prior to entering the ministry and
teaching profession he was con-
nected with a banking business in i
Savannah. Ca. 1
Dr. Paul Green, who will deliv-
er the second main address, taught
for a short time in the University
of Rangoon. Burma before joie- .
I ing Merrill Marauders during
' nine years he has sersed as vice'
consul in Bombay, India, first sec-
retary in Damascus, Syria, and
counselor of Embassy and Charge
d'Affaires at Amman. Jordan.
Dr. Ambrose Caliser, third
main speaker, has given 20 years
,erc lee in the V. S. Office of Ede-
cation and holds four honorary de-
grees from different schools.
The fourth main speaker, who
will address the banquet session,
, is Dr. Helen G. Edmonds. Dr. Ed-
,
, monda was one of the persons to
second the nomination of President
Eisenhower last Aug. 22 at the
Republican National Convention
A teacher, writer and public
speaker, she has received a two
I year grant from the General Ed-ucation Board, a grant from the
Carnegie Research Fund and a
Fellowship from the Ford Foun-
dation.
Force BaSe, Texas,
P.n unusual movie designed to entertain elementary school pupils while
teaching them the correct use at the telephone has been made aratiable
here by Southern Bell Telephone Company. The 18-minute film, "Adveettire
at Telerteeia," is rn full color and features gaily dressed puppets, shown
aoove, in an interesting story which illustrates proper telephone usage.
The movie is part of a tree program *itch also includes two real practice
telephones, a directory and informational pamphlets. Schools may arrange
for the program by contacting Southern Bell's local office.
MADAM BELL
(English Lady;
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office. I am the REA,
MODAM BELL that stayed at the Nlississippi
Stale line for sears. Look for a little long
white house and two big Aluminum house
trailers and you will find MADAM BELI.there at ALL TIMES.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Have you loci faithin your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you in had healthAre sou discouraged? If any of these are your problem,
come let MADAM BELL advise you at mire. She will readlife to you just as she would read an open hook. Tell you
why your job or business is not a surcess. If you have failedin the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51, North of the way to Covington.Tennessee just four miles above Millington, one block below('ohms' Night Club. Other-wise known as Turf Club. Look for
sign on left hand side of the road, coming out of Memphis in
Tipton ( otino. Look for MADAM BELL HAND SIGN. 30 min
utes drise from Memphis, Tennessee to Madam Bell's Door.
s Grre hound buses pass daily to and from Memphis, ask yourla, flriser to put ou off at Madam Bell's place. You cantake the Millington hoc and get off at the Post Office in Mil-
lington and get a cab and tell them to drive you to MADAM
BELL'S OFFICE. Show your cab driver the address.
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW I.4AY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours I a.m. to II p.m.
Readings Daily, Open es Sunday
I detel make any home calls or answer any letters. Be gore
in lank for the right sign and the right name.
Consumers From
9 Stales Meet
than 3,000 farm people and coop-
erative employes from a nine-state
Midwest region converged on Kan-
sits City yesterday for the 28th an-
nual meeting of the Consumers Co-
operative Association.
Open house will be held tonight
at the new CCA building. The in-
formal program will start Tuesday
and will run through Thursday.
Keynote speakers include H. H.
Hannam, president of the Cana-
dian Federation of Agriculture. and
K, Stern, president of the
American Institute of Cooperation.
the Mid-South this Fail and most
of the winter will have plenty of
onions for flavoring meat dishes or
soups, or for making dishes of
creamed or boiled onions accord-
ing to Leo W. Smith, of U. S. De-
,partment of Agriculture's Food
Distribution Division.
Most food markets in the South-
east are already well supplied with
onions coming from the late sum-
mer crop, which the USDA esti-
mates at a3,849,000 sacks of 50
pounds each. This crop is 6 per-
cent larger than the 1955 crop. and
3 percent above the 5-year aver-
age.
In early November. onion prices
. were low all the way along the
line, from producer to consumer,
and were expected to remain low
well into December.
mould support another group and Foreign lihni
another set of nominees. There has 
—
ments or announcements or d e- I To See Howbeen, to our knowledge, no state-1KANSAS CITY — (INS) — More 
, mends of any kind from any quer- A
ter to the effect that Cong. Wil-
liams should be deprived of his
committee assignments, seniority
and other prerogatives because of
his desertion of the Democratic
nominees in the 7956 election."
Mr. Wilkins expressed the con-
viction that Speaker Rayburn "as
one of the party's leaders of great-
est influence would not want to
lend (his) approval to a project
,one of these party members was
disciplined in the succeeding Con-
gress." In 1952, Mr. Wilkins point-
ed out, many southern Democrats
"worked actively and openly for
the election of Mr. Eisenhower"
without incurring any subsequent
patty discipline.
After the 1952 election, Mr. Wil-
kins continued, "Chairman Paul
Butler made several trips to sot.-
them n areas and aelci numerous
conferences. He announced to the
country that no purges were in-
tended and to the insurgerts, he
said, in effect: 'Come back into
the fold, all is forgiven.' Moreover.
in the recently completed c a m-
paign, Cong. John Bell Williams of
Mississippi announced aa openly as
did Cong. Powell that he was
not supporting the Democratic
nominee for President and that he 
which could but add the
dens of the party at this
I than-serene juncture.
to
memo Lives
URBANA — CHAMPAIGN—For-
eign students at the University of
Illinois will put away their books
Thanksgiving to go out and see
how America lives, works and cel-
ebrates,
When classes are dismissed to-
day, 47 students from foreign lands
and laborers under a "blue collar"
designation. The skilled craftsmen
and semi-skilled operatives clas-
sification will increase relatively
faster lhan overall jobs, but was
skilled laborers will decline nun1er-
ically despite the 21,000,000 toad
job gain. The latter will also hold
true for workers On the farm, a
continuance of the long t e r an
trend. The growth in service oc-
cupations will be slightly less teas
for total employment. ,
The rates of growth and decline
for the white collar workers and
farm workers, respectively, vary
little from the long term trends.
"Blue collar" and service groups
will be slightly smaller parts of
the total in comparison with their
increasing shares of past year,.
TALENTED VIVIAN SCOTT,
a keyboard virtuoso, will make
guest appearance December 2
at Atlanta university. The gift-
Surplus Foods
Distribution Up
The U. S. Department of Agri.
culture reports that its distribution
of surplus foods to eligible recipi
will leave the campus to visit , ents in this country and in foreign
.
families in and around Springfield,!countries during the July-Scptem-bur- Lincoln, Broadlands, Utica and ber period totaled 705,100,000 lbs.,
less- Oregon. almost 21/2 times the quantity dis-
Others will be turkey - dinner tributed in the same period a year
guests of Urbana-Champaign tarn- ago, according to Leo W. Smith
ilies, and some will go• home of the Department's Food Distri-
with U. S. classmates. bution Division.
It's all part of the University
YMCA's series of tours to give in-
ternational students at Illinois op-
portunity to celebrate national and
religious holidays with American
families; to take part in life in
rural, and urban communities
I GOODBY LICE'
A-200
KILLS II
15 MINUTES
s eery to get rid et
dirty, itchy hoed and
ersb hes A-200 kills
these dangerous paresites en terrier
vithieu 15 minutes
Tway be apply, wry is
A.300 is son-poi•orioos, soe-irritet
tee_. heves no tell-tale odor. Doss no
stem or harm clothing. One applies
Wm *saki dt at Ai Egvatill 
TIONIOVIS
TALENTED BEAUTY — Lena
Horne, the breathtaking beau-
ty will play the lead in the
proposed movie "The Street".
which was written by tormer
neespaperwoman Ann Petry.
Lena, a product of Brooklyn, Is
one of the most traveled per-
formers on the horizon today.
The vivacious singer-actress is
a former cotton Club girl.
NOW 5000 WATTS
DIAL
1480
NOW 5000 WATTS
SCHEDULE
DIAL
1480
Monday — Saturday
5 a.m.•7 — ''Gospel Prince"
7 a. m.-8:30 — "flunky Dom ••
8:30-9 — "Spiritual Sunbeams'
9'9:30 — "Southern Wonders"
9:30-11—Bro. Joe May
11-11:05 — News
11:05-1:30 p m.—"flunky Dory'
130-3 p.m. — Bro. Joe May
3-3:05 — News
305-5 — "Cane Cole"
5-5:05 — News
5:05-5:15 — "Cane Cole''
5:15'525 — News
5:25-5:30 — Prayer for Peace
5:30 Sign Off
Sunday
6 a. m.-7.30 — Spiritual Moments
7 30-8 — Southern Wonders
— Oral Roberts
5 - 30-8:45 — Religious Reveries
8:45-9 — Harmony Voices
9-9:15 — Soul Revivers
9:15-9:30 — Spiritual Consolators
9:30-10 — Christian Fellowship
10-1005 — News
.10:05-12 noon — 1480 Hit Parade
12-1:30 — Platter Parade
1:30-2 — Meet the Leaders
2:20 — New Shiloh
3:40 — Lane Ave Baptist
4:00-4:30 — Jerusalem Baptist
4:30-5:25 — Jazz Unlimited
5:25-5:30 — Prayer for Peace
5:30 — Sign Off
RAY'S LADIES & CHILDREN'S SHOP
238 South Main Street
Toys For Christmas
Easy Terms Lay Away
ed musician was trained at
Howard, Julliard, and in Eu-
rope. A recipient of many
awards, including the Jug&
John Hay Whitney, Carl
Friedberg and many others,
she has mane a successful
Town Hall and NBC symphony
appearance. Following that,
she will be heard in 'Washing-
ton. December 16.
Surplus foods distributed during
the July-September period by 1 1.5.
D. A. included dry beans, buster,'
cheese, corn, corn meal. wheat I
flour, lard, ncnfat dry milk, can-
ned and frozen pork, rice, wheat
and fresh plums
Ifo
CITYWIDE
T.V. SERVICE
Ph. GL, 81252.
Day - Nite & Sunday
E-Z TERMS ON PIX
TUBES AND REPAIR
BILLS
-
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:/he superb taste and quality cf thishistorically famous Kentucky bourbonhave made it AmencaS 
_favoriteIn xis,handsome new holiday 
carton.the!toter, milder 90 Proof bottling nowmore welcome gift than mer
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